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August 24, 1961.

Attention Fr. flruce K. Spencer

Dear Sire:

The geophysical aurvey data, mentioned in your 
letter of August IB, 1961, has not boen recorded with this 
office.

Our Resident Geologist, Dr. E. C'.. Pye, Court Mouse, 
Port Arthur, Ontario may have the information you reouire since 
the Township of Hutchinson comers undor his jurisdiction.

Yours very truly-,

IK'.A: g
ll.'v . Scott, 

Chief, Mining Lnnris Branch.

The Conaolidated Mining and Smelting
Company of Canada Limited, 

29A S. Cumberlend Street, 
POUT ARTHUR. Ontario.

Copy to:
Kr, C.R. Hichardaon,
Mining Recorder,
Fort i?rances, Ontf.rio.
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CABLE ADDRESS

"COMINCO"

29A S. Cumberland St., 
PORT ARTHUR, Ontario, 
August 18, 1961.

Chief Mining Recorder, 
Department of Mines, 
Parliament Bldgs,, 
Toronto 2, Ontario.

Dear Sir: Re: M. C. Nos. 1328U - 13293 
Hutchinson Twp. 
Sabawi Lake Area

On August l?? last we wrote the Mining recorder at Fort Frances 
advising that the above claims were part of a 17 claim block pre 
viously held by Steep Rock Iron Mines Limited and that that Company 
had performed a magnetic survey over the block. We requested the 
Mining Recorder to advise if title results of the survey were on file 
and available to the public so that we might examine the same.

By letter dated August l?th Mr. Richardson has advised that all data 
submitted in support of work reports for assessment credits is on 
file with your Department.

Would you please let us know by return mail if the data is on file 
and can the same be examined by the public.

Yours truly,

BES:kmm Bruce E. Spencer •'"X
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It i o indeed moot, re ;rotiul that you have 
boon victiraiiv d ae you have ci escribed in your letter of
Au u:;t i.:uth, ',nclOL;Dd is a pamphlet e;;Ov;lu; r; the 
reouiix. iOnLt; t;ovorrd.n,' the submission of t'oolo-..ical 
and . oopi.yi icnj c-urvoyr. for aosensnent work credits; 
on :iiniu t; cu;..iiiO, Aftor reading this parnphlct you 
uill roaji'/.e t ha. t i,ho L'sap thct you oubaitted and which 
l an roturnii;; , horcv/ith, cannot be considered ae part 
of a proper j-oopl-ysica} report, Urifortuu.^teiy too, 
afj.;o;J !'..,; ;iuui. wori: cro(iit nay not bo allov/ed on an 
oxi^oiiuiturc bi.iiic* If you have a written a&rooMont 
ulth the lini'iincar, to whom ypa rei'ur, your only 
rocour;.,e ii-. to take action through the Civil Courts*

i',ay i !3ijr;;;;or,t, thot you v.'rito (iiroctly to 
the ninin:; uec-'-i'-Jor at aatdt ate, l.ario, i ir* i). A, 
Jououiti, for information ac to the statue of your 
claim:- and w'uat riay now bo done in order to koop the

Vourc very truly,

E. V* w 
Chief, f'tininf Lands Branch,

Kr, I.* VOi.iti a i. in i,
ijox lr)2*
Olu Croi. i.ton r.d,
. J.V.; a. Y t Ontr rio. cc Mr* 
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July 16, 195d

Mr* Bob Kreiner,
12# B;.University St., Apt*5,
Wooater, Ohio,
U.S.A.

Dear Sir:

In reply to your letter of July 5 
I may say that we do not have a single map showing 
areas that are open to prospectors and have not 
been mapped geologically.

Only a limitod amount of geological 
mapping has been done in the Districts of Parry 
Sound and Muskoka. You might obtain a copy of 
our map, No. 51A, covering portions of these 
districts, or, if you wish to pick out a more 
distant area, you can obtain a copy of our mineral 
map. No. 57A, which gives a generalized idea of the 
geology of the Province. If there is an area 
that appears to meet your requirements you can then 
obtain a claim map which would show what ground, in 
the area selected, is open for prospecting.

The above geological and claim maps 
can bo obtained from our Publications Branch, 
Parliament Buildings. There is a charge of 504 
for map 51A, &1.00 for map 57A, and 504 each for 
claim maps.

Once an area is decided upon you 
would have to look into the matter of obtaining 
the requisite base maps and aerial photographs 
from the Department of Lands and Forests, 
Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

Yours very truly,

M, E* Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



128 East University Street 
Apartment 5 
Wooster, Ohio 
July 5th, 1958

Dr. M.E. Hurst
Provincial Geologist
Room 11+02, Main Floor, East Block
Parliament Buildings
Toronto, Ontario

Dear Sir:

A week ago I found your name in the 195? Directory 6c 
Guide, and wondered if you might be kind enough to help me.

Originally from Kitchener, I'm studying geology here at 
the College of Wooster. Just lately I have been able to 
persuade the head of the department to let me do my 
senior independent study on igneous and metamorphic rocks 
in Northern Ontario, provided I can locate an area on 
which there have been no geological reports made. The 
field work required would amount to roughly a hundred and 
twenty-five hours.

What I am looking for is an area two to three miles square 
such that I can tie the location in with established 
boundaries, landmarks or known geological structures. The 
probability of fair-sized outcrops would help greatly. I 
realize that this is quite a lot to hope to locate without 
a good deal of difficulty, so I was hoping tJiat your office 
might he able to supply me with a map showing areas which 
are open to prospectors, but which havenSt been written up 
in geological reports.

I would greatly appreciate any help you might be able to 
give me as I have to start my field work in six weeks. 
Thank you.

Yours truly,



Mr* R.R, Smart, 

Prineeton, Ontario*

Dear Mr. Smart)

Tour letter of July 3 in regard 
to obtaining use of a dip needle has been 
received*

Most firms stocking dip needles have 
them for sale rather than for rent* Sharpe 
Instruments Limited, 6060 Yonge Street. 
Willowdale, Ontario, nay possibly be willing to 
let you have one on a rental basis*

I am enclosing a pamphlet entitled 
"Elementary Mining Geophysics1* which has a 
section dealing with the use of a dip needle* 
This may be of some help to you*

You could retain the services of 
a consulting geologist or engineer to make a dip 
needle survey* Such a survey would, however, be 
of no value in locating concentrations of hematite 
or limonite*

If you have what appears to be low 
grade iron ore exposed at the surface X suggest 
that you send a representative sample to the 
Provincial Assay Office, Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto* It will be identified free of charge*

Tours very truly,

eno*

M.E. Hurst 
Provincial Geologist
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^Develop Instrument^ 
For Geophysicists 
Using Earth's Field

A new method of Investigating electrical 
properties of the earth's crust has been 
developed. First production models of 
equipment tislng the new technique are 
expected to be ready for marketing within . 
the next few weeks, S. H. Ward, geo 
physical consultant, advises. The method 
stands a very good chance of replacing 
electromagnetic methods for most pur 
poses, he adds.

Manufacture and sale of the ground 
version of the equipment are to be 
licensed to instrument manufacturers. 
The ground equipment has been fleld 
tested in over two years of surveying. 
Airborne models are expected to be leased 
to certain of the aerial contracting com 
panies by early next year following full 
production tests to bc conducted this 
June and July.

Licensing arrangements are to be com 
pleted by Crossland Licensing Corp., Office 
15, King Edward Hotel, 37 King St. E., 
Toronto, Out.

The method, known as AFMAG, is a 
simple method of measuring the natural 
electrical properties of the subsurface at 
several audio or sub-audio frequencies. 
The general basis of the method Is the 
systematic measurement of the tilt of the 
plane of polarization of natural magnetic 
fields In the audio frequency spectrum 
The tilt Is recorded In terms of dip angles 
which are accurate to plus or minus 
l "-2* under normal operating conditions. 
Dip angles are then plotted In profile 
much the same as in vertical coil electro 
magnetic surveys.

One Man Operation
The Instrument can be operated by one 

man but. for efficiency, two are usually 
employed. The unit consists of two parts, 
coil and amplifier, each part weighing 
about 15 Ibs.

To conduct a survey, the instrument Is 
carried along traverse lines perpendicular 
to the assumed geological contact. Sta 
tion Intervals of 200-400 ft. may be used 
in seeking massive sulphide bodies In the 
Canadian Precambrian rather than the 
conventional 100 ft. Some detail will be 
necessary In the Immediate vicinity of 
detected conductors.

Several Advantages
The new AFMAG method Is claimed to 

present several advantages, including:
(1) It Is rapid and low cost.
(2) Equipment is light weight and 

simple to operate.
(3) Since only a receiving apparatus 

Is used, communication problems between 
members of a party In the bush are 
eliminated.

(4) Several crews may work simul 
taneously on a given survey as there Is 
no Interference between recording units.

(5) A crew of one or two men Is 
adequate.

(6) Does not necessitate a pre-cut grid 
of traverse lines.

(7) Operates at very low frequencies.
(8) Can take measurements at two or 

three frequencies simultaneously.
(9) Depth of exploration possible ex 

ceeds most other surveys.
(10) Flat lying surface conductors, such 

as swamps, clay beds., etc., do not give 
rise to large anomalies.

(11) Fleld results are directly inter- 
pre table.
Chief disadvantage of the method Is that 

signal strength Is not sufficiently consis 
tent to permit measurements all day 
every day. It is normally possible to ob 
serve on an average of six hours dally 
from Apr. 1-Nov. l In the northern hemi 
sphere. The method has not the ability 
to discriminate against certain members 
of several adjacent conductors. This dis 
advantage, though, is more than offset by 
the advantage offered by unbiased evalua 
tion of every conductor present. A third 
disadvantage is the Inability to control 
the direction of the Inducing field, Mr. 
Ward adds.



March 11, 1953

Dear Sir;

With regard to your letter of March tfth, 
I have to say that it would not be in order to 
perform any further assessment work on mining claim 
E.0.22910 as the claim is in default as of 
December 2?th. 1957, by reason of your having not 
performed a minimum assessment work required by that 
date. Your only means of retaining the land, 
formerly covered by this claim, is to restake and 
begin once again with new assessment work.

Yours very truly,

FWM/IO
Fred W. Matthews, 
Mining Recorder.

Mr. John Ssitowski, 
HUDSON HEIGHTS. 
Ontario.
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March 4th,

Gentlemen:

Attention; John B* Aird

Under separate cover I am returning to you the 
whiteprints of the preliminary geophysical survey, etc., 
carried out by the Polly Pond Mining Company Limited.

The maps, properly masked were presented to the 
Mining Recorders and Inspectors on Wednesday of last week, 
together with your letter addressed to the Minister*

Due consideration was given to your particular 
problem and relating problems in the matters of geophysical, 
geological and airborne surveys, and conversion from the 
man day factor to money expended! factor*

The Mining Recorders would reach no decision at 
this time and all agreed much further study would have to 
be made before any change is contemplated*

Thank you for allowing me to use your maps as 
Illustration to the problem.

Yours very truly,

J. R. MeGinn, 
JEM:MG Chief Mining Recorder.

Messrs. Edison, Aird fc Berlis, 
Barristers ft 
111 Richmond St. W., 
TORONTO, Ontario,



February 12,71958*

Dear Sirs

Referring to your letter of November 13, 
1957i regarding the 28.05 days geophysical survey 
credit recorded on Claims TJi* 83797 to 809 inclusive, 
86429 to 40 inclusive and 86875 to 89 Inclusive.

We have to advise that no reports or maps have 
been submitted for our approval up to this date*

Tours very truly,

DSA/MCG
R. V. Scott, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

Mr. D, J, Gross, 
Mining Recorder, 
PORT ARTHUR. Ontario.



OF MINING RECORDER MWato PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION

PORT ARTHUR, ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

November 13th., 1957*

Mr. H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Ontario Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

I have today recorded 2&D5 days geophysical 
work, on mining claims T. B. 83797 to T.B. 83809 incl 
usive, T.B. 86429 to T,B. 86440 inclusive, and 
T.b. 86875 to T,B. 86889 inclusive.

The above work was submitted to this 
office by Mr. F. C. Tomlinson, 305 - 25 Adelaide, 
Street, West, Toronto, Ontario.

Yours truly,

tx,( (O t } t . y
D. J. Cross. 

DJC/bc Mining Recorder,



" \
January 29th, 1958.

Dear Sir:

I regret the confusion caused in your office 
concerning geophysical and geological reports that should 
have been sent to Port Arthur.

The last few batches that have been sent out were 
handled by a fairly new clerk and I am afraid that Z did not 
check the letters too closely. I will try to see that it 
does not happen again.

Yours very truly.

RVS/HG R. V. Scott, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. W. 0. Johnston, 
Resident Geologist, 
203 Main Street, S., 
KENORA, Ontario.



ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES
RESIDENT GEOLOGIST 

2O3 MAIN ST. S.. KENORA .ONT.

January 24, 1958.

Xr. R. V. Scott, 
Chief Mining Lands Branch, 
Department of Kine.s, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear l'r. Scott:

Re your file numbers 63A.328, 63.795 and 63.811 
geophysical and geological reports coy. ring areas in Watten 
Township, Fort Frances Mining Division, for\va"ded to this office - 
I am wondering if you would ac;k the iidividual who mails the 
reports to check the boundary in the Fort Frances Mining Division 
between the area served by this office and the Resident 
Geologist's office in Port Arthur. It is confusing in that 
the Fort Frances Mining Division is divided and part is served 
by Port Arthur and part is served by Kenora. Of late a number 
of geophysical and geological reports h- ve been received here 
that we had to forward to Port Arthur.

Thanking you.

Yours very truly,

:,rn J: If

/J.

W. G. Johnston



January 3,

Dear Sir,

I am returning, herewith, your report of 
work covering mining claim E.G. 22930 together with 
a Geochemical survey report.

Under the provisions of the Ontario Mining 
Act, this type of exploratory work cannot be 
recorded on a mining claim unless it is made in direct 
conjunction with a geological survey, in which case 
the geological survey maps and reports must be 
forwarded at the same time.

Please refer to page 193 of the Ontario 
Mining Act.

Yours very truly,

Fred. W. Matthews,
FWM:io Mining Recorder. 
Encl.

Mr. John Szitowski, 
HUDSON HEIGHTS, 
Ontario.
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December 10th, 1957. /'

Dear Sir:

An office consolidation of the Ontario Mining 
Act is being sent to you under separate cover.

There is no provision in the Mining Act for 
allowing assessment work credit for geochemical surveys, 
If, however, some geochemical work is carried out in 
connection with geological survey, we are prepared to 
allow a maximum of one man-day per claim (4 assessment 
work days) for the geochemical work. I would refer you 
to the heading "Combined Surveys" on page 193.

Yours very truly,

RVStMC
R. V. Scott, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. William Karis, 
Room 915, 
360 James St. W., 
MONTREAL, Quebec.



Room 915
360 St. James St. West 
Montreal, Quebec 
December 9, 1957

Ontario Department of Mines 
Toronto, Ontario

Dear Sirs, - ;- * '

Please send me a copy of the new Mining Act of Ontario, revised 

to include amendments passed by Legislature during the 1957 session. 

- Also, would you please inform me of any information pertaining to 

assessment work credits for geochemical surveys.

Respectfully yours,

r\\

William Karis

DKTAlliO
r.HRis a os
DEC l O 1057

QTMT J/
f
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November 15th, 1957.

Dear Sir:

Your milnet  accept not more than 40 days 

geophysical work/per claim is quite correct. Subsection 

(5) of section^ Si makes this quite clear.

Yours very truly,

RVS:MC
R. V. Scott, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. C. McKinnon, 
Mining Recorder, 
KENORA, Ontario.



OFFICE OF MINING RECORDER KENORA MINING DIVISION

KENORA, ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

November 12th, 1957.

Ontario Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Qentlemen'

Recently Messrs. Low and Morrow, Consultants, 
filed Work Reports covering some 222 claims situate in 
the Separation Lake area. Part of the work comprised 
a Geophysical Survey and 42 days per claim was listed 
in the Reports. In acknowledging same we advised that 
inasmuch as a maximum of only 40 days per claim is 
allowable, we advised that this would be credited. To 
day we received a letter from Mr. Low pointing out that 
as two different methods of survey were used he under 
stood that an excess of 40 days could be claimed. Please 
advise if our ruling in allowing 40 days per claim was 
correct.

Yours very truly,

CMcK/LS

i
C. McKinnon, 
Mining Recorder.
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ONTARIO /' PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS
S TORONTO 2. ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

October 24, 1957

MEMO TO: Mr. H.C. Rickaby,
Deputy Minister of Min/s.

Subject; Aerial Geophysical Survey

There are still large sections of this Province about 
which very little geological information is knov/n and that have 
not been covered by geological reconnaissance (about 350,000 
square miles).

To evaluate the mineral assets, a long range program 
should be started by the Provincial Government under the 
direction of our geological branch.

Aerial survey methods have been highly developed in 
Canada and are particularly suited to Northern Ontario's 
conditions and problems.

The magnetometer, electromagnetic and scintillation 
instruments have contributed to Canadian mining. They have 
helped to speed the rate of discovery and in some caaes to turn 
up finds which might otherwise never have been made. They 
have become indispensable to modern exploration. These methods 
are really extensions of techniques already used on the ground 
with the additional advantages of speed and continuity.

Aerial geophysical reconnaissance can cut the cost of 
staking and holding ground by narrowing the area which must be 
followed up by ground methods.

The airborne magnetometer was responsible, in 1950, 
for indicating a deposit of magnetite at Marmora buried under 
130 feet of limestone. It confirmed the discovery of titanium 
at Allerd Lake, Quebec. It was used in locating iron deposits 
at Kl Sol in Northwestern Ontario and on the Opasatika River 
north of Kapuskasing, and in tracing the outline of the nickel- 
bearing bodies at Mystery~Moak Lakes in Manitoba, and the ore 

at Mattagami Lake in Northern Quebec.

The ground E.K. or electromagnetic survey aided by 
geological and aeromagnetic data, turned up important deposits



-2  

of base metals in the Bathurst-Newcastle area of New Brunswick 
in 1953* This sparked a new drive in airborne prospecting.

It is estimated that airborne E, M. has up to now been 
directly responsible for finding about fifteen significant 
deposits 3 n Canada,

The third device is the airborne scintillation counter 
developed in Canada. It has had a less successful history 
in Canada largely because the uranium deposits in the Canadian 
Shield tend to be hidden underneath heavy overburden. The 
instrument has been used at Blind River and Bancroft to trace 
known deposits. No new deposits have so far been discovered 
with j t but it hat; been used as a general aid in geological 
mapping.

The latest airborne geophysical tool, now being tested 
in Canada, measures certain changes in the gravity field of the 
earth. This instrument, it is claimed, helps to locate 
orebodies by recording variations related to the density of the 
rocks over which the aircraft is flying,

In July, 1957* the Saskatchewan government released 
a set of geophysical maps of the Lac La Konge area, covering 
1,700 square miles, by the three aerial methods. Four thousand 
claims have been staked and recorded and it is expected that 
another thousand will be recorded by Fall,

The government of Manitoba, on September 3/57* 
released the results of an aeromagnetic survey of an area of 
1,500 square miles,

The Ontario Department of Mines has completed six small 
areas l.' y magnetic and radioactive surveys starting in January, 
1949.

To make an airborne geophysical survey of Northern 
Ontario including the Parry Sound district of approximately 
350,000 square miles, it will require about l?i years to complete 
at a rate of 20,000 square miles per year. The estimated cost 
based on #12. 00 per line mile would be approximately 
One Million Dollars a year,

could be carried out in the following manner:

1. By contract on a tender basis,

2. By co-operation with the Federal government,
exploring the possibility of their doing the work 
and sharing the cost,

3. By the Department of Mines acquiring the aircraft, 
equipment and staff to do the survey,



I would recommend that the Department of Mines request 
the necessary money for our Geological Branch to carry out this 
type of survey on a vastly increased scale to encourage 
exploration by the mining industry in Ontario,

D.P, Douglas, 
Executive Officer,



\
October 23, 1957.

Dear Sir:

This will acknowledge your letter dated 
October 18th concerning assessment credit on airborne 
magnetometer and airborne electro-magnetic surveys.

Please be advised no credit for assessment 
work can be given on claims which were staked following 
an airborne magnetometer and/or electro-magnetic survey,

In order to qualify for credit the mining 
claims must be staked and recorded before the survey 
has started.

Yours very truly,

J. R. McQinn, 
JRMtMC Chief Mining Recorder.

Mr. D. V;. Sullivan,
Sulmac Exploration Services Limited,
Suite 1502,
60 Richmond Street West,
TORONTO, Ontario.



SULMAC EXPLORATION SERVICES LIMITED
GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

DIAMOND DRILLING

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL CONSULTANTS

BO RICHMOND STREET WEST

TORONTO - CANADA
SUITE I5O2 

TELEPHONE EM. 4-MOI

October 18, 1957

Department of Mines, 
Parliament Building, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:

On behalf of a client we wish to have a- reply 
on what assessment credits can be allowed on claims 
staked in a large area which was flown separately by 
both airborne magnetometer and airborne electro-magnetic 
surveys.

As a result of this large programme which 
covered an area of 4,500 square miles and which involved 
9,000 line miles of airmag and 5,000 line miles of air 
borne E.M. some 2,600 claims were staked. The total 
expenditure involved in this programme was approximately 
$500,000.00.

Since in most cases the claims were staked 
following the airborne surveys, it was felt that in view 
of the magnitude of the job that some assessment credits 
should be obtained for the large number of claims staked.

We would appreciated any information from the 
Department of Mines in this matter.

Yours very truly, 

SULMAC EXPLORATION SERVICES LIMITED

DWS/bd D. W. Sullivan



Oct. 21, 1957

R.J, Lacy,Esq.. x- 
American Smelting k Refining Co.* 
600 Crandall Building^X 
Salt Lake City l, tttih, 
U.S.A. J

Dear Siw

In reply to your inquiry of September 

16 in connection with the "Annual Review of 

Geophysics and Geochemistry", Z may say that this 

Department has not made or contracted for any 

geophysical or geochemical surveys so far in 1957 

and will probably not do so during tho balance of 

the year.

Yours very truly.

M.K. Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



AMKRHCM XNSTITOTE OF MIKTNG,, METALUJTOICAL,, ANl) PETROIJ?IW EKGIKEERS,, INC,
29 West Thirty-math Street- 

New York 18, H, Ye

Mining Ei ouch Koply to c
Mining., Geology, and American Smelting St defining Co, 
Gsophycicr Div* 600 Crandall Building

Salt LaHe City l, Utah

Septoaber .16,

Dr. M. E. Hurst, provincial Geologist 
Department of M ines, Parliament Bldg. 
Toronto 2, Ontario

Dear Sir:

Kvery year the Qeophysiee Subdivision of the A,, J ML EC is charged by 
UK; T;Xdii:.ctf of "Mining EoijJne&rina" vjlh the responsibility of camp! Hag fi 
iw~!wy of fci.c yet!.r"B devv:l ancient, for the f^^^J^^^^tJ^oy^^Bic^^i^^ 
Gc- ('chci'L|f:tr(y. r;*hio review has b?en of real "intereet mid voi.y.e (luring the 
yet r K in b;;?p:ln.g minerel exploration jjec-ple in Echoo.lr-i and, In industry 
cV':-"e'..oi; of geopli.v&lca'l pr'o?;ref.s in the vm'ious fiolda f^M througbovl ih.c

You have prdbHlvly bsen co.lled upon before to contribute your
.-.!)-. a,, uevB, finO conwic-n'ts; arid, we are very muob intereBtefj iu he 
y w this year. Ttte value of the 19.57 article cws be measured by the 

.Y v-nn cewiKluessB of such replica as yours. 7. t JLe uiKlerntood. that BO 
:-;; cf vour vork v5,ll be confiderjiiu) j but vo woiOo' appreciate hrivi.t^;. 
you Pi'ch ihfor.flciion ae you car* provide. Perhnpn you }mow of otfcoro 
o'o'Sr' MMk*:1 a. contrlbvitioiu

'ilic enclosed list, may be of service to you in jnafeiag your 
.'b fjh:.'',0. fi reach JOG by Uoveraber 1^ X9f'7" Itoseri.ptive ancwer^ rather 
t {/-.rtrralit.j.ef, ere siore useful in coiiipillxig tbc- information.

Yours very truly

B, , lacy
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CONTKJBUKJH'8 HBPLY SU3GE6SHONS
sisfjsmif^seafasaaiss^sf^s^fKiissxKss^sssecsfsssaBSfaes

Instructions

IMe form has beat* designed to aid, but not bind, you in jotting down 
which you may vieh to contribute to the Anauaj.^ Rg view * The fora 

i G that developed by H. V. W. Donohoo for the 1955 review.

Use any of". the questions or cuggestions that are pertinent In yourr ae-ee. 
On the reverse, side of these sheet e, or on a separate paper , if you wish, ve 
vould like to have your eoRBBODts on any of these iteme or others of your choon- 
ing. XI you huve photographs of your fie3.d vrork or instruments, publiahable 
cherts or raaps il.l\iutratlng yovu* comment 0, we would be pleased to have them.

Please forward by November l, 1957 to IL J. Lacy, c/o American Smelting 
and Refining Cowpony, 600 Crandall Building, Salt Lake City l, Utah.

 Field Work 

1. Method

P.. Instruments or techniques used.

3. Mineral objective.

k. Location (general only).

^. Date or period of execution.

6. Time required.

7. Who performed the uorks producing corapany, consultant, contractor?

8* SiBflber of parties or inen involved-

9. Cost ( approximate ) .

10. Succeee: nature of anomalies, etc.

11. Principal problem eolved.

12. Remarks.
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MsuiegejBentJProblems

.1. Mo.r did geophysics or geochemistry fit into your overall exploration T 
3n 3.957?

2. Did you contract for your geophysical or geochemical work in 1957, or do you 
hftve your own personnel?

3. V?hut le youv opj.nton on availability of qualified personnel, and your opinion 
on geophysical and geochemical personnel training?

h. Do you believe that the costs of geophysical and/or geochemical work are 
conraeneurate with the revordc in terms of new discoveries or leads?

5- Who.t, if any, legal problems exist with reopect to geophysical or geochemical 
prospecting? (such as air trespass problems, etc.)

6. What arc the trends in geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting from 
imnegement viewpoint?

Research and Development

1. With vhat now instrument development are you acquainted? 

P. Have you developed some new or improved technique or procedure? 

3. Have you developed some new computing or compiling device or procedure?

k. Could you write a brief progress report on your project, explaining the pur 
pose, your approach, and euccess to date?

5. What are the trends in mining geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting fro: i 
the research viewpoint?

Contractor or Consultant

1. List countries, states, areas in which you have done work in 1957.

2. Indicate total number of profile miles, or stations as applicable, by method 
and by area.

3. What is the contractor or consultant's viewpoint toward manpower aarl training 
in geophysics and geochemistry?

h. What are the trends in geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting frcea the 
contractor or consultant's viewpoint?



Qovemnient"SponBored Geophysics

1. Mncuss new projects accomplished in 1957 and pertinent results from .1
vork.

2. Provide etatietict? on area covered, personnel or parties involved j, eke. 
(Cec "Field Work" section. )

3. JUseuss research problems^-instrumental, field, and computing- -insofar aa 
poacible* (See "Recearch and. Development" section.)

h. Bid you have any Joint projects with non-Qovernznent organizations?

5. Cm you estimate the ratio of Government to non-Government geophysical vro.\i: 
in your coxmtry?

6. What are the trends in mining geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting 
from the Government agency viewpoint?

Education

.1. Do you have new curricula, degrees, professors, laboratoriee, buildings, 
equipment?

2. What is your viewpoint on the geophysical manpower problem?

3- In what fields do your geophysics students find Jobs upon graduation?

h. Vfhat is your viewpoint on the engineering accrediting problem aa it affect o 
the field of geophysics and geochemistry?

5. How many graduate students do you have, and what are their fields of 
research? (Also, see "Research and Development" section. )

6. How many seniors did you graduate in geophysics in 1957* and how many do 
you expect to graduate in 1958?

7. What are the trends in geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting from the 
educator's viewpoint?

0. Is there an increase in faculty and student interest in the mining plio.ce of 
geophysics?
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3 Vol.1

September 16, 1957.

Deer Sirs-

Adverting to your letter of August 30th. 1957* 
attni Fred W. Matthews, we are to advise the following -

Northern Canada Mines Ltd* File 63*770

Group l SSM 46447 to 67 and SSM 49102 to 04
Various credits confirmed on August 23, 
1957* for both geological and geophysical 
Surveys.

Group 2 SSM 46468 to 75 - geological and geophysical 
Surveys received but not examined yet*

Group 3 SSM 46476 to di - never received either 
geological or geophysical Surveys*

Group L SSM 464B2 to 9d - geological and geophysical 
Surveys received but not examined.

Group ? SSM 46503 to 13 - 15 days each confirmed on 
January 22, 1957* for geophysical survey 
only.

Group 6 SSM 46499 to 507 - confirmed various credits 
on August 23rd for both geological and 
geophysical Surveys*

Yours very truly,

DSA/fcCG
R. v. r*oott, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr* D* A* Jodouin, 
Mining Recorder,
AULT STE*
ntario.

S 
O
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SAULT STE. MARIE MINING DIVISION
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

September lith, 1957

^MJ-e**..-^.-*:**-

R. V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO 2, Ontario

Attention: F. W. Matthews 

Dear Sir: Re: File 63 Vol. I

FXirther to your letter dated September 9th, 1957, 

I am enclosing herewith copies of letters of April 15, 1957 

and July 16, 1957, both of which had reference to File 63.770 

and Northern Canada Mines, as per your request.

Yours very truly,

/ms 
encl.

A-
D, A, JoSouln, 
Mining Recorder.
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ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

63.770

Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto 2, Ontario

Attns Dr, N. S. Beaton July 16, 1957.

Dear Sirs:-

The enclosed maps, (3), in duplicate, shall have to show 
the claim linos and numbers and the traverse lines on the geological 
map over which the survey was conducted.

The maps were submitted with the report of W. G. Wahl Limited 
on your property in Talbott Township, Mining Claims SSM 46468 to 75 in 
clusive.

Yours very truly,

DSA/MCG 
Encls.

(sgd.) J. R. McGinn

for R. V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

Northern Canada Mines Limited, 
44 King Street West, 
Toronto 1. Ontario cc Mining Recorder,
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ONTARIO P

DEPARTMENT OF MINES Y
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto 2, Ontario

Refer to File 63.770

April 15, 1957.

Dear Sir:

We are in receipt of reports and maps covering a geophysical 

survey on the following mining claims J

SSM 46432 to 46498 incl. in Ebbs Twp.  6 K' o Up 

SSM 46468 to 46475 incl. in Talbot Twp. - ^tfoOP

In due course the material will be examined arid you will be 

advised of the assessment work credits.

Yours very truly,

(sgd.) R. V. Scott

Chief, Mining Lands Branch

Mr. D. A. Jodouin,
Mining Recorder,
Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario cc Northern Canada Mines Limited



September 9, 1957.

Re: File 63 Vol.1

Dear Sirs

Respecting your letter of August 30, 1957, we 
seem to have misplaced some correspondence mentioned in 
your letter.

Would you kindly forward copies of letters of 
April 15, 1957. and July 16. 1957, both of which had 
reference to File 63.770 and Northern Canada Mines.

Yours very truly,

R. V. Scott, 
DSA/MCG Chief, Mining tands Branch.

Mr. D. A. Jodouin, 
Mining Recorder 
AULT S TK. 
tario.

SA 
On
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SAULT STE. MARIE MINING DIVISION
SAULT STE. MARIE. ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OP MINES

li

Mr, R. V. Scott, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO 2, Ontario

August 30th, 1957 

Dept. File

Attention: Fred W. Matthews

Dear Sir:

I acknowledge your letter dated August 23rd, 1957 
concerning the Northern Canada Mines' claims SSK 46j^6jlj^J2iL.~ 
inolusive in which you state that you have not received geo 
physical or geological reports covering these claims.

.C? K'D J H 
6 w UP

I would refer you to a letter dated April 15, 1957, 
Dept. file 63.770, in which Mr. Scott acknowledged receipt of 
geophysical reports and maps covering mining claims SSM 46468 - 

  7^ inclusive and SSM 46482 - ir98 inclusive. I would also re|er ^ (jK® 
you to a letter, dictated b'ylCs.A'., signed by Mr. J. R. McGinn, 
dated July 16, 1957, Dept. file 63.770, in which it is stated 
that 3 maps, in duplicate, were returned to Northern Canada 
Mines so that the claim lines and numbers and the traverse lines 
on the geological map could be shown; this letter concerned 
mining claims SSM -4-6Jj6j^^7J) inclusive.

According to my records and correspondence, it would 
appear that you have not received any geophysical reports and 
maps for SSM 46/^26^^^! inclusive, therefore, I will cancel this 
work credit and notify Northern Canada Mines,

P 3
In view of the correspondence concerning SSM 46468. ~ 

7JL inclusive and SSM 46482 -^ 98. inclusive, which I am bringing 
to your attention, I will withhold any action on my part in con 
nection with the cancellation of this work credit until I hear 
from you further. -

GfavP i
Yours truly,

, , , D, A. Jodouin, 
V Mining Recorder.

 \



Airborne Gravity Surveys

By BANS LUNDBERG

(Annual General Meeting, Ottawa, April, 1957) 

(Transactions, Volume LX, 1957, pp. 251-259)

D URING the past two years 
much time and work have 

been devoted in the attempt to carry 
out gravity surveys from the air. 
After many disappointments, we 
have finally succeeded in recording 
a function of the vertical gravity 
which can be mapped and success 
fully used to outline a gravity anom 
aly.

In modern ground surveys the 
vertical component of the earth's 
gravity field of force is observed 
at a series of separate stations. 
Most gravity meters have a small 
mass suspended by spring arrange 
ment (Figure 1) in such a manner 
that the absolute weight of the mass 
can be determined at each point of 
observation. The weight of the mass 
depends on geographic location, dis 
tance from the earth's centre of 
gravity, and on the thickness and 
density of the earth's crust near the 
point of observation. To compute 
the effects caused by orebodies, salt 
domes, or geological structures, cor 
rections must be applied to the ob 
served data for latitude, elevation, 
topography of the surroundings, 
etc.

Gravity is the best known of the 
earth's fields of force and has been 
treated mathematically in great de 
tail. Therefore, the necessary cor 
rections and calculations are a mat 
ter of routine, generally worked out 
by means of computation machines.

In order to emphasize smaller 
and shallower geological anomalies 
such as orebodies, salt domes, etc., 
the second vertical derivative of 
the gravity field is often computed. 
In this way a clearer and better 
resolved pattern of the anomalies 
is obtained.

MASS

* President, Lundberg Explorations 
Limited, Toronto.

Figure 1.—Principles of ground 
gravity meter.

When performing a gravity sur 
vey the instrument must rest secure 
ly on the ground or on the bottom 
of the sea; therefore it was consid 
ered impossible to make gravity 
surveys from an aircraft. However, 
by observing a ratio or a derivative 
of the vertical gradient, airborne 
surveys are possible. By using two 
masses, the movements of the air 
craft, as well as geographic and 
regional effects, are counter-bal 
anced so that only the desired varia 
tions are recorded. At the flight

Figure 2.—Principles of airborne 
gradiometer.

level the records are also free from 
local terrain effects.

In our airborne gradiometer the 
two masses are placed vertically 
above each other (Figure 2). By a 
balance suspension the distance be 
tween the masses is made to vary 
in proportion to the vertical gradi 
ent. This variation in distance be 
tween the masses is a very small 
quantity which was at first too dif 
ficult to measure. However, changes 
may be noted and recorded at the 
inflection points on the second de 
rivative curve of the vertical grav-
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Figure 3.—Field of vertical gravity, 
first, second, and third differentials.

ity (Figure 3). By recording these 
points of inflection, and distinguish 
ing between the positive and nega 
tive portions of the curve, a de 
rivative of the vertical gravity com 
ponent can be mapped (Figures bA 
and 4 B and Figure 5).

Through instrumental improve 
ments, we can now record the chang 
es in distance variation between the 
masses (Figure 6). As in most sur 
veys, the continuous records made

during flight must be transcribed 
to constant scale. After the correct 
ed records have been plotted along 
the flight lines on the map, it is 
possible to outline the positive or 
negative portions of the gravity de 
rivatives.

In the early 'twenties' we had 
quite a struggle to convince miners 
and geologists of the usefulness of 
geophysics for exploration. While 
immediately after the Second World 
War airborne magnetic methods 
were adopted readily for reconnais 
sance, it required a lot of hard work 
to have airborne radiometric and 
electromagnetic methods generally 
accepted. We now propose to intro 
duce an airborne gravity method 
and I hope that the results will 
speak for themselves.

Our first surveys were made near 
Kapuskasing, Ontario, over the 
Ground Hog orebodies, which were 
fairly well known from magnetic 
surveys and diamond drilling.

The first lines, flown in an east- 
west direction, gave anomalies 
which appeared to be very broad 
compared to the known orebodies 
(Figures 1A and 7B). When the 
lines were flown in a north-south 
direction, the width of the anomalies 
corresponded better to the known 
orebodies but this time they were 
too long (Figures 8A and SB). It 
was thus apparent that we were 
mapping a function of the gradient 
which included the direction of 
flight.

By superimposing the east-west 
and the north-south results, and out 
lining common portions of the cor-

Figure 5.—Curves of second differ 
ential over contacts; alio showing 

positive portions.

responding anomalies, the actual 
positions of the orebodies could be 
indicated (Figure QA). While the 
outlines thus obtained may vary in 
shape, the main portions of the de 
posits are correctly indicated.

TOP OirrCQCNT LC.VIL*

tootv asa-L—.—~~

tooo- •s-.-ar^r^r^"^

7

POSITIVE PORTION* INOICATCD NCGATIVL POQTIONC INOICATCD

Figure 4Ar—Curves of second differential over heavy body at Figure 4B.—Curves of second differential over heavy body 
different altitudes: also showing positive portions. at different altitudes; also showing negative portions.
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When the lines were flown at 
levels, the anomalies ap- 
smaller (Figure Sif). In 

order to learn more about this 
change, flight recordings were made 
at several different altitudes along 
NNE-SSW lines parallel to the 
strike of the orebodies (Figures 
10^4 and 10/J and Figures MA and 
\\1i). It is interesting to compare 
the actual size of corresponding 
anomalies. While the area of an 
anomaly definitely shrinks with al 
titude, new concentric anomaly 
bands appear in rhythmic succession 
as the altitude is increased. For 
good measure we flew lines at alti 
tudes which normally would he con 
sidered too high for geophysical 
surveys (Figure 12), but even at 
3,500 and 5,000 feet the anomalies 
remained well defined (Figure 13).

It was most interesting to note 
that even the small orebody to the 
north, estimated by mining engi 
neers to be only a few million tons, 
showed up clearly at the 5,000-foot 
altitude. This leads to the obvious 
conclusion that it should be possible 
to indicate comparatively small bod 
ies (a few hundred thousand tons) 
by flying proportionally closer to 
the ground.

It is also evident that a gravity 
anomaly obtained from the air ex 
tends far beyond the orebody itself, 
so that it can be detected from a 
considerable lateral distance. How 
ever, the whole anomaly pattern 
must be mapped before the indica 
tions can be outlined.

With experience gained over ore 
bodies, we proceeded to test some 
structures on the eastern flank of 
the Michigan Basin. Imperial Oil 
Company geologists kindly selected 
two areas where a number of fea 
tures could be used for comparison 
with the airborne gravity results.

At the time these areas were 
flown we did not yet realize the 
necessity of flying two sets of lines 
perpendicular to each other. How 
ever, while the resulting pictures 
are somewhat warped in the direc 
tion of flight, the trends corres 
pond closely to structures and fea 
tures made known to us later.

In the Sarnia area, most of the 
outlined anomalies corresponded to 
oil fields, structures, or reefs.

In the Tilbury area, a fault was 
noted by a well defined displace 
ment of the mapped pattern. The 
known Dover Field was well indi-

Figure 6.—Records obtained in flight; also showing positive portions.

eated, and a small but clear anomaly 
was found over the newly brought-in 
gas field in Lake St. Clair.

The test surveys in the Michigan 
Basin proved beyond doubt that 
even small reefs could he outlined 
from the air although they were 
not directly noted in the ground 
gravity surveys.

Just south of Houston, Texas, 
there is the famous 'Mykawa Grav 
ity Minimum' which has been writ 
ten up in several articles on gravity 
surveys, particularly by Thomas A. 
Klkins in The Second Derivative 
Method of Gravity Interpretation 
(Geophysics, Vol. XVI, No. l, Jan 
uary, 1951, pp. 29-50).

The observed ground gravity pic 
ture showed a large minimum in the

middle of the area, where a number 
of dry holes were drilled. However, 
Klkins also shows a map of the cal 
culated second derivative of the 
gravity field which reveals a more 
resolved picture with five separate 
lows. Subsequent drilling of these 
lows has produced a great quantity 
of oil. Klkins points out that the 
resolution of the gravity field gained 
from the second derivative can be 
exceedingly useful to the oil geol 
ogist.

As there appeared to be little dif 
ference between the computed pat 
tern of the second derivative as 
compared to our airborne map of 
the derivatives of the vertical 
gradient, it was thought worthwhile 
to fly the whole Mykawa area. To 
make doubly sure, lines were flown

— 3 —



Figure 7A.—Anomaly pattern from E-W lines over Ground 
Hog orebodies at 500 feet.

Figure 7B.—Anomaly pattern from E-W lines over Ground 
Hog orebodies at 1,000 feet.

Figure 8A,—Anomaly pattern from N-S line* over Ground 
Hog orebodies at 500 feet.

Figure SB.—Anomaly pattern from N-S lines over Ground 
Hog orebodies at 1,000 feet.



in both cast-west and north-south 
directions. The flights were made 
at' aJfcltitudc of 2,000 feet, with 
a quarter-mile interval between 
lines.

On Figures 14 and 15 the air 
borne results of the Mykawa sur 
vey show anomaly pictures which 
very closely resemble Klkins' map 
(see Figure 18). While the con 
tours are warped in the direction of 
flight, all important features arc 
well indicated. On Figure 10 areas 
of low and high gravity arc shown 
as obtained by superimposing the 
two airborne pictures and outlining 
common portions of corresponding 
anomalies. A comparison with El- 
kins' results makes it apparent that 
the mapping of our airborne record 
ings of tile vertical gravity change 
is just as useful as the results of 
the computed second derivatives.

SUMMARY

Naturally, more research and ex 
perience are needed but a great deal 
has already been accomplished. The 
results clearly demonstrate the 
workability of our simple mapping 
procedure.

Figure 9.A—Combined retults of E-W
and N-S lines flown over Ground

Hog orebodies at 500 feet.

Figure 9B.—Combined results of 
E-W and N-S lines flown over 
Ground Hog orebodies at 1,000 feet.

Figure 10/4.—Anomaly pattern from lines flown diagon 
ally over Ground Hog orebodies at 500 feet.

Figure 105.—Anomaly pattern from lines flown diagon 
ally over Ground Hog orebodies at 1,000 feet.
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Figure 11/4.-—Anomaly pattern from diagonal lines flown 
over Ground Hog orebodies at 1,500 feet.

Figure l IB.—Anomaly pattern from diagonal lines flown 
over Ground Hog orebodies at 2,009 feet.

Figure 12.—Anomaly pattern from diagonal lines flown 
over Ground Hog orebodies at 3,500 feet.

— 6 —



Figure 13.—Anomaly patterns in vertical sections combining results over Ground Hog orebodies at 500, 1,000,
1,500, 2,000 and 3,500 feet.

Figure 14.—Anomaly pattern from E-W lines over Mykawa gravity minimum.



15.—Anomaly pattern from N-S lines over Mykawa gravity minimum.

Figure 17.—Mykawa Gravity Minimum, Texas Gulf
Coast. Residual gravity. (After Elkins).

(Contour interval 0.5 milligal.

H A R/R I'~S"~

\e-/ 
V /s

,c- o— u.

b

l Milt 

GALVESTON CC,
Figure 18.—Mykawa Gravity Minimum, Texas Gulf Coast.

Second derivative. (After Elkins). 
(Contour interval 5 X KM5 c.g.s.u.)
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Figure K).—Combined results of the N-S and E-W flights over the Mykawa area.

The airborne gravity surveys can 
easily lie carried out at different 
elevations to produce a three-di 
mensional gravity pattern (sec Fig 
ure 13).

By recording a derivative of the 
vertical gravity field, a highly re 
solved gravity pattern is obtained 
directly from the records: a picture 
that is most useful to the geologist 
in oil and mineral exploration.

The high levels from which the 
airborne records are made elimin 

ate the necessity of terrain correc 
tions and, by flying at altitudes of 
1,000 to 2,0*00 feet, the effects of 
minor topographic variations do not 
disturb the results. However, cor 
rections must be made for effects 
of major topographic features and 
therefore, in our airborne routine, 
the simultaneous recording of the 
aircraft's distance from the ground 
is incorporated. Thus effects from 
the obvious topographic features 
can be immediately computed and 
eliminated.

The airborne results have shown 
that even small orebodies may be de 
tected when flying at suitable alti 
tudes. Therefore, this method will 
help us screen the abundant elec 
tromagnetic and magnetic anomalies 
so tltat attention can be focused on 
those that may yield ore.

Finally, with the airborne grav 
ity method we may detect bodies 
of hematite, chromite, manganese, 
and nine, which cannot be accom 
plished by any other geophysical 
method.

from The Canadian Mining and Metallurgical Bulletin, August, 1957) 

Printed in Canada
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V August 27, 1957.

Dear Sir:

The question of credits for Geo-Chemical 
Surveys was investigated very thoroughly over a period 
of more than two years before the present system of 
credits was decided upon. Initially, the Provincial 
Geologist was very much against allowing any credits 
whatsoever.

It is very difficult to answer hypothetical 
questions. I would suggest that you advise Mr* Giddings 
to follow the requirements as set out in the back of the 
Mining Act as closely as he can under the circumstances. 
If any additional material is required after his first 
submission he will be so advised either by the clerical 
or geological staffs.

Yours very truly,

R. V. Scott, 
RVSiMC Chl^f, Mining Lands Branch,

Mr. S. J. Mason, 
Mining Recorder, 
HAILEYBURY, Ontario.



OEEICE OF MINING RECORDER

ONTARIO 
DEPARTMENT OF MINES

TIMISKAMING MINING DIVISION
HAILEYBURY, ONTARIO

23 Aug. 1957.

I Ir. R. V. Scott,
Chief, l lining ^ancis Branch,
Department of mines.

Jear ; ,'r. Scott :-

It appears that the maximum allowance for 
Gco-Chcmical Surveys, when part of a Geological Survey, 
is one man-day per claim ana tha t the credit of four days 
per man does not apply.

In the following case this does not seem to
be reasonable:-

A geological survey is done on eight claims 
with a grid at 300 feet intervals. A geo-chemical survey 
of sub-areas within the survey is made with additional 
picket lines at 150 feet intervals. Samples were taken every 
25 feet along these grids. This has involved considerable 
time for which a credit of S days only seems inadequate.

,/ould you please advise C. Giddings - Pioneer 
Consultants Ltd., llaileybury, v/h at is required and allowed in 
such a case?

Yours jEfry truly,

V,

S. J. iljtSOK, 
MIMING ftLC
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August 23rd, 1957.

Dear Sir:

I have just located your letters of 

February 25th and March 2dth which were apparently 

placed on file without my knowledge. We have not, 

as yet, received geophysical or geological reports 

covering mining claims S.S.M. 46463 to 46498 inclu 

sive in the township of Talbott. Crft&Vf **
V ^J

Yours very truly,

FWM/hg R. V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

Mr. D. A. Jodouin,
Mining Recorder,
SAULT STE. MARIE. Ontario.



OF MINING RECORDER SAULT STE. MARIE MINING DIVISION
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

March 28th, 1957

Mr. R. V.Scott, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO 2, Ontario

Dear Sir:

This is to advise you that I have this day filed 

28 days Geophysical and 3.5 days Geological Survey on each of 

mining claims S51M 46468 to 46475 inclusive; also 8.4 days - 

Geophysical and 2,8 days Geological Survey on each of nining 

claims SSM 46482 to 46498 inclusive, submitted by Northern 

Canada Mines Limited. --" ' f : -' f L\-

I assume that Northern Canada Minee Limited are 

sending the reports and maps, in duplicate, to the Department 

direct.

Yours very truly,

"' 0 (!l

D. A, Jodouin, 
Mining Recorder,

fms



OF MINING RECORDER SAULT STE. MARIE MINING DIVISION
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

February 25, 1957.

Mr. R. V. Scott, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Parliament Bldgs., 
Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sir:

Please be advised that I have this day 
filed work reports covering 24 days Geophysical 
survey on each of SSM 46476-&1 inclusive, in 
Talbott Township. \ ̂ ^ r , ( , i -^

These reports were submitted by Northern 
Canada Mines Ltd., who I trust will in turn supply 
you with the geophysical report and map in dupli 
cate direct, within the time allowed by the Mining 
Act.

Yours truly,

DAJ/vm
D. A. "Jodouin, 
Mining Recorder.

CC - H. F. Cassidy,
Northern Canada Mines Ltd., 
44 King St. W., ' 
Toronto l, Ont.
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Ont. Geology Report 
Covers Sudbury Area

A new geological report dealing with a 
large area lying within the boundaries of 
the Sudbury nickel Irruptive has been 
published as a part of the Ontario De 
partment of Mines' 1956 annual report.

The first section of the publication by 
Dr. J. E. Thomson treats an area of about 
280 sq. miles. Dr. Thomson worked In col 
laboration with Dr. H. Williams, a well 
known American volcanologist, who has 
written the second section of the report.

The only Important mineral deposit that 
has been found to date within the Sudbury 
Basin Is owned by Consolidated Sudbury 
Basin Mines. A description of this prop 
erty is used by Dr. Thomson as represent- 

I alive of the economic aspects of basin 
l geology.

The two geologists, after full discussions 
on the early history of the Sudbury area, 
reached the conclusion that the concept of 
a segregated lopolith at the camp (a con 
cept that has been in vogue for many 
years) is tmtenable. To back up this 
belief, Dr. Thomson furnishes four reasons 
in his report.

Added strength for the theory that a 
large portion of the basin within the ir- 
ruptlve's boundaries Is due to glowing 
avalanche deposits is given by Dr. Williams 
In his report. It is pointed out that an 
air of mystery from a geological viewpoint 
will long hang over the Sudbury Basin 
and the nickel ranges that surround It 
but In line with his theory Dr. Williams 
tabulates six conclusions that he hopes 
may assist in clarifying the view.

The third section of the report deals 
with the Copper Cliff rhyolites in McKlm 
Twp. in the Sudbury district and was 
written by T. C. Phemister. The report 
is accompanied by three geological maps 
on the area.

In addition there are two maps pertain 
ing to the first two sections of the report 
with the main one showing the geology 
for a large portion of the Sudbury Basin 
area.

The report is part three of the Depart 
ment of Mines' annual report for 1056, 
volume 65. It can be obtained from the 
department through the Parliament Bldgs, 
Toronto.
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l :

Rule of Thumb Sought 
For Exploration Estimates

With the help of your valuable publi 
cation I have learned the importance 
of geophysical exploration and the var 
ious methods used. While I appreciate 
that these scientific methods are helpful 
in finding mineral deposits, I have no 
idea of their cost and I often wonder 
how much geophysical work can be 
undertaken by small companies with 
limited budgets. I would also like to 
have an idea how expensive diamond 
drilling is.

I am sure that other readers like my 
self, who try to estimate how much 
work can be done with funds received 
from underwritings etc. would find such 
figures very helpful.

M. S. M., Montreal, Que.
It is very difficult to give average figures 

for the various types of geophysical sur 
veys, because prices vary with the size of 
the Job, location and accessibility of the 
property and the thoroughness which is 
required of a particular survey. In the 
case of aerial surveys, rates also vary with 
the proximity of airports. On rough ter 
rain where helicopters must be used, the 
price of a survey may be tripled or 
quadrupled.

Tlie cost of geophysical surveying usually 
includes interpretation and recommonda- 
tions by experienced engineers. The cost 
of this service is roughly estimated at 
30', of the overall cost of the survey. 
However, companies with highly speclal- 
i/ed staffs can forego this service and 
have the interpreting done by their own 
personnel.

The most common types of surveys in 
clude: geological mapping; magnetometer; 
reconnaissance and detail electromagnetic; 
geochemical; gravity and resistivity work 
on the ground. Aerial surveys Include 
magnetometer, electromagnetic and scin 
tillation counter. Of late, one firm is 
undertaking aerial gravity surveying.

The approximate cost of these surveys 
as shown here was obtained from one of 
the largest and technologically most ad 
vanced geophysical firms in Toronto. Their 
estimates are based on work on average 
terrain witfi stations xisually at 100-ft. 
intervals:

(irouml magnetometer 860-990 per line 
mile plus the cost of line-cutting which 
ranges between 840-855 per line-mile

Reconnaissance electromagnetic survey 
ing by 2-man parties, S50 per line mile or 
between ^2,000-^2,600 per party per month, 
which, depending on the terrain, can cover 
50-60 miles a month.

Detail electromagnetic surveys S90^115 
per mile plus the cost of line-cutting, 
which ranges between 840-S55 per line- 
mile.

Gravity surveys S180^200 per line-mile 
including surveying.

imiuccil pohirl/ation surveys to lest 
disseminated sulphides: $600 per line- 
mile. This is highly specialized detail 
work.

Resistivity or self-potential surveys $100- 
S125 per line-mile.

(ieologlcal mapping ranges from S40- 
$100 per day depending on the type of 
mapping and experience of the geologist 
or student.

Sped!)' surveys include the probing of 
diamond drill holes with electromagnetic 
equipment. The cost of this work runs 
about $150 per day per 3-man crew, which 
tinder optimum conditions can probe up 
to 1,000 ft. of drilling per day. This equip 
ment is also available for resistivity sur 
veys at approximately the same prices.

The cost of diamond drilling varies with 
the size of core needed, location etc. A 
rule of thumb is $3-$4 per foot to a depth 
of 1,000 ft. for standard size core. Deeper 
drilling is considerably more expensive 
depending on depth. In some instances 
at depths of 3,000-4,500 ft., the cost can 
be $30 per foot or more. This is also the 
estimated cost of shallower drilling in ex 
tremely remote areas such as Ungava, 
N.W.T. and other northern locations where 
equipment, crews and supplies must be 
flown in. These costs do not include super 
vision by the consulting engineer of field 
personnel, which is also borne by the 
company.

The amount of geophysical work on any 
given property depends on the overburden, 
the metal sought and knowledge of the 
geology of the area as well as work already 
carried out on neighboring properties.

Since a claim in Ontario is 40 acres and 
1,320 ft. square, for rough estimates it can 
be assumed that it requires 1.1 line-miles 
of surveying at intervals of 300 ft. Lines 
are usually cut at intervals from 100 ft.- 
500 ft.

It is important to note that while geo 
physical work is a very helpful tool In 
mining exploration it is not the final 
answer to whether the ground is barren 
or not. Although the science of geophysics 
has helped the discovery of many an ore 
body, it is equally true that many deposits 
were found by conventional methods after 
repeated geophysical work failed to give 
an indication of their presence.

The final word on whether there is ore 
in the ground and how much is left to 
diamond drilling and underground devel 
opment. Because of the varying nature of 
the deposits, it is impossible to say how 
much drilling is needed to delimit on 
orebody or how much underground de 
velopment Is required to block it out.

While the cost of shaft sinking may 
vary from $100-$400 per foot, an average 
exploration-production shaft runs approx 
imately #160 per foot and subsequent 
lateral work $20-$40 a foot, depending on 
location, the type of rock, water flows t 
encountered etc, j
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Vanquishing a Bogey

fleeting Righl Tool for Job 
Problem of Geophysical Surveys

1957

In the past few years pamphlets have 
been issued and slogans circulated to 
the effect that airborne surveys will 
flnd you a mine or an oil well and that 
the day of the ground prospector is over. 
The result of this publicity has created 
a bogey; a mysterious, magical, airborne 
creature poorly understood and almost 
entirely mistrusted.

A good step toward dispelling this 
bogey was undertaken by Norman R. 
Paterson, chief of the Geophysics divi 
sion, Hunting Technical and Exploration 
Services in it paper delivered before a 
joint western meeting of the A.I.M.E. 
and the C.I .M. in Spokane, Wash.

For comparison purposes, Mr. Pater 
son draws ii parallel between the func 
tion of geophysics and the use of the 
x-ray, the electrocardiograph and such 
devices in medicine. These techniques 
are not necessarily cheaper or faster 
than the visual examinations of the 
last century, but they are better. He 
points out that one does not use a 
stethoscope to detect a tumour in the 
brain. Likewise in geophysics, one must 
choose the right method and under 
stand its limitations.

The doctors have done away with 
their bogey, and its high time we got 
rid of ours, he said.

Geophysics as applied to mineral 
prospecting implies sub-surface ex 
ploration through the physical prop 
erties of rocks and minerals. The 
properties we are concerned with in 
airborne surveys are magnetic sus 
ceptibility, radioactivity, electrical con 
ductivity, and density. These are 
properties which all materials possess 
to some degee.

T i is necessary when planning a geo 
physical survey to ask the following 
. . . ;i,uns:

1 11 If l am looking for a particular 
mineral, does it possess a physical prop 
erty which is detectable by a geophysical 
method, and if so, which method?

(2i If I am looking for more than 
one type of mineral, which combination 
of methods will be most sensitive to the 
economic minerals in the particular area 
and setting?

(3) Are there any geological structures, 
minerals or rocks, which may be related 
to economic mineral deposits, that can 
be detected by geophysical survey, and 
il so by what method or methods?

(41 Are the methods going to be 
economic and where do I draw the line?

(5) What follow-up will be required, 
and how much is this going to cost?

No one can answer the questions bet 
ter than a specialist in his field. Geo 
physical methods, particularly airborne, 
are undergoing very rapid changes these 
days New applications and new inter 
pretation methods are constantly raising 
the "gain factor" in geophysical sur 
veys. The basic considerations behind 
the answers are, however, quite simple, 
and quite satisfactory answers can some 
times be found without dragging in a 
specialist, he stated.

Airborne Magnetometer
Like the ground magnetometer, the 

airborne magnetometer measures the 
intensity of the earth's magnetic fleld. 
This is affected locally by local varia 
tions in magnetic susceptibility of the 
sub-surface materials. Since magnetite 
am} pyrrhotite tire the only minerals 
"magnetic" enough to affect the mag 

netometer, the method is commonly used 
indirectly, rather than directly to search 
for mineral deposits. Iron formations, 
magnetite replacement bodies and segre 
gations, and sulphide bodies containing 
pyrrhotite are about the only deposits 
that can be detected directly with the 
magnetometer. But as a geological tool 
to map lithology and structure it has 
proven itself exceedingly valuable.

In mining surveys, magnetometer con 
tour maps may reveal the grain of the 
country rocks, indicating folding and 
faulting, they delineate basic bodies such 
as sills, dikes and plugs, and they can 
sometimes show contacts between differ 
ent types of country rock.

The physical laws prevailing in mag 
netometer surveys are simple and well 
known. Thus it is possible to predict 
the response to most geological features 
and mineral deposits. The detectability 
oi bodies can be ascertained before plan 
ing a survey.

The gain factor in magnetometer 
surveys is hard to assess because of 
the great indirect value. In searching 
for massive magnetite deposits, the 
gain is exceptionally high since the 
cost is quite low and the diagnostic 
value is good. Relatively little follow- 
up work is required after a mag 
netometer survey of a magnetite 
deposit. Follow-up after a survey 
performed for geological purposes 
may be very extensive.

New developments in the method have 
been mainly an improvement in sensiti 
vity and recording -speed, and reduction 
in weight, he pointed out. As a result 
smaller anomalies can be detected 
higher up and strong anomalies re 
corded lower down. The former ad 
vantage is felt when large areas are 
to be explored and where small, local 
features are not of great importance.

Highly accurate data taken at great 
altitude and wide line-spacing can be. 
treated analytically to provide the same 
information as a low-level survey with 
lines closer together. High speed re 
cording and light instruments mean that 
mining surveys for magnetite can bc 
conducted at low altitude and will pro 
vide as good, or better information than 
data observed on the ground. The gain 
factor in this instance is much higher 
than in a ground survey since airborne 
survey costs are far less than the cor 
responding costs on the ground. A de 
tail survey of a property of, say, 10 
square miles could be done by light 
plane or helicopter at a cost of roughly 
S4,000 to S5.000 in less than a day. The 
same coverage on the ground might cost 
315,000 or more and take four months. 

Airborne Scintillometer
The airborne scintillometer is used as 

a direct tool in locating major radio 
active mineral deposits and as an indi 
rect tool to indicate changes in rock 
composition and water saturation. The 
method is so simple and inexpensive that 
it is commonly used whenever a geo 
physical is performed, to provide addi 
tional information.

Limitations to the method are strin 
gent. Gamma radiation is the only type 
detectable in the air, and this is damped 
in its passage through any kind of rock, 
water, or overburden. Two feet of rock 
or three feet of water or wet overburden 
are sufficient lo reduce a gamma radia 
tion by one half. Effective flying height

is limited to about 500 ft., and lower, 
slower flying is essential for areas where 
small pitchblende veins occur. Heli 
copter operation is ideal.

Radiation spectrometers have been 
developed to distinguish between radia 
tion produced by the decay of potassium , 
from that due to uranium or thorium. 
In this way it may be possible to 
eliminate the effects of granites and 
pegmatite dikes.

Other developments include direc 
tional scintillometer arrays which can 
distinguish between strong, local sources 
and broad, weaker sources.

The laws governing gamma-ray radia 
tion and ript.ppt.invt ov^ w*n i——— ~- 
Is not hard to determine the effective 
ness of a system, and the best flight 
elevation and line-spacing for any given 
problem. Caution should be used in 
combining scintillometer with magnetic 
and electromagnetic surveys since eleva 
tion and line-spacing may be suitable 
for one but not for the other.

Airborne Electromagnetometer
The first fully airborne E.M. survey 

was conducted in 1949. The principle, 
however, is one of the oldest in the 
field of geophysical prospecting.

All E.M. systems, Mr. Paterson ex 
plained, attempt to do the same thing; 
namely, to locate, outline and determine 
the electrical properties of a conducting 
body. The merits of various systems 
should be judged according to the degree 
to which they achieve this object. The 
best that any system can do is to pro 
vide the prospector with a measure of 
the physical properties of the body 
which affect its electrical response. At 
that stage, the prospector may use his 
prior knowledge of the habits of gra 
phite and sulphides in the area to guess 
at the probable nature of the conductive 
material. He may be aided in his job 
by information on the size and geometry 
of the body, which are revealed by the 
E.M. survey. A system should be 
judged by what it measures, not by the 
materials or mines Us backers claim to 
have detected with it.

Two Categories
E.M. systems may be divided into two 

categories. One group measures distor 
tions of primary field quantities; such 
as shifts in phase, amplitude or inclina 
tion. These systems, operating at one 
frequency, are able to locate conductors, 
but do not provide much information 
about size or conductivity.

The second group of systems detects 
the secondary field by itself, eliminating 
the stronger primary by ingenious 
mechanical or electrical contrivances.
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At least three systems in operation 
today use rigid transmitter-receiver in 
stallations either on the wing-tips of a 
light plane, or at the nose and tail of 
a helicopter.

These measurements enable location 
and definition of a body perhaps more 
accurately than the distortion-measuring 
group. The ratio of in-phase to out-of- 
phase components gives an indication of 
conductivity that is less affected by 
depth and size than is the ratio meas 
ured' by the other group. Another device 
in use today uses a rotating field, Mr. 
Paterson said.

E.M. methods may be used as 
effectively in the air as on the ground 
and at a great reduction of time and 
cost. Heavier, more powerful and more 
complicated systems can be carried in 
a plane than can be man-packed on 
the ground. Helicopter systems have 
the advantage of slower speed and 
variability of altitude. Little, If any 
ground detailing of anomalies is neces 
sary if air photo control is properly 
established. Ground follow-up, if car 
ried out, should measure the same 
properties as the airborne survey. If 
not, ambiquity and confusion can re 
sult. An additional property, such as 
magnetic susceptibility or density can 
be measured in the follow-up which 
may be used to screen the E.M. ano 
malies and direct the drilling program.

A large amount of research is being 
carried out at present in E.M. inter 
pretation. This i.s the most difficult 
phase of E.M. work and is probably the 
poorest understood of all geophysical 
problems.

In planning E.M. surveys, the pros 
pector is advised to make sure that 
the method is capable of detecting the 
sort of body he is looking for. This can 
be predicted with a fair degree of cer 
tainty if limits as to depth and size are 
imposed. He should then look for a 
system that will give him a clue to 
conductivity as well as locaton and that 
will provide sufficient ground and eleva 
tion control. Cost, in the case of small 
properties, should be compared with the 
cost of ground surveys. In large or 
reconnaissance surveys, higher and 
faster flying towed-bird systems may 
be better than the slower and more 
costly fixed coil systems. Finally, proper 
attention should be given to interpreta 
tion and follow-up, and allowance 
should be made for these in the budget. 
Too many times anomalies are drilled 
that could have been eliminated by a 
careful interpretation.

Seme au o ip" t.. . systems nre now 
installed together with magnetometer 
and scintillometer to aliow t.i.^e MU.^S 
at the one time. The advantages of this 
over two or three separate surveys are 
cost and the possibility of perfect cor 
relation of anomalies.

The gravity method is probably the 
oldest geophysical method and it is the 
latest to be made airborne.

The method responds to changes in 
iensity in the rock, which may be re- 
ated to geological structure, bedrock 
.opography or orebodies. Surveys have 
jeen carried out with ground equipment

to locate sedimentary structures favor 
able for oil and gas pools and in mining 
to locate orebodies and to screen E.M. 
anomalies.

The gravity anomaly is the easiest of 
all geophysical anomalies to calculate 
since it is merely the force in Newton's 
law of attraction. At elevations large 
compared with the size of the body the 
anomaly can be calculated using the 
expression for a point source, which is 
a constant times the mass, divided by 
the distance squared. With the mass 
in tons and the distance in feet, a con 
stant of 15.4 provides the anomaly in 
milligals. Thus an excess mass (mass 
in excess of country rock of same 
volume) of 10 million tons at a depth 
to centre of 800 ft. will provide an 
anomaly of roughly l milligal.

Airborne gravity methods do not 
measure the gravity force but the change 
in the force with vertical distance. The 
quantity recorded is therefore a function 
of the vertical gradient of gravity force. 
Systems of measurement must be judged 
by the accuracy to which they can meas 
ure these gradients. One such system 
claims an accuracy of better than one 
microgal (one thousandth of a milligal) 
per loot. Gradients at any elevation 
can be calculated simply by dividing the 
gravity anomaly at that elevation by 

! three times the depth to the centre of 
i the body. Thus our l milligal anomaly 
! yields a vertical gradient of roughly 
; 0.4 microgals per foot at a height of 800 
j ft. The effect of changing elevation can 
i be determined by multiplying the ano- 
i maly by the cube of the ratio of the 

old height over the new. Thus at 400 
ft. above the body-centre our 10 million 
ton mass will produce a vertical gradient 
of 0.4 times two cubed, or 3.2 microgals 
per foot.

Disturbing factors in airborne gravity 
work are the effects of geological den 
sity differences such as basic Intrusives 
and greenstone-sedimentary contacts. On 
the ground these effects are usually 
broader than those due to orebodies, 
but in the air they may be indistin 
guishable. This is due to the fact that
as height increases the distances to the 
centres of shallow orebodies and deeper 
geological units become more nearly the 
same. Thus it is doubtful if an orebody 
at 300 ft. depth could be distinguished 
from a basic plug with centre at 1,000 
ft. when flying at an altitude of 2,000 
ft. above terrain. On the ground they 
would be easily distinguishable.

On the other hand bedrock surface
effects and topographic effects become

i increasingly important as elevation in-
i creases, and it is here that the strength
j of the system lies.

The method is still new and should 
be judged by what it measures, not what 
it claims to find. Once told what it 
measures, it is very easy to determine 
what it will find, Mr. Paterson con 
cluded.



OFFICE OF MINING RECORDER TIMISKAMING MINING DIVISION
HAIUEYBURY, ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

(s
2 July 1957

Mr. R. V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch,
Department of Mines.

Dear Mr. Scott:

I am much concerned with/possible loss of 
rights to recorded holders through/Gelays in the admin 
istration of the Department in coiffirming these surveys. 
I know that there was some discussion at our conferences 
but we never seem to arrive at^i concrete policy. Where 
licensees have complied with jme regulations, theif in 
terests should not be in je9pardy through no fault of 
their own.

To quote an ̂ cample:

Orders of the Mining Commissioner where time is ex 
tended subject to thar approval of a recorded survey by the 
Department within aystipulated time.

Incid/htally this clause is not included in all 
orders issued un/aer similar circumstances.

There have been instances where approval has 
been delayedyfceyond the stipulated time: consequently such 
orders become void and forfeiture occurs. Presumably the 
licensee sbfould apply for another order to meet the situation. 
I might say that so far I have not cancelled claims so af 
fected bifb the situation might be embarrassing if an enquiry 
as to status of the claims was received. If the Commissioner 
sets ovrc a condition, the onus must be on the Department to 
comply to protect the licensee.

,/ However, with all respect to the Commissioner, I 
do/not see the point in requiring the confirmation of the 
su'rvey within a stipulated time: surely the point would be 
/ihe filing of the survey results within the required 60 days.

Another unfortunate condition arises when there 
is a delay in approval beyond the due date of the claims and 
there is a reduction in the work credit resulting in forfeiture,



(2)

If no further time is allowed, then the holder is out of 
luck. One can also visualize that approval might be de 
layed beyond the six month period allowed for reinstatement, 
where it is possible to apply for an extension of time.

The holder, assuming that his work credit was in 
order, might have done considerable drilling, etc. in the 
interval of approval, which work would then have no value: 
indeed,other claims outside the surveyed group might be af 
fected, if the drilling was done within the surveyed group.

I have in mind that there should be some way for 
a Recorder to protect the claims surveyed until approval 
comes through. "Pending proceedings" is a thought, but has 
complications in that no work is supposed to be done whilst 
the entry is in effect. But the Recorder could allow com 
pensating time under such circumstances so that the licensee 
could do work equal to the deficiency.

It should not be overlooked that the licensee is 
at the mercy of his technical staff or contractor: I do not 
think it possible to estimate the work credit value of a sur 
vey before it is done. As you know, quite oftfin fche work 
value is reduced by topographical conditions - the lines 
are easily run and cut. Consequently where a credit of 20 
days per claim is allowable under some conditions, this is 
reduced by others.

This is a matter which should be closely studied 
to protect the licensee who is acting in good faith.

Yours faithfully,

S. J. Mason, 
Mining Recorder,



V

Juna

Dear Sir:

With reference to your letter of March 21at, 1957 

may I say that neither geophysical nor geological reports 

have been submitted to the Department covering mining claims:

L. 62JU9, 62320, 62322,62323, 6^324, 62323. 62349.
62343, 63136, 63190, 63193, 63195, 63193, 63136,
63191, 63192, 63193, 63196, 63197.

Yours very truly,

FWM/HG R. V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. P. Logee, 
Mining Recorder, 
SWASTIKA. Ontario.
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June 23th.,l357.

Dear Sir:

With reference to your letter of March 19th, 1957 

may I say that neither a geophysical nor a geological survey 

has been submitted to the Department on the following mining 

claims:

T.B. 73499 to 73516 inclusive
T.B. 30379, 80330
T.B. 73603 to 73613 inclusive
T.B. 73615 to 73619 inclusive
T.B. 73625 to 73640 inclusive
T.B. 79543, 79544
T.B. #0331 to 30334 inclusive

Yours very truly,

FWM/HO R. V. Scott, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch*

Mr. D. J* Cross, 
Mining Recorder, 
PORT ARTHUR. Ontario.



OFFICE OF MINING RECORDER PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION
PORT ARTHUR. ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

March 19, 1957.

Mr. H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Ontario Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

I have to-day recorded 40 days 1 
geophysical work on mining claims T.B. 7^499 
to 1.6 inclusive, T.B. 30379, T.B. 80380, T.B. 
76603 to 13 inclusive, a total of 31 claims.

I have to-day recorded 40 days* 
geological work on mining claims T.B. 78615 to 
19 inclusive, T.B. 78625 to 40 inclusive, T.B. 
79543, T.B. 79544, T.B. 80381 to 84 inclusive, 
a total of 27 claims.

The above work was submitted by
Jellicoe Mines (1939) Ltd., Room 203, 88 Richmond 
Street, West, Toronto, Ontario.

Yours truly,

/FA
D. J. Gross, 
Mining Recorder.



63.350

June 25, 1957.

Dear Sir?

In reply to your letter of June 21st, our 
records show that a copy of the geophysical report 
covering mining claims TRT.6904, T.31210 etc., was 
sent to Dr. Robert Thomson on March 5i 1953*

Yours very truly,

R, V. Scott, 
RVS:MC Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. S. J. Mason, 
Mining Recorder, 
H AI LEY JURY, Ontario.



FICE OF MINING RECORDER

Y

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OFMENT OF MINESl ;'.',ot. of Wmo^

TIMISKAMING MINING DIVISION
HAlLEYBURY. ONTARIOX"""

x 21 June 1957.

Mr. R. V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Brancj^T"
Department of Mines.

Dear Mr. Scott:~

Your letter of 18 June " 
Geological and Geophysical surveys ij

in reference to 
Acknowledged.,

It was always rny understanding that one copy of 
these surveys went to the Resident/Geologist and I have re 
ferred inquirers to these official/s. In one or two instances 
they have said later that the reformation was not available. 
Unfortunately I cannot recall/their names or the properties. 
One party said that they were told by the Department to call
here for the information y It was unfortunate that I did not 

bring this matter to your/attention at the time of the in 
cidents. You could then/nave followed them up. The matter was 
revived in a chat with Dr. Thomson recently.

He statei^ quite definitely that he believed that 
he had not copies of/all surveys made within his a rea. Now we 
should not overlook/that Dr. Savage has jurisdiction over the 
south part of that/area and it is possible that there is mis 
understanding for/that reason.

In/conversation with Dr. Savage to-day4 he made 
the point that/he did not know what claims were surveyed until 
he received tlae actual results. If the results were not on 
file he woulta consider that a survey had not been made. He 
then suggesl/ed that each Mining Recorder notify the Resident 
Geologist When reports of work of this nature were filed, giv 
ing holder/'s name, claim numbers and location. This would re 
quire onVy a carbon copy of the office receipt of document^ - 
quite a/simple matter. This, coupled with the suggestion of 
printedK results for distribution, might improve the existing 
arrangements,

Yours very truly,

JM/AER
S. J. Mason, 
Mining Recorder,

P.S. One of the incidents might refer to a geophysical survey 
of a group in Best Township - TRT 6904; T 31210 et al, made in 
the fall of 1952.



THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY CORPORATION
s c:; i-: N c /; AIR n o R N r PSC LIMITED

Ml AD 01 l K.I MM! O CONNOR DKIVI . l OIJON l O CANADA . ri.yn.oui], S-IMI - MON l Kl AL. TORONTO, VANCOUVF.R . CAB1 l S: FOlOSllk VI V

OUR RI I I.RI NCI

Dr. H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Parliament Bldgs., 
Queen's Park, 
TORONTO, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

Re: Operation Overt

Several months ago you were; mailed a proposal on Operation 
Overthrust. The attached is a rewritten proposal embodying changes 
made in the original contract by ^igreement with current participants.

The project commenced in July of 1956 and first delivery of 
some 200,000 square miles of m/terial is scheduled for July 1957, 
with possible prior releases if agreed upon by all concerned.

Participants have 15een limited to 20 until January l, 1961. 
The full 20 are not all subscribed for at the time of writing this 
letter.

I should be pleased to supply whatever information I can re 
garding the technical /spects, however, results of the project are 
classified to all but/participants.

Yours very truly, 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY CORPORATION LIMITED

JBM:r 
Att.

'.'B. McClusky, P.Eng.,y 
Assistant to the President, 
Special Projects.

ASSOCIATE O! THE HUNTING AVIATION GROUP

WORM) vvini: AIR SURVEY ORGANIZATION

CANADA 
I.N(iLANI) 
SOU l H AMKK1CA 
SOUTH AIKICA

NI-.W 71 ALAND



THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURREY ^ORPORATION |J V^ B^ LIMITED
^ SCIENCE AIRBORNE 

HEAD OFFICE; 1450 O'CONNOR DRIVE. TORONTO. CANADA . PLymouih 5-1141 . MONTREAL. TORONTO. VANCOUVER . CABLES: FOTOSURVEY

OUR REFERENCE

Re; Operation Overthrust # 

Dear Sir: 

I. What is "Operation Overthrust"?

Attached is an index map delineating "Overthrust". Overthrust 
is the correlation of all known existing and available geological 
and geophysical data with structural evaluation of some 400.000 
square miles of the Precambrian Shield by stereo-interpretation of 
air photographs over the entire area.

II* Why was "Overthrust" instigated?

The writer has made cursory evaluation of some 1,200,000 square 
miles of air photo mosaics, valued at more than one and a half 
million dollars, stretching from the South coast of Baffin Island, 
down the Labrador Trough to include portions of Newfoundland, 
thence from the Atlantic Ocean on the most easterly coast of Labra 
dor, across Labrador, Quebec and Ontario, in a strip from 200 - 300 
miles wide to Lake Winnipeg in the Province of Manitoba, and thence 
North some 700 miles to Baker Lake on latitude 64O N. This contin 
uous continental strip was carried West from a point below Lake 
Athabaska to cover the entire Province of Alberta and via a narrow 
corridor to a point 80 miles from the Pacific, Ocean. Portions of 
the Province of Nova Scotia and the entire Province of New Brunswick 
were linked via a corridor through the Gaspe Bay Peninsula in S.E. 
Quebec with the continental strip. These mosaics are not available 
to the public.

* This proposal on "Operation Overthrust" supercedes all previous 
proposals and incorporates all revisions and changes.

..2
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The perimeter of "Overthrust", covering some 400,000 square 
miles, exclusive of Great Lakes area embodied in "Overthrust" was 
delineated from this evaluation and consideration of the following:

1) The need for such a project as indicated by a host of inquiries 
within the area chosen.

2) Regional and detail structure visible.

3) Visible structural relationship in and around producing mines 
and areas where most intensive mineral exploration is carried 
out currently.

4) Structural evaluation by airborne magnetometer surveys over 
the entire area would not compare costwise, nor could the two 
be compared informationwise. On the other hand, the one will 
not entirely replace the other.

5) In the 50 odd years this general area has been subjected to 
mineral exploration, as we know it, no overall structural 
correlation as detailed as is proposed by "Overthrust" has 
ever been compiled and presented intact.

6) A cursory comparison over the 1,200,000 square miles evaluated 
with available public information such as geologic, geophysical 
maps and literature greatly emphasized the need.

7) This organization has flown geophysically a large portion of 
the geologically likely formations of Canada for sulphide ore 
deposits. We realize that due to depth of burial, mineral 
deposits could be missed by geophysical methods, but associated 
structures visible from stereoscopic evaluation of air photo 
graphs are the reflection of deep seated tectonic disturbances 
traceable far below the depths to which certain geophysical 
techniques can detect 'physical property differences' which 
could be diagnostic of potential mineral deposits.

S) The effects of glaciation may or may not be of limited use in 
tracing paths of mineralized float.

9) The cost of such a project carried out by an individual expl 
oration staff makes its consummation highly unlikely in terms 
of cost, allocation of staff, and a place to work. The time 
estimate for this project is 40 - 50 engineering man years.

10) Unless this project is consummated under some scheme, such as 
outlined here, it is unlikely the results of such a study 
would be available for the use of the contemporary geologist.

..3
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III. What is embodied in the Production of "Overthrust"?

1) Compilation of 501 one mile to the inch mosaic sheets cover 
ing both Canadian and American sides, all approximately 30" 
by 42", each approximately 800 square miles in area, as per 
the attached index sheet covering 400,000 square miles. 
This is the total for the Canadian and American areas,

2) Compilation of 39 - 4 mile to the inch mosaic sheets approxi 
mately 30" by 42", to cover the same areas on a smaller 
scale for overall consideration.

3) Transparent overlays embodying all correlation, interpretation 
and compilation. Stereoscopic study of air photographs of the 
entire 400,000 square miles and transfer of structure, fracture 
patterns and contact zones so delineated to the transparent 
overlays for use with the mile to the inch mosaics.

4) Correlation and transfer of all known existing and available 
geologic data from Government and other available maps to the 
overlays,

5) Where practical, study and correlation of all known existing 
and available geophysical and geochemical data with the str 
uctural interpretation from the stereoscopic study of air 
photographs.

6) Where no planimetric maps are in existence, they have been 
compiled by slotted template techniques.

7) Mosaics are by scale ratio method and laid to planimetric base 
maps for control. This means that all individual photographs 
are measured for scale and reproduced at the same scale as 
base maps on which they will be oriented for control of the 
final mosaics.

8) Drainage analysis was instigated, where deemed necessary for 
structural evaluation. This portion of the project requires 
a further 10 - 15 engineering man years.

9) Ontario Department of Mines assessment records have been
edited, microfilmed, listed and indexed to the National Topo 
graphic System and compiled where practical on the overlays.

10) A master index list and index map of Federal and Provincial 
geology maps has been prepared.

11) A Library cross reference to the "Overthrust" area is well 
established.
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12) The project can be stored in 2 steel cabinets, approxi 
mately 3' long, 2' wide and 41" high, indexed in the 
cabinet against the National Topographic Series. Any 
individual sheet can be extracted in less than 30 seconds,

13) Colour photography will be taken as follows:

400 exposures across the Blind River Basin, to 
cover uranium bearing formations as well as 
copper dumps.

400 exposures across the Sudbury Basin.

400 exposures across the Bancroft Area, uranium 
bearing horizons.

Colour transparencies will be studied stereo- 
scopically for tone, structure, gossans and 
diagnostic coloration, etc. It may be that areas 
can be selected at a later date for colour work 
for those interested. Results of the study will 
be submitted in written form.

IV. What will "Overthrust" Cost?

The initial estimated costing of "Overthrust" came to slightly 
over two and one half million dollars, prior to commencing the 
proposal in July of 1956. Exclusion of some and inclusion of other 
techniques, timing and material, have trimmed "Overthrust" of dup 
lication of data already established and available to the mining 
profession. This has made "Overthrust" economically feasible. 
This organization has underwritten that portion of the cost which 
made "Overthrust" possible.

It is pointed out that since "Overthrust" is some 1,200 miles 
long and varies in width up to 500 miles, as dictated by geologi 
cal considerations, this factor necessitates the requirement of 
regional costing to spread the cost over the entire area.

V. The project has been limited to 20 participants until January 
l, 1961. The full 20 participants have not been subscribed for at 
the present time. The project is also limited to participants who 
wish the entire area.

..5
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Materials supplied to Customer

Part delivery is scheduled for July 1957. 

Materials to be supplied under the contract:-

1) 501 mile to the inch scale ratioed mosaics of 400,000 
square miles, see attached index map.

2) Overlays to the above mosaics embodying:

a) Compilation of Government Geological maps, Federal 
and Provincial map sheet index showing source of 
material and -

b) Compilation of Assessment Reports where used, and 
data used will be indexed on the overlays against 
the actual report and the National Topographic 
Series.

c) Stereo interpretation of air photos showing struc 
tural analysis.

d) Cross indexing of assessment work.

e) Cross indexing of Government geological maps.

f) Township Corners located on overlays or mosaics.

g) A master geologic legend based on lithology and 
age, as well as an index of symbols used.

3) 39-4 mile to the inch mosaics reproduced from the mile 
to the inch series.

4) A master list of assessment files cross indexed against 
the National Topographic Series, the Department of Mines, 
file number, the company who did the survey, and type of 
survey and map scale.

5) A master list of Government geological maps, Federal and 
Provincial in the area along with index maps showing 
geographical locations.

6) One steel cabinet for holding mosaics, P.O.B. Toronto.

Library Facilities - at our Toronto Plant.

..6
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Participants can check the following in our Library:-

1) Original air photographs of the entire area showing original 
structural interpretation.

2) Drainage interpretation.

3) Master assessment files and copies of original reports,

4) Master file of Government geological maps, Federal and Pro 
vincial.

5) Miscellaneous reports, periodicals, etc.

We now invite your participation in any one of the following plans:

PLAN I - Applicable to first 15 offers accepted

Area - 400,000 square miles (entire area of "Operation Overthrust" 
and "Overthrust Extension").

Materials delivered as listed previously, 

Total Price - #40,000.00 Sales Tax Included. 

Payable as follows; 

#10,000.00 on acceptance of offer.

Payment of the remaining ^00,000.00 in three or four equal payments 
with the last payment falling due on final delivery of materials, 
approximately December 31, 1958* Payments will be at equal inter 
vals up to December 31, 1958*

PLAN II - Applicable to all offers accepted after completion of subscrip 
tion to Plan I, covering "Operation Overthrust" and Overthrust 
Extension - 400,000 square miles,

Total Price - #50,000,00 Sales Tax Included. 

Payable as follows;

..7
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#12,500.00 upon acceptance of offer.

Payment of the remaining 137,500.00 in three or four equal payments 
with the last payment falling due on delivery of materials, approx 
imately December 31, 1958. Payments will be at equal intervals up 
to December 31, 1958.

Acceptance of Offer

Acceptance of offers will be made by registered mail. The Resources 
Survey Division of The Photographic Survey Corporation Limited reserve the 
right to accept or refuse any, or all offers received.

Budgeting

We are prepared to consider any mutually satisfactory budget.

Delivery

Shipment will be simultaneous and progressive to all concerned in 
the project at the time of delivery, commencing in July 1957 or earlier 
if the participants agree. There will be no advance information other 
than to the group as a whole and at the discretion of The Photographic 
Survey Corporation Limited, and to the participants of the project at the 
time of delivery. Later participants will be entitled to the same 
deliveries.

Submission of Offer

In the event that you may be interested in proceeding in this pro 
ject, a form of offer to participate is enclosed which should be completed 
in full and forwarded with your cheque for #10,000.00 or 112,500.00, 
depending on whether you are subscribing to Plan I or Plan II, to The 
Photographic Survey Corporation Limited. Attention of Mr. J.B* McClusky,

At the present time we are accepting Plan I participants which is 
the least costly of the two plans. There will be 15 in Plan I and 5 in 
Plan II.

..8
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Copyrights

Copyrights covering all work have been taken out by The Photographic 
Survey Corporation Limited, to protect themselves as well as participants. 
All participants must agree that material is for their own use, and that 
of their controlled subsidiaries and not for resale or redistribution in 
any form.

Since "Overthrust" will be of interest to a relatively small number 
of companies, Overthrust will be publicized to alert as great a cross- 
section of the industry as possible.

Projects of this magnitude are not new to the Resources Survey 
Division of The Photographic Survey Corporation. A resources survey of 
West Pakistan is now under completion covering -air photography of the 
entire country, approximately 1/3 of a million miles, compilation of 
geologic maps by above methods and field parties, soils and land use, 
engineering for irrigation projects, damsite locations and desert re 
clamations. This was consummated in four years - a project which would 
require 70 - 100 years by conventional methods.

The entire country of Ceylon is now under Resources evaluation in 
cluding forestry, by engineers of the Resources Survey Division of The 
Photographic Survey Corporation Limited. Engineers of this organization 
are compiling similar projects in South America, Europe, Africa and the 
Far East, as well as operating the British Antarctic Expedition, includ 
ing mapping and airborne geophysics at the South Pole and North Pole. 
Our normal consulting services will not be affected by "Overthrust".

As mentioned before, the project is now in its ninth month and we 
are very pleased with the progress being made.

Yours very truly,
^

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY CORPORATION LIMITED

..^.-.-...

JBM:r /Z. B. McClusky, P.Eng.,/ 
Att. f Assistant to the President,

Special Projects,



RESOURCES SURVEY DIVISION, 
PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY CORP. Ltd../ j ] 
1450 O'CONNOR DRIVEj TORONTO, 
ONT. CANADA

CANADA 
DifMlTMtKT Of

MINES AND TECHNICAL SURVEYS
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH

CANADA
SCALE l IS 640000 OR ONE INCH TO 2 SO MILES

Federal Capital ...* Provincial Capital ...* 
Railways, Main
Railways, recently built.......... — — — — —
T tans-Canada Air Lines........
Other Air Lines.

OPERATION OVERTHRUST 
PROX 400,000 SO. MILES FOR 

EXPLORATION 
July 18/56



Date:

The Photographic Survey Corporation Ltd., 
1450 O'connor Drive, 
TORONTO 16, Ontario.

Attn: Mr. J.B. McClusky, Asst. to the President, 
____Special Projects————————^—-———-

Re; Operation Overthrust 

Dear Sirs:

In reply to your offer to participate in "Overthrust" of June 
18, 1957, I/we would like to submit an offer for participation in the 
above project in accordance with the terms of your invitation.

I/we have hereafter signed the Plan which I/we would like to 
participate in.

PLAN I - Applicable to first 15 offers accepted.

Area - 400,000 square miles (entire area) Operation Overthrust.

Materials supplied as per your offer of June 18, 1957.

Total Price - 140,000.00 Sales Tax included.

Payable as follows;

|10,000.00 upon acceptance of offer.

A further 130,000.00 payable in three equal payments at equal 
intervals, the last payment ending in December 31, 1958.

Offer submitted __________________ and cheque for
(Signature) 

#10,000.00 attached hereto.

..2
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PLAN II - Applicable to all offers accepted after completion of subscrip 
tion to Plan I.

Area - 400,000 square miles (entire area) Operation Overthrust.

Materials supplied as per your offer of June 18, 1957t

Total Price - 150,000.00 Sales Tax included.

Payable as follows;

112,500.00 upon acceptance of offer.

A further #37,500.00 payable in three equal payments at equal 
intervals, the last payment ending in December 31, 1958*

Offer submitted __________
(Signature) 

#12,500.00 is attached hereto.

and cheque for

In making this offer I/we agree that the material supplied under 
the Plan of our choice, would be for our own use and benefit and that of 
our controlled subsidiaries and not for the purpose of re-sale or re 
distribution in any form.

Should our offer not be accepted, my/our cheque will be returned.

Yours very truly,

Name

Company

Address

Telephone No.



ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT-OF MINES,

6 Se^t 56

TO.

Hon. P.T. Kelly 
Minister of Mines

from L.C. Brown

RE PHOTOGRAPIC SURVEY CORP. 
OPERATION OVERTHRUST

I have contacted Don. Collins of the Prime Minister's 
office on this matter. He says that the Prime Minister 
is not willing to participate in the promotion himself 
but he has no objection to your doing so as minister 
of mines and the representative of the government. He 
suggested too that,since department reports and maps 
and other government data will be used extensively 
in compiling the Overthrust mosaic,it might be feasible 
to arrange that the complete information be made 
available to the department for public use after a 
stipulated time. It might be worth a try anyway.

Meanwhile, if you will set a date for Photographic 
Survey to take your picture,and will let me know, I 
will get in touch with them to complete the arrange 
ments.



ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES,

6 Sept 56
TO.

Hon. P.T. Kelly 
Minister of Mines

from L.C. Brown

RE PHOTOGRAPIC SURVEY CORP. 
OPERATION OVERTHRUST

I have contacted Don. Collins of the Prime Minister's 
office on this matter. He says that the Prime Minister 
is not willing to participate in the promotion himself 
but he has no objection to your doing so as minister 
of mines and the representative of the government. He 
suggested too that,since department reports and maps 
and other government data will be used extensively 
in compiling the Overthrust mosaic,it might be feasible 
to arrange that the complete information be made 
available to the department for public use after a 
stipulated time. It might be worth a try anyway.

Meanwhile, if you will set a date for Photographic 
Survey to take your picture,and will let me know, I 
will get in touch with than to complete the arrange 
ments .



DEPARTMENT OF MINES

,. ^ ACTION SLIP DATE-

HON. PHILIP T. KELLY. MINISTER

PREPARE REPLY FOR MY 
SIGNATURE

j I NOTE AND FILE l l

l l NOTE AND RETURN TO ME l j TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION

J l RETURN WITH MORE DETAILS [ | PER YOUR REQUESTLJ 1

NOTE AND SEE ME l l FOR YOUR SIGNATURE 

PLEASE ANSWER l l FOR YOUR INFORMATION

j j FOR YOUR APPROVAL l INVESTIGATE AND REPORT

COMMENTS



Photographic Survey Corpn, 
"Operation Overthrust"

outlines

Qntario5iBKari*etaaBB*uifeh the 1 minister of mines, 

Honourable Philip T. Kelly, examining a map of that part of 

the province which is being surveyed in"0peration Overthrust" ,

In summing up his estimate of the project,the

mines minister said "So much of the vast region of Precambrian 

rock in Ontario is still virtually unknown territory from the 

geological point of view, that such a program cannot fail to 

provide clues to its mysteries on a wholesale scale. The 

project is gigantic in scope, and the|interpretation of the 

mosaics will provide such a foundation of knowledge that 

subsequent work on the ground will almost certainly result 

in more intensive development of the promising areas."
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY CORPORATION
tA/r Survey Bngineers

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER

PHONE: PLYMOUTH 5-1141

OUK REFCRENCC:

145O O'CONNOR DRIVE 
TORONTO 16, CANADA

Dear Sir:

Re; Operat i on Overthrust fr Overthrust Extension

I. r.rhat is "Operation Overthrust and Overthrust Extensio'n"?

rthruAttached is an index map delineating "Overthrust". "Overthrust" is the 
correlation of all known existing and available geological and geophysical 
data with structural evaluation of some 357,000 square miles of the Precam 
brian Shield by stereo-interpretation of air photographs over the entire 
area,

"Overthrust" is so named after the ''Laurentian Overthrust", reportedly 
a great thrust fault known from the Lake Superior Region along the North 
Shore of Lake Huron, across the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. Its exis 
tence is reported in Labrador, where the iron formations terminate against 
the suspected extension of the "Laurentian Overthrust".

In relatively close association with this Overthrust is an area of 
approximately 297,000 square miles in operation Overthrust encompassing 
the major portion of Canada's current mineral production, placing this 
country among the World leaders in the field. Large copper iron deposits 
are known south of Lake Superior in the 60,000 square miles covered by 
"Overthrust Extension" in the U.S.A.

The combined 357,000 square miles is outlined on attached index map.

II. Why was "Overthrust" instigated?

The writer has made cursory evaluation of some 1,200,000 square miles 
of air photo mosaics, valued at more than one and a half million dollars, 
stretching from the 3outh coast of Baffin Island, down the Labrador Trough 
to include portions of Newfoundland, thence from the Atlantic Ocean on 
the most easterly coast of Labrador, across Labrador, Quebec and Ontario, 
in a strip from 200 - 300 miles wide to Lake Winnipeg in the Province of 
Manitoba, and thence North some 700 miles to Baker Lake on latitude 6^0N.

ASSOCIATE OF THE HUNTING AVIATION GROUP

ENGLAND

WORLD-WIDE AIR SURVEY ORGANIZATION 

SOUTH AFRICA AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND CANADA
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This continuous continental strip was carried West from a point below Lake 
Athabaska to cover the entire Province of Alberta and via a narrow corridor 
to a point 80 uiles from the Pacific Ocean. Portions of the Province of 
Nova Scotia, the entire Province of Nov.1 Brunswick, were linked via a corri 
dor through the Gaspe Bay Peninsula in S.E. Quebec with the continental 
strip. These mosaics are not available to the public.

The perimeter of "Overthrust", covering some 357jOOO square miles, 
exclusive of Great Lakes area embodied in Overthrust, was delineated from 
this evaluation and consideration of the following:

(1) The need for such a project as indicated by a host of enquiries within 
the area chosen.

(2) Regional and detail structure visible.

(3) Visible structural relationship in and around producing mines and 
areas where most intensive mineral exploration is being carried out 
currently,

(4) A cursory comparison over the 1,200,000 square miles evaluated with 
available public information such as geologic, geophysical maps and 
literature, greatly emphasized the need. Where feasible, geologic 
maps may be printed in colour incorporating new data.

(5) Structural evaluation by airborne magnetometer surveys over the entire 
area would not compare costwise, nor could the two be compared infor- 
mationwise. On the other hand, the one will not entirely replace the 
other.

(6) The cost of such a project carried out by an individual exploration 
staff makes consummation of such a project highly unlikely in terms 
of cost, allocation of staff, and a place to work. The time estimate 
for this project is ^0 - 50 engineering man years.

(7) In the 50 odd years this general area has been subjected to mineral 
exploration, as vie know it, no overall structural correlation as de 
tailed as is proposed by "Overthrust- 1 has ever been compiled and 
presented intact,

(8) The effects of glaciation may or may not be of limited use in tracing 
paths of mineralized float.

(9) This organization has flown ; eophysically a large portion of the 
geologically likely formations of Cuuada for sulphide ore deposits, 
Tie realize that due to depth of burial, mineral deposits could be 
rnifijed by geophysical methods, but associated structures visible 
from Stereoscopic evaluation of air photographs are the reflection 
of deep seated tectonic disturbances, traceable far below the depths 
to which certain geophysical techniques can detect "physical property 
differences" diagnostic of potential mineral deposits.



(10) Unless this^ pjrcj eot^is consujiiinajbed^ under^ jsamo sjjjieaie 8j s uch as is^ out-
2J-JHl^ii^Li~J4i.-J^^4jl!S^7--yi2 r ea 'altj ̂ of^s uch^ j.i^st ady jwould be ̂  
.QjraiJLoble f or the use of the cont empjprary geologist.

III. hatwilbeembodied in the Pi- od u c ti on of "

(1) Compilation of 287 one mile to the inch mosaic sheets on the Canadian 
side and approximately 82 more on the American side, all ^0 inches 
by 1+2 inches , each approximately 1250 square miles in erea, as per 
the attached index sheet covering 357,000 square miles. This is the 
total for the Canadian and American areas.

(2) Compilation of 12 - eight mile to the inch mosaic sheets approximately 
^0 inches by 42 inches, to cover the same areas on a smaller scale 
for overall consideration.

(3) Stereoscopic study of air photographs of the entire 357.000 square 
miles and iransf|er^ of ^^c^ur^^jfraj^ire^ P,a^ern 

delinedte.to he eiiile otho Tnc 8

(4) Correlation and transfer of all
data f T can Governiriont and other available maps to the mosaic,

Where practi.cal, study and correlation of ajj^novm^ex^sjii 
^aya^lajale geophysical, geochemical and drillirjg data, with the struc 
tural interpretation fron the stereoscopic study of air photographs.

(6) Where ne planimetric maps are in existence, they will be compiled by 
slotted template techniques.

(7) Mosaics will be by scale ratio method and laid to planimetric base 
maps for control 0

(8) Drainage analysis will be instigated, where deemed necessary, for 
structural evaluation. This portion of the project will requir? a 
further 10 -15 engineering man years.

(9) Colour photography will be taken as follows:

/,00 exposures c cross the Blind River Basin, to cover uranium 
bearing, formations as wall ^s copper dumps.

400 exposures across the Sudbury Basin.

AOO exposures across the Bancroft Area, uranium bearing horizons.

Colour transparencies will be studied stereoscopically for tone, 
structure j ^ussers and diagnostic coloration, etc. It may be that 
p^reas can be selected at a later date for colour woric for those 
interested.

e y t c o if
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IV. W^ut will "Overthrust^ Coat?

The initial costing of "Overthrust" came to slightly over two and one 
half million dollars , Since then, exclusion of seme and inclusion of 
other techniques, timing and material, have trimmed "Overthrust" of dupli 
cation of data already established and available to the mining profession. 
This has made "Overthrust" economically feasible. This organization has 
underwirtten that portion of the cost which now makes "Overthrust" 
possible.

It is pointed out that since "Overthrust" is some 1,200 miles long 
and varies in width up to 5^0 miles, as dictated by ideological consider 
ations , this factor necessitates the requirement of regional costing to 
spread the cost over the entire are a^

Ue now invite your participation in any one of the following Flans: 

Plan, I, - Applicable to first 15 offers accepted.

Area - 357?CX;0 square miles (entire area of "Operation Overthrust" and
"Overthrust Extension")

Number of mosaics - 389 at one mile to the inch, each approximately
40 inches x L,2 inches in size.

Number of mosaics - 12 at eight miles to the inch, each approximately
^0 inches x 2,2. inches in size.

TjojtaJI^JPrice^ - )40, 000,00 Sales Tax Included. 

Payable as follows :

)10, 000,00 upon acceptance of offer.

A further ^10,000.00 when project is one-third complete (approximately
10 months after acceptance).

A further ..10,000. 00 when project is two-thirds complete (approximately
20 Lionths after acceptance).

A final ^10. 000. 00 when project is completed (approximately 30 months
after acceptance) .

n. - Applicable to all offers accepted after completion of subscription 
to Plan I, covering "Operation Overthrust" and "Overthrust Exten 
sion11 - 357-000 square miles-

Totjl^Ijrice - V)0,000.00 Sales Tax Included.
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Plan II (cont'd).

Payable as follows;

*;12,500.00 upon acceptance of offer.

A further ^12,500.00 when project is one-third complete (approximately
10 months after acceptance).

A further ^12,500.00 when project is two-thirds complete (approximately
20 months after acceptance).

A final )12,500.00 when project is completed (approximately 30 months
after acceptance).

Plan III - Sectional Participation.

(a) Entire area east of longitude 80OW., see attached index sheet. 
One mile to the inch mosaic sheets. 
Eight mile to the inch mosaic sheets over same area.

Total Price - )30,000.00 Sales Tax Included. 

Payable^ as follows;

)7,500.00 upon acceptance of offer.

A further J7 , 500.00 when project is one-third complete (approximately
10 months after acceptance).

A further 57.500.00 when project is two-thirds complete (approximately
20 months after acceptance).

A final )7,500.00 when project is completed (approximately 30 months
after acceptance).

(b) Entire area between longitude 80OW and 88^7 on Canadian side of border 
only, see attached index sheet. Materials supplied and selling price 
as in Plan III(a) above.

(c) Entire area of "Operation Overthrust" between longitude 88OVJ and 960W, 
on Canadian side of border only. Materials supplied and selling price 
as in Plan III(a) above.

(d) Entire area of "Overthrust Extens i on" in the U.S.A. Material supplied 
same as in Plan III(a) above.

Total Price - '|20,000.00 Sales Tax included. 

Payable as follows;
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Flan III (d) (cont'd)

)5,000.00 upon acceptance of offer.

A further )5,000.00 when project is one-third complete (approximately
10 months after acceptance).

A further 'p5,000.00 when project is two-thirds complete (approximately
20 months after acceptance).

A final ^5,000.00 when project is completed (approximately 30 months
after acceptance).

Plan IV - One mile to the inch mosaic sheets and 8 mile to the inch mosaic
sheets covering same area. Entire area between any two degrees of 
longitude on Canadian side only.

Total Price - )10,000.00 Sales Tax included. 

Payable as follows;

,J2,500.00 upon acceptance of offer.

A further )2,500.00 when project is one-third complete (approximately
10 months after acceptance).

A further )2,500.00 when project is two-thirds complete (approximately
20 months after acceptance).

A final ?2,500.00 when project is completed (approximately 30 months
after acceptance).

All clients are restricted to the Plan under which they are accepted, 
be it Plan I t H. IH. or IV, and will then be ineligible to purchase any 
one of the other Plans subject to one exception, however, namely, a participant 
in Plan III may apply to make further purchases under Plan III and Plan IT.

Acceptance of Offer

Acceptance of offers will be made by registered mail. Resources Survey 
Division of the Photographic Survey Corporation, reserve the right to accept 
or refuse any, or all, offers received.

Delivery

Shipment will be simultaneous and progressive to all concerned in the 
project, commencing approximately 10 - 15 months after acceptance. There 
will be no advance information other than to the group as a whole and at the 
discretion of The Photographic Survey Corporation Limited.
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Submission of offer

In the event that you may be interested in proceeding in this project 
a form of offer to participate is enclosed which should be completed in full 
and forwarded with your cheque for .10,000,00, )12 ; 500,00, #7,500,00, J5,000.00 
or )2,500.00 depending on which Plan you are subscribing to, to The Photographic 
Survey Corporation Limited, At t e nt i on; Mr. J. 3 v Me Clusjcy. ~

Copyrights

Copyrights covering, all woric will be taken out by The Photographic Survey 
Corporation Limited, to protect themselves as -well as participants.

Since "Overthrust 11 will be of interest to a relatively small number of 
companies, "Overthrust" will be publicized to alert as great a cross-section 
of the industry as possible, in order to make the project a reality.

In closing, it should be pointed out that the prime purpose of setting 
up "Overthrust" under tiie Plan systeia has been to permit participation by as 
broad a cross-section of the exploration industry as possible; however, we 
feel it incumbent upon us to mention that if :l Overthrust" is not consuiiimated 
under the Plan system it will then be offered on a private basis.

Projects of this magnitude are not now to the Resources Survey Divi 
sion of The Photographic Survey Corporation. A resources survey of West 
Pakistan is now under completion covering - air photography of the entire 
country, approximately 1/3 of a million miles, compilation of geologic maps 
by above methods and field parties, soils and land use, engineering for 
irrigation projects, damsite locations and desert reclamation. This \vas 
consummated in four years - a project which would require 70 - 100 years by 
conventional methods.

The entire country of Ceylon is nova under Resources evaluation in 
cluding, forestry, by engineers of the Resources Survey Division of The 
Photographic Survey Corporation Limited. Engineers of this organization are 
compiling similar projects in South America, Europe, Africa and the Far East 
as well as operating the British Antarctic Expedition, including mapping and 
airborne geophysics at the South Pole. Our normal consulting services will 
not be affected by "Overthrust"o

Yours very truly,

The Photographic Survey Corporation Limited

J.B. LcClusky, P,Eng, 
Special Projects Engineer 
Resources Survey Division 

JBtoc/AP



OPERATION OVERTHRUST
SCALE - l Inch to 100, Miles (

'

OVERTHRUST;
EXTENSION

FINAL MOSAICS ARE 
COMPILED ON A SCALE 
OF l inch to l mile



June 19, 1957.

Dear Bill:

I have your letter of recent date concerning 
submission of geophysical work for assessment purposes 
when survey has been carried out by a person of your 
experience.

The Mining Act says that persons carrying out 
geophysical surveys will be required to furnish credentials 
to show their qualifications for the work undertaken* In 
your case, and knowing personally that you have in the past 
carried out geophysical surveys in connection with your 
work in the Geological Department at the International 
Nickel Company, I see no reason that you are not suitably 
qualified to submit geophysical surveys to the Department.

As you understand, of course, the surveys must 
be carried out and reports completed to the satisfaction 
of the Department.

If you are intending to do work of this nature 
I wish you evej-y success. With kindest regards,

Yours very truly,

J. R. McGinn, 
JRM:MC f Chief Mining Recorder.

Mr* William Aronec, 
464 victoria Street, 
SUDBURY, Ontario.



4V Victoria St., 

S'BURY, Ont.

J.R. McGinn, 
Chief Mining Record™-, 
Dept. of Mines, ty 
Parliament Buildings*^0 " ' 
TORONTO, Ont. ^^

Dear Jim:

I am curious to know if a person as myseX with a lot of 

practical experience in geophysical exploration *sn do and have 

accepted for assesment purposes (for myself or otiers) geophysical 

surveys carried out by myself or under my supervision, providing of 

course these are in accordance with the Mining Act as shown on page 

158 under Geophysical Surveys of the Mining Act.

Yours truly,

WA/sa William Aronec



\)
June Id, 1957

Dear Sir: . .

I am very much interested in your 
letter of June 14th concerning geological and 
geophysical surveys.

Would you please supply me with 
definite information concerning one or more of 
these surveys, which are not filed with the resi 
dent geologist, in order that I may look into it 
and see what has happened.

I might mention that after the work 
confirmation is forwarded to the mining recorder, 
both copies of the report are held here until 
Mr. Earle Abraham is able to na ke a further 
detailed examination, at the end of which time one 
copy goes to the resident geologist and the other 
copy is filed in our library. As Mr. Abraham is 
now employed on a part time basis, it could conceivably 
be several weeks before he has finished with it.

Yours very truly,

R.V. Scott, 
RVS:JL j Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. S. J/Mason, 
Mining Recorderj 
Timiskaming Mining Division, 
HAILEJBURY. Ontario.



OF MINING RECORDER Tl MISKAM ING MINING Di VISION

HAILEYBURY, ONTARIO
ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

14 June 1957.

Mr. R. V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch,
Department of Mines.

Dear Mr. Scott:-

Re: Geological and Geophysical 
Survey Results.-————-—

From time to time we have been asked by rep 
resentatives cf parties who have acquired mining claims, for 
access to core logs and results of surveys filed as assess 
ment work by former holders* On the assumption that one of 
the two copies of the survey results are filed with the 
Resident Geologists,.we have referred them to the latter.

It appears however, that the ^esident Geologists 
do not have copies of all the survey results on file and 
both are retained at the Department. This has caused annoy 
ance to people who may have left the City a d ay or so pre 
viously expecting to get the information in the field.

I think it would be in the interest of good 
public relations if a firm policy in this respect could be 
adopted. Both Dr. Savage and Dr. Thomson are in accord* As 
a matter of interest the latter has said that mimeograph 
copies of survey results should be made and a quantity kept at 
the office of the pertinent Mining Division for distribution 
on demand.

Yours very truly,

S. J. vsti. 
MINING RECORDER.

SJM/AER



DR. O. W. OUGHTRED
34 Geneva St. 

ST. CATHARINES



May 8,

Dear Sir:

As requested in your letter of May 4th, under 
separate cover I am sending you one copy of the current 
edition of the Mining Act, together with this year's 
amendments. As our supply is rather short at the moment, 
l am afraid that I cannot supply further copies*

For information concerning geochemical surveys 
I would suggest that you read the section headed "Combined 
Surveys 11 on page 184* A geochemical survey is only accep 
table for a credit when it is filed as part of a geological 
survey, and the maximum allowance for the geochemical work 
is one man-day per claim.

Yours very truly,

RVSsMC
R. V, Scott, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. J. Speidel, P.Eng., 
c/o S. N. MacCrimmon, 
MOUNTAIN GROVE, Ontario,
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May'7, 1957,
"

Dear Sir:

I enclose herewith 31 Report of Work applica 
tions covering 56 days geological and geophysical survey 
on mining claims JL*!124jL01 al. If in order, kindly 
place the Work Reports on record and advise Mr, John H. 
Low, Suite 3, 2842 Bloor Street East, Toronto 16, Ontario, 
and forward a carbon copy to MacFie Explorations Limited, 
Suite 206, 366 Bay Street, Toronto, that the Work Reports 
are on record. Mr* Low is unable to advise in the Report 
of Work the number of days geophysical and the number of 
days geological since the line-cutting in this job was 
combined. You will be notified in this matter when the 
geophysical and geological reports are approved here at 
the Department* Mr. Low advises me the maps and reports 
of the surveys are being forwarded direct to the Depart 
ment of Mines here in Toronto*

Yours very truly,

JRMtMC J. R. McOinn, 
Encl. Chief Mining Recorder*

Mr. C. McKinnon, 
Mining Recorder, 
KENORA, Ontario.



Apr.16,1957

Mr.Harold Gins berg,
3530 Henry Hudson Parkway,East,
Riverdale 63, New York.
U.S.A.

Dear Sir:
Your letter of April 10. in regard to 

literature on geophysical methods, has been 
referred to me*

Enclosed herewith is a copy of a pamphlet 
entitled "Elementary Mining Geophysics11 .

We are not prepared to say to what extent 
geophysical or geochemical methods would be 
effective under the conditions mentioned*

Yours very truly,

enc.

M.E* Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



8-8180

t/latoul oinAwia 

Jinanc* and. cJIlutui

S5SO

63,

April 10, 1957.

T'^/ i*Ontario Department of Mines f,7 
Toronto. Canada U

Gentlemen:-

The writer is actively engaged in mining activities 
in Canada.

Have you available any printed data on the subject 
of geophysical methods of ore detection?

IK there anyone in your department who is able to 
answer the following query:

Is there any ground or airborne geophysical 
device which could detect a deep seated massive 
sulphide ore body, if such existed? By deep- 
seated I mean say, at 1500 feet and at 2500 feet.

Have you any recommendations on this score?

From a practical viewpoint, would the "halo" 
principle prevail in theory for some geochemical 
work? Again the assumption would be that of a 
possible massive body underneath.

Whatever courtesy you may extend here will be indeed 
appreciated.

Sincerely,



63. VI

April 9, 1957.

Gentlemen:

Attention; Eugene R* Rowland. President

I have your letter dated April 3rd concerning 
a magnetometer survey on mining claims near Sioux Look* 
out, Ontario.

If your survey conforms with the regulations 
of the Mining Act there is no reason why the assessment 
work credit asked for is not granted and the survey 
approved.

Tours very truly,

JRM/MC
J. R. McOinn, 

Chief Mining Recorder

Rowland Engineering Co., 
16 N. Central Avenue, 
CLAYTON 5, Missouri. 
U. S. A.



63.VI

April 9, 1957.

Gentlemen:

Attention; Eugene R* Rowland. President

I have your letter dated April 3rd concerning 
a magnetometer survey on mining claims near Sioux Look 
out, Ontario.

If your survey conforms with the regulations 
of the Mining Act there is no reason why the assessment 
work credit asked for is not granted and the survey 
approved.

Yours very truly,

J. R. McGinn, 
JRM/MC Chief Mining Recorder

Rowland Sngineering Co., 
16 N. Central Avenue, 
CLAYTON 5, Missouri. 
U. S. A.



PARKVIEW 7-SB6D
(orrioc)

SEWEMAOE A DRAINAOC
WATBM BVBTEMB 

ENOINEEHINII SURVEY* 
LAND DEVELOPMENT 

R

TAYLOR 1-3669 
(HOME)

(INCORPORATED) 
16 N. CENTRAL. AVBNUE

CLAYTON 5, MISSOURI

April 3, 1957 EUQENC R. ROWLAND

Ontario Department of Mines 
Parliament Buildings 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Gentlemen:

We recently completed a magnetometer survey on 
sixteen claims near Sioux Lookout, Ontario and would like 
to submit same for assessment work on these claims. We 
are registered Engineers in the State of Missouri, but do 
not hold any license in Canada.

Could you inform me if our survey would be 
eptable for assessment work? Of course, this is on the 
supposition that the survey and workmanship meets with 
your standards.

Yours truly,

Rowland Engineering Company

ERR:sf B̂uggene R. Rowland, Pres.



April l, 1957.

/

Honourable Jlii* M. Niokle.
Minister of Planning 4 Development,
454 University Avenue,
Toronto^ Ontario.

X
Dear flr. Niokle:

The following are a list of firms with 
m your friend might get in touch to employ 
gnetic and other geophysical methods for 

'mineral exploration:

Aeromagnetic Surveys Limited, 
1450 O'connor Drive, Toronto.

Aerophyalcs of Canada Limited, 
74 Sparks Street, Ottawa.

Central Geophysics Limited, 
325 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg.
Geo-Technical Development Company Ltd., 
24 Wellington St. W., Toronto.

Koulomsine k Brossard Ltd., 
dO Richmond St. W., Toronto.

A number of others are listed in the Professional 
Directory of The Northern Miner.

Tours very truly,

H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines.

HCRtds



March 13, 19!

Gentlemen:

Attention; j(. Massey Williams

Re: Airborne purveys - Champlain, Hayward
___and Puskuta Townships.^^^^^^^^^.^.^

I have your letter dated March 12th concerning 
the airborne surveys in the above mentioned townships, 
together with the maps which arrived under separate cover,

Pieane be advised you are allowed 20 days work 
in respect to each mile of continuous recordings but not 
more than 40 days may be recorded to each claim. The 
Ontario Department of Mines does not compute assessment 
credit on geophysical surveys based on monies expended*

A separate Report of Work form is necessary for 
each claim you are applying work on.

forwarded.
Under separate cover I am returning the maps you

Yours very truly,

JRM/MC
J. R. McGinn, 

Chief Mining Recorder,

Continental Mining Exploration Limited,
Suite 1600,
100 Adelaide Street West,
TORONTO, Ontario.



SUITE 16OO
IDD ADELAIDE STREET W. 

TORONTO
EMPIRE 3-1493

March 12th, 1957.

The Chief Mining Recorder, 
Department of Mines, 
Queen's Park,
TORONTO, Ontario.

re: Airborne Surveys - Champlain, Hayward
ft Puskuta Twps., Sudbury Mining Div.,

__ Ontario._____ --——

Dear Sir,

In the winter of 1955-1956, following a prospecting 
venture, we acquired by direct staking 126 claims (outlined in red) 
and due to this staking, Campbell Chibougamau Mines Ltd., acquired 
307 claims (144 to the south and 163 to the north, outlined in blue).

A combined airborne magnetic and electromagnetic
survey (Job 256) was made over the area to pinpoint areas for ground 
attack.

We are currently checking two areas by ground geo 
physical methods and Campbell Chibougamau are also to work one or two 
areas on their north holdings.

The questions that arise are:
1) How many days per claim can we receive from the airborne survey, -;

which cost 111,150.40 - and - — " f
2) Would a report of work form be necessary for each claim? ' ' !

Yours very truly, 

CONTINENTAL MINING EXPLORATION LIMITED.

RMW:w R. Massey Williams,
Professional Engineer.



f-.PHONF 
5 - l l A l

INVOICE

AEROMAGNETIC 
SURVEYS LIMITED

14SO O'CONNOR DRIVE

TORONTO 16 ONTARIO

No.

b*'. TO NeAirk Miaing Corporation Limited 
Suite 1600,
l Adelaide 3tre*t Wert 
TORONTO, Ontario.

DATE January 31, 1957

YOUR ORDFR NO. 

JOB NO Q—256

TEHMS NET 

SHIPPED VIA

T completion of Combined Airborne Elect roaagnct lo, 
:* -notoawter and Scintillation Counter Survey in 
Lho Vicinity of Hayvard Tounahip

Tax

Progrmia Inroioe

•11,0^0.00

.575.30

^5,575.20



x

February 22, 1957.

Gentlemen:*

On November 16, 1956, you furnished reports of 
work, drill data and geophysical returns for a group of 
claims Numbers E.O* 1930) to 19316 inclusive, in the Town* 
ship of Matawatchan*

Thest reports were returned to you on November 19, 
1956, as they were not properly completed nor was the proper 
work data submitted, as required by the Mining Act.

The claims were withheld from cancellation, pending 
the return of the corrected reports, until February l, 1957, 
at which time it was assumed, as the reports had not been 
returned by then, that you were no longer interested in the 
claims and consequently they were cancelled.

Provided the ground is not re staked in the meantime, 
it will be necessary for you to apply to the Mining Commissioner 
for an Order relieving the claims from forfeiture and permitting 
the belated filing of reports of work. The fees required art 
15*50 per claim for the Order and abstracts* The abstracts 
and reports must be first approved by the Mining Recorder and 
then sent to the Mining Commissioner.

As for the reports themselves, they have not bttn 
properly completed. May X suggest that you read pages 53 to 
59, 181 and 182, of the Ontario Mining Act. Also refer to my 
letter of November 19, 1956. Z shall again try to explain 
what is required on the st forms.

1. When claims art grouped each report should be
completed identically except for the claim number at 
the top and the specific number of days to be recorded 
on that particular claim*
e.g., Mining Claim No. -~ — — — hereby report tht 
performance of •—-•days work not before reported.

2. A sketch must be submitted, in duplicate, showing 
in detail tht location and numbers of tht drill h 
and their relationship to the claim limits.

3. The geophysical breakdown must show what type of 
"O** *geh man "** doing. You havt only shown tht 
type of work for three men. What were tht other seven 
men, that you listed, doing?

(Cont'd)



2.

4* Why, for example, is F. Mitchell shown a s an 
"operator" for l* days under the heading of 
stripping, eto? Is this work part of the geophysical 
survey or what type of work was he and the other 
seven men listed under "stripping" actually doing T 
If manual labour was performed then you must furnish 
a sketch in detail showing the nature , location and 
extent of the work*

5. The geophysical maps are not duplicates - one is 
coloured and one is not.

6. The location of the claim posts and limits muyt be
indicated on, the geophysical map. It is not sufficient 
to furnish a group sketch showing only the claim 
numbers. Also the traverse linej mjigfe bt shown on each 
of these maps.

7. Tou have shown the diamond drill data on only the form 
of K.O. 19316. This information must be shown on 
alj. the forms.

3. What type of work was performed to Jfti^.of^the men
~!.v*listed on the three sheets for E.O* 19305*06 and 

19316. How can A. J. O*Kara bt described as aa 
"instrument operator" if he was working at diamond 
drilling or stripping. If these men wore also work* 
ing on the geophysical survey then the times, etc., 
must all be consolidated with the other lists you 
have supplied into one breakdown*

If you are still unable to fathom what is required, 
X suggest that you visit this office, at which time Z may bc 
able to explain the details to you more satisfactorily*

I am returning herewith all your papers and a new 
supply of work reports. An office consolidation of the Ontario 
Mining Act is being sent to you under separate cover*

Tours very truly,

Fred W. Matthews,
FWM/MCO Mining Recorder* 
Enels.
J. E. Copeland Co* Limited, 
P.O. Box 1141, 
Station B,

Ontario.



MONTREAL ROAD ' - , OTTAWA, ONTARIO Sherwood 6-4631

xV. L^. L^op L^o. oLimited
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

ADDRESS MAIL TO: P.O. BOX 1141, STATION B, OTTAWA

February 21, 19J?7

Mining Recorder, 
Department of Mines, 
Government of the 
Province of Ontario, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario

Dear Sirs: Re: Mining Claims, Licences E.O. 19305 - 
EO 19316 inclusive, staked by 
Jack Vincent a Cyril Vincent______

In reply to your letter of November 19, 19J?6 
and further to our letter of November 15, 19^6, I am 
enclosing amended documents as requested by you.

1. Amended report of work to the Recorder, Eastern 
Mining Division, by J". E. Copeland acting on 
behalf of Messrs. Jack db Cyril Vincent covering 
the aforementioned claims.

2. Copies in duplicate on Claim EO 19316 with 
attached diagram of property,

3* Progress Report in duplicate signed by
L. H. Cole Esq., Consulting Mining Engineer.

4. The geophysical survey covered a distance 
of four (4) miles and thirty-five (35) 
stations were established.

5. Map in duplicate of Matawetehan Township showing 
the claims thereon.

6. Dip Needle Survey in duplicate of Mataw&shan 
property with description of the property, 
signed by Mr. L. H. Cole.

I must apologize for the delay in submitting 
this information to you. The delay was caused through 
the termination of employment of Allan J. O fHara who 
executed the verifying certificate and it took some



MONTREAL ROAD ' - , OTTAWA, ONTARIO - S H e r w o o d 6-4631

-. L^opetana U0.p
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

ADDRESS MAIL TO: P.O. IOX 1141, STATION B, OTTAWA

-2

considerable time to acquaint ourselves with the 
details in order to complete the report.

Thanking you, I remain,

Very truly yours,

6
GPB/is hj?A^ J. E. COPELAND



November 19, 1956,

Gentlenjefi:
t*

/' I am returning herewith your reports of work on 
tailing claims E.0.19305 to 19316 inclusive, together with 
j* geophysical report and drill lo c;s. These reports cannot 

x be accepted for the following reasons;

Robert C. Vincent

1. Geophysical Survey

(a) The claim limits and numbers of the claims must 
be shown on each of the maps.

(b) The breakdown of worK must show the type of 
work in which each man was employed, under the 
headings of line cutting, instrument operations, 
draughtsmen, typing etc.

(c) The report must give the total miles of line cut 
and tiie number of stations established.

(d) The breakdown should give the total number of 
days spent on the survey, the number of claims 
actually covered, and the number of days credit 
that you desire.

2. Stripping

(a) A list has been submitted showing a group of 
men having worked at manual labour on each of 
these claims yet the reports did not show the 
total number of days. If stripping or other work 
has actually been performed, you must furnish a 
detailed sketch showing the nature and location 
of the work, with reference to the claiia limits.

Lauren J. Vincent

1. It would appear frum the reports that only diamond 
drilling was performed on the claims held by this 
licensee. If this is the case, then you would be 
entitled to a credit of 194 days (l day per foot) 
which would be divided amongst the eight mining claims. 
You must furnish a sketch in duplicate showing the drill 
hole with reference to the claim limits. You luay not 
receive additional credit for the men who operated the 
drill.

(Continued)



-Page Two-

2. If stripping or other manual labour has been performed, 
you must furnish a list of the dates on which th? work 
was done and detailed sketches.

Please bear in mind that when grouping mining claims 
you should show on each report, all the work that was 
performed on one or more of the claims in the group. 
In other words, each report for the group will be identical 
except for the claim number at the top and the specific 
number of days to be recorded on that particular claim.

Yours very truly,

FWM/LB Ralph V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

J.E. Copeland Co. Limited, 
General Contractors, 
P.O. Box 1141, 
Station B, 
OTTAWA. Ontario.



MONTREAL ROAD OTTAWA, ONTARIO Sherwood 6-4631

o. (^opelayia Co. ^Limited
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

ADDRESS MAIL TO: P.O. BOX 1141, STATION B, OTTAWA

November 1^, 1956

Mining Recorder, 
Department of Mines, 
Uovernment of the 
.province of Ontario, 
parliament Buiiuings, 
Toronto, Ontario

Dear Sirs: Re: Mining Claims Licences Nos. 
. EO 19305 to EO 19316 staked 

by Jack Vincent and Cyril 
Vincent

In connection with the assessment work done on 
the above mentioned Claims, we are attaching the 
following documents:

1. Report of Work to the Recorder, Eastern 
Mining Division by J. E. Copeland acting 
on behalf of Messrs. Jack and Cyril 
Vincent covering Claims Nos. EO 19305 
to EO 19316.

2. Copies in duplicate on Claim EO 19316 
with attached diagram of property.

3. Progress report in duplicate signed by
L. H. Cole, Esq. Consulting Mining Engineer.

4. Map in duplicate of portion of Matawatchan 
Township prepared by Mr. L. H. Cole.

5. Dip Needle Survey in duplicate of Matawatchan 
property with description of the property 
signed by Mr. L. H. Cole.

Although the claims are registered in the names 
of Jack Vincent and Cyril Vincent, an assignment of 
their rights in favour of Mr. J. E. Copeland President 
of Opeongo Mines Limited, who have not as yet issued 
any capital stock. In due course the claims will be 
transferred to the name of J. Earl Copeland, who has
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provided personally the capital so far expended in 
the development of these claims.

The Report of Work was executed by Mr. Gopeland, 
on behalf of the Vincents' , who were not available 
to affix their signatures, being somewhere in the 
bush and whose return is not anticipated until some 
time in December.

Very truly yours,
S^ ^~^6- - i

JEC/is J. E. GOPELAND



Feby.22,1957

Mr. P.J. Cameron,
rfTJ

Brent, Ontario*
/"

DeaSirs

In reply to your inquiry of February 18 

I may say that matters relating to the geology 

of the area in whioh you live are handled through 

thia office* This area ia not the special 

responsibility of a particular geologist on our 

staff*

Yours very truly,

M. b). Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



fe3

BRENT. Ontario,
Pel). IS , 1957.

\ OP MINES, 
PARLIAMENT BLDGS., 
TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Gen tl an en:

Could you please give me the name of the Geologist 
who is in charge or has jurisdiction over this District where 
I live.

Yours truly,

Peter J. Cameron.



21st, 1957.

Dear Sir: X

The survey returns Cor TB. 443 59. 43532, 3^40 
and 39#3# have Just been received at the Department.

Although the returns have not yet been approved, 
it is obvious that two of the fAVe" claims are far in 
excess in acreage and penalty for aasessaent work will be 
imposed.

All of the mining claims concerned are in the 
?Jipigon Provincial Forest, therefore leasea vdll issue.

A tentative penalty work and first year's rental 
is sho'.rn horexvith.

Claim Acreage Penalty !fork First Year's Rental

182.50 
f 43. 62 
3102.96 
136.21

T augnest you make application to the Mining 
;{ecorder at Port Arthur for lease of tho four mentioned 
claims enclosing your cheque to cover the first year's 
rental on the leases. If you have not yet been covered 
by the extra work you appear to have recorded to take 
care of the penalty work, then I will ssake arrangements 
with the Minister recommending an extension under 
Section 9#{2) and 9*J(2a).

Yours very truly,

TB.44359
TB. 43532
7B.39S40
TB.39B38

61.25
44.31
71.4^
36.21

106 days
22 days

158 days
NIL

JRMcG/LB J.K. McGlnn,
Chief Mining Recorder.

c.c. Mr. D.J. Cross, 
Mining Recorder, 
FORT ARTHUR. Ontario. 

Mr. w.R. wadsworth Q.C., 
Suite 409-10,
6 Adelaide Street East, 
TORONTO I. Ontario.



W. R .WADS WORTH, O.C.
CABLE: ADDRESS BARWAD"

SUITE AO9- tO 

6 ADELAIDE STREET EAST

TORONTO l,CANADA

February 19th 1957. 

Attention Mr. R.V. Scott

Department of Mines, 
Parliament Bldgs., 
Toronto 5.

Dear Sirs:

The following claims are recorded in the name of Douglas 
Banks, namely:

acreage 
T.B. 44359 . . . . . . . . . . 61.25 -- '""•" '
T.B. 43532 T . . . . . . . . . JJ.4.J31 ..r— :
T.B. 39840 . . . . . . . . . . 71.48 --
T.B. 39838 . . . . . . . . . . J6.21 213.25 -'all in the

Eva Lake area.

These claims have been recently surveyed by Mr. John Prystanski, 
O.L.S., Port Arhur, who tells me that the necessary returns have been sent to 
the Mining Recorder at Port Arthur and the Surveyor General's Office in Toronto.

I find that on 39838 and on 39840, 280 days work has been done 
on each plus the 40 days each for survey. I have not the abstracts on 44359 and 
43532, so that I cannot tell how much work has been done on them. I have a record, 
however, that 43532 is due for patent on 21st instant; that 39838 and 39840 are 
due for patent on 22nd prox. and 44359 on May 1st 1957. It is possible, there 
fore, that on account of the excess acreage of this group further work may have 
to be done (whether or not depending upon whether there is any excess work recorded 
recorded ^gainst 44359 and 43532 plus the 40 days for survey).

I am, therefore, applying in the meantime under Section 98, 
sub-sections 2 and 2-A. for extra time to do the extra work (if any) on these 
claims, and trust that meantime you will see that claim 43532 is protected by 
virtue of this application.

Yours ,ve

WRW/G.



W. R . WADSWORTH , O.C.
CABLE ADDRESS'BAR WAD"

SUITE 4O9- IO 

6 ADELAIDE STREET EAST

TORONTO l,CANADA

February 20, 1957.

Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto.

Dear Sirs:
Attention R^ V. Scott, tisq.

Re Eva Lake Claims - T. B. 44359, 
43532. 39340 and 39333______

Following my conversation with your Mr. Scott 
yesterday, and my letter to you of that date, I thought it 
prudent to write to the Recorder at Port Arthur for abstracts, 
which I have done.

I am enclosing herewith a copy of my letter of today's 
date to Mr. Cross.

Yours very truly,

WRW/C. 
ENCL.



W. R . WADSWORTH , O.C.
CABLE ADDRESS"BARWAD"

SUITE 4O9-IO 

6 ADELAIDE STREET EAST

TORONTO l,CANADA

February 20, 1957.

D. J . Cross, i; s q ., 
Mining liecorder, 
Port Arthur, 
Ontario.

Dear Kr. Cross: Re Eva lake Claims - T.B.44359, 
43532. 39340 and 39B38^^^

You will find enclosed herewith a copy of a letter 
dated yesterday, which l sent to Mr. R. V. Scott, at his sug 
gestion, following an interview that l had with him concerning 
the issus of patents on the above claims.

Mr. Prystanski, O.L.3. wrote me under date of January 
26th last to say that he was filing the surveys with you and also 
with the surveyor-General. As I found that the total acreage (213.25) 
exceeded 160 acres, it appeared to me th-?t some question might be 
raised as to:- (a) Extra patent fees, and (b) Extra work provided 
that excess work has not been recorded.

My arrangement with Mr. Scott is set out in my above 
mentioned letter to hiis of yesterday, but you will observe that I 
have no recorder's abstracts of these claims.

I am enclosing you herewith my cheque for #2.00 and 
be obliged if you would send me these abstracts.

Yours sincerely,

WRW/C. 
ENCL.

P.S. Since writing the above I have spoken again to Mr. Scott, who 
states that the matter is in Mr. McGinri's hands and that the 4 claims 
are protected meantime. Your co-operation towards that end would be 
greatly appreciated.

WRW/C.



January 14th, 1957.

Gentlemen:

I am returning herewith your reports of 
work covering mining claims EO. 18269. 15270 f 
16944, 13079, 1^080, 13031 and 19173. The types 
of work being reported are apparently a geological 
survey, a magnetometer survey and a scintillometer 
survey. The number of days for geological and 
geophysical work must be reported separately.

For example, a total of 60 days g 
work is given. Divided by seven, the number of 
claims covered, the work credit is 3.5 days per 
claim. As for the geophysical work, I am unable 
to see how you arrived at the figure of 132 days. 
From the dates given the total number of days 
would be 180. Would you please clarify.

Also, would you please explain the nature 
of Mr. Evans services on the geological survey* 
On the report he is shown as an operator{?}.

Yours very truly,

Ralph V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

HendertoiLJJranium Mines Limited, 
~200 Bay Street, (Suite 309) 
TORONTO l t Ontario.



January 9, 1957.

Dear Sir:

Your letter of December 14th, addressed to 
the Hon. Philip T. Kelly, has been handed to me for 
attention.

Under separate cover I am sending you an 
office consolidation of the Ontario Mining Act. Our 
legislation and regulations concerning geophysical 
work will be found commencing on pages 58 and

Yours very truly,

R. V. Scott, 
RVS/MC X Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. T. H. Edwards, President, 
The Canadian Geophysical Directory, 
220 - 7thAve. Sast, 
CALGARY./Alberta.



DEPARTMENT OF MINES

ACTION SLIP DATE-

TO.

H.C. RICKABY. DEPUTY MINISTER ———

NOTE A**D FILE l l PREPARE REPLY FOR MY
l —— J SIGNATURE

NOTE ANO RETURN TO ME "? TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTIONl j

j l RETURN WITH MORE DETAILS I I PER YOUR REQUEST

l I NOTE AND SEE ME I l FOR YOUR SIGNATURE

D'
D

PLEASE ANSWER l l FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

FOR YOUR APPROVAL l j INVESTIGATE ANO REPORT

COMMENTS



he? Canadian Geophysical Directory

December 14, 1956

Hon. Phi 11 ip T. Kerfey, Minister, 
Department of Mines, 
Province of British Columbia, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B 0 C 0

Sir:

A copy of the 1956 Canadian Geophysical Directory has been sent to you 
under separate cover.

As you will note in Section Four of the Directory, we are attempting to 
gather under one cover all regulations regarding Geophysical Exploration 
(Petroleum and Mining) that will be of use to those engaged in explora 
tion activities.

We would appreciate a copy of any regulations your Province might have 
regarding the Exploration Industry and your permission to reprint them 
in the 1957 and subsequent issues of the Canadian Geophysical Directory.

Respectfully yours,

THE:MD
T. H. EDWARDS, President.

. SfowuU Putttctti**
AVE EAST * CALGARY. ALBERTA * PHONE 26205



The
CANADIAN GEOPHYSICAL DIRECTORY

230 Seventh Avenue East 
Calgary, Alberta

TO ALL THOSE CONNECTED OR INTERESTED IN THE 
GEOPHYSICAL ASPECT OF CA RADIAN EXPLORATION 

Dear Sirs:

The 1957 issue of THE CANADIAN GEOPHYSICAL DIRECTORY will be published 

very shortly.

This is a yearly publication, listing, among many other things, Geophysical Contractors, 
(including Seismic, Gravity, Magnetometer, Aero Magnetic, etc.) Geophysical and Mining Sup 
pliers, Drilling Contractors, Survey Contractors, Bulldozer Contractors, Oil Companies and Min 
ing Companies employing geophysics in their exploration operations, Bit Builders and Steel 

Fabricators, Reproduction and Photo Suppliers, Automotive and Trailer Manufacturers and Sup 

pliers.
In order to make this publication the most complete and accurate directory of its kind in

Canada, we need your co-operation in supplying the information for your company's listings so 

that we may revise and bring up to date the listing that we have compiled.
THESE LISTINGS ARE FREE OF COST OR OBLIGATION.

Please furnish the information called for on the reverse side of this letter. Information 

on personnel should include the names of company owners or officers, Managers, Supervisors, 
Salesmen, Party Chiefs, Party Managers, Engineers, Tool Pushers, etc., etc. Also include the 
type of service offered to the industry, types of equipment in service, etc. Drilling contractors 
should list an address other than their present client so that mail or enquiries might be for 
warded to them without delay. Please return the completed form immediately to

THE CANADIAN GEOPHYSICAL DIRECTORY.
230 Seventh Avenue East 

Calgary, Alberta
See other side.



SEAL FLAP AND MAIL
This is your Return Envelope

Name of Company .......—..

MAIN OFFICE address 

City ___.._...-.-.-. 

Telephone Numbers ..-..-.. 

Services ~——__..—...—. 

Personnel ........—...........^.....

Prov. Country

BRANCH OFFICE address 

City ..__.................^

Telephone Numbers ................

Personnel ——.. ...........^.... .........

————— Prov...._-—-.—........._..__._.. Country

BRANCH OFFICE address 

City ——.......^............ .

Telephone Numbers ..........^

Personnel —........___.........^..

— Prov...._-—...—_._._._—.__- Country

Please check following classifications for listings desired; if listings 
other than provided are desired please write them in below.

Section l
Contractor* and Consultants

Geophysical Contractors, including all methods of Geophysical Exploration. 
Drilling Contractors. Shothole, Slim Hole, Diamond Drill. 
Survey Contractors. Aero and Land. 
Bulldozer and Land Clearing Contractors. 
Geophysical and Geological Consultants.

Section 2

Manufacturers and Supplies
a. Geophysical Supplies. Mining and Petroleum.

Drills, Bits, Flagging, Explosives, Miscelaneous Field Supplies. 
b. Reproduction and Mapping Companies.

Blue Prints, Photostats, Maps and Supplies. 
c. Drafting and Engineering Supplies.

Instruments, Recording and Survey Supplies, Photographic Paper li Chemicals. 
d. Geophysical Instruments. Manaufacturers and Supplys. 
e. Automotive Manufacturers and Supplies.

Off the Road Equipment, Trailers, Cats, Garages, Body Shops. 
f. Steel Fabricators and Manufacturers. Welding Repair Shops and Supplies, 
g. Service Companies. Charter Aircraft, Camp Caterers, Guides, Outfitters.

Section 3
Oil and Mining Companies

a. Oil Companies using Geophysics in their Exploration Operations, 
b. Mining Companies using Geophysics in their Exploration Operations.

Section 4

Association! and Government Branches
a. Oilfield and Mining Associations it Societies, Government Branches tt Officials, 
b. Provinces. Alphabetical listings of Municipal Districts and Officials, Cities ,

Towns and Villages. Listing Companies and Individuals with Services avail -
able to the Geophysical Industry. 

c. Personnel Listings, 
d. Addenda. Included in this section is information that had not arrived at the time

we were compiling the various sections of the book. In order that the new
CANADIAN GEOPHYSICAL DIRECTORY be as accurate as possible we
have included another section to list this information.

-J

\

Mail to: THE CANADIAN GEOPHYSICAL DIRECTORY, 
220 - 7th Avenue East, Calgary, Alberta.,



DEPARTMENT OF MINES.

TO— Mr. H. C f Rickaby, 
Deputy Miniver, 
Department of

I return herewith a letter dated January 4th, 
1957, which was written to you by Prospectors Airways 
Company, Limited.

The subject matter concerns credit for airborne 
geophysical prospecting in heavily overburdened country. 
It seems to me tha't the situation referred to is fully 
covered by Section \205 of The Mining Act which was 
inserted in the Act \f or the purpose of granting pro 
tection in heavily overburdened areas.

As far as credits are concerned on ordinary mining 
claims I do not feel that a company prospecting by means 
of an aerial survey is a'ny more entitled to work credits 
prior to the staking and recording of mining claims than 
is the prospector who spends six months searching in the 
bush for a mineral discovery before staking claims.

\
If we ever gave consideration to allowing credits 

for assessment work performed prior to the staking out 
and recording of a mining claim it would getjto the point 
where a man could bring a claim to patent merely by 
staking ground on which assessment work was performed 
when the ground had previously been held as mining claims 
by other licensees. It would soon reach the point where 
it would not be necessary for anyone to perform assess 
ment work but merely to lay claim to work previously 
performed by others.

RVS:AB

January lith, 1957.

R. V. Scott, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch,



DEPARTMENT OP MINES

ACTION SLIP DATE.

TO.

H.C. RICKABY. DEPUTY MINISTER

l j NOTE AND FILE

D 
D

NOTE AND RETURN TO ME

RETURN WITH MORE DETAILS

f
NOTE AND ME ME

l (PREPARE REPLY PDR MY
l l SIGNATURE

I I TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION

D 
D

PLEASE ANSWER 

FOR YOUR APPROVAL

D 
D

D

PER YOUR REQUEST 

FOR YOUR SIGNATURE 

FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

INVESTIGATE AND REPORT

COMMENTS



PROSPECTORS AIRWAYS COMPANY, LIMITED
SUITE 1616

44 KING STREET WEST 
TORONTO 1
EMPIRE 6-7951

January 4th, 1957

Dr. H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto 2, Ont.

Dear Dr. Rickaby:

Through Prospectors Airways, Anglo-Huronian, Kerr-Addison 
and Prospectors Airways' subsidiary company Triana Exploration, our organ 
ization is doing a lot of prospecting and development work in Ontario. 
Recently, personnel of Triana Exploration Limited made a discovery of 
magnetic iron ore in heavily overburdened country. Consequently, it was 
necessary to have an aerial magnetometer survey done in order to know 
the extent and direction of the extent of this ore deposit. Under existing 
legislation had this aerial geophysical survey been performed after the 
claims were staked, the work involved in doing it would be applicable as 
assessment work against the claims, but because it had to be done before 
the claims were staked, there is apparently no provision under which it can 
be credited as assessment work. We officially request that the legislation 
be changed in this regard so that such geophysical work which of necessity 
must be done before claims can be staked may be applied as assessment work.

To the best of my knowledge, such provision is made in the 
Province of Saskatchewan, in the Northwest Territory, and in the proposed 
amended Yukon Act.

I feel sure such an amendment must be desired by most
prospectors and prospecting companies and I am sure such an amendment would 
be a move towards encouraging still more prospecting effort.

Yours very truly,

W. S. Row, 
WSR:JK President



November 20th, 1956.

X

Dear Sir:

With reference to your letter of 
July 2?th, I/nave to advise that no geophysical 
survey covering mining claims SSM.44976 to 45005 
inclusive/and SSM.45110 to 45139 inclusive has 
been submitted. It would bc in oraer for you to 
cancel the work credits recorded on these claims,

Yours very truly,

FWM/LB Ralph V. Scott,
Chief, Niining Lands Branch,

Mr. D.A. Jodouin,
Mining Recorder,
SAULT STE. MARIE. Ontario.



IE OF MINING RECORDER SAULT STE. MARIE MINING DIVISION 

SAULT STE. MARIE, ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

July 2?th, 1956

Mr. R. V. Scott, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO 2, Ontario

Dear Sir:

This is to advise you that I have this day filed 6 

days Geophysical survey on each of mining claims SSM 44976 to 

45005 inclusive and SSM 45110 to 45139 inclusive, all situated 

on Michipicoten Island.

Maps and Reports covering the Geophysical survey 

will be forwarded to you in duplicate in approximately one 

week.

Yours very truly,

/ras

D. A. Jodouin, 
Mining Recorder.

P. S. - This Geophysical survey was submitted by Mr. C, Hesse on 
behalf of Aries Copper Mines Ltd.



November 20th, 1956.

Dear Sir:

With reference to your letter of 
July 30th, I ijtrye to advise that no isophysical 
survey covering raining claims S3M.45140 to 45144| 
45146 to 45150, 45153 to 45157, 45176 to 45179, 
45131, 45133, 45135-36, 43540-41, 43553-54, 43559 
to 43562, 43575-76 all inclusive has been submitted. 
It would be in order for you to cancel the work 
credits recorded on these claius.

Yours very truly,

FWM/LB Ralph V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. D.A. Jodouin,
Mining Recorder,
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ontario.



CE OF MINING RECORDER SAULT STE. MARIE MINING DIVISION
SAULT STE. MARIE. ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

July 30th, 1956

Mr. R. V. Scott, 
Chief, Mining Lands Brach, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO 2, Ontario

Dear Sir:

1his is to adivse you that I have this day filed 6 

dyas Geophysical survey on each of raining claims SSM 45140 to 

45144; 45146 to 45150; 45153 to 45157; 45176 to 45179; 

45181; 45183; 45185-86; 40540-41; 48553-54; 48559 to 

48562 j 48575-76 all inclusive and situated on Michipicoten 

Island, submitted by C. A. He SS e on behalf of Aries Copper 

Mines Ltd.

Maps and Reports covering the Geophysical survey 

will be forwarded to you in duplicate in approximately one 

week.

Yours very truly,

/r

D. A. Jodouin, 
Mining Recorder.

ms



r....

Geophysical p k surveys Ltd., 
A ve., NOK'lh BAY, Ontario,

NoveprfJer loth, 56

PLKASK. QUOTE CLAIM NUMBER,

K.V.Scott, 
Cliief, iiining Lands branch.

CHAR6E; COLLKCT.



CNTN015 12 GET REPl^NORTH BAY ONT 16 133P* 

J R MCGINN, CHIEF MINING RECORDERsQUEENS PARK TOR:

\

:REFERENCE OUR LETTER NOVEMBER SECOND PLEASE REPLY TELEGRAM 

COLLECT IF WORK APPROVEDr

GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING AND SURVEY".



OF MINING RECORDER

DEPARTM

S

SUDBURY MINING DIVISION
SUDBURY, ONTARIO

NT OF MINES

S
November 15, 1956.

Slaght fc Hayes, 
Barristers Se. Solicitors, 
dO King St. West. 
TORONTO 1. Ontario.

Dear Sir; ATTN: Mr. F.

I return herewith7 report and nap cover 

ing the Geophysical Survey on mining claims S-&945& 

to 3-39473 inclusive, for the reason that only one 

copy of the map was forwarded, and two copies are 

required.

Would you kindly have another copy of 

the map made, and forward report and map in duplicate 

to Mr. R. V. Scott, Chief, Mining Lands Branch, Ont. 

Department of Mines, Toronto.

Yours very truly,

End,

cc:

K. M. Hallock, 
Mining Recorder.

Mr. R. V. Scott,X" 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Ont. Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO. Ontario.



\l*? l Nov.6,1956

:-Ir. D.H.McRaa, 
1513 London Road, 
R. R. A,

Ontario.

/tfear Sir:
j"-^

Your inquiry of November l in regard to the 
accuracy and valuo of a geophysical survey has
been referred to ae.

Geophysical surveys may be of several types, 
depending on what properties in the Garth* s crust 
are being measured* Each method has its useful 
ness and limitations. The geophysical measure 
ments can be made with considerable accuracy, but 
interpretation of the results Is likely to involve 
somo conjecture.

I am enclosing a copy of "Elementary ?!ining 
Geophysics" which may assist in evaluating tha 
various

Tours very truly,

M.E,Hurst
Provincial Geologist 

enc.



1513 London Road, 
U. li. # l, 
Sarnia, Ontario, 
November l, 1956.

Department of Mines, 
Toronto, Ontario.

i)ear Sirs:-

We would very much appreciate some information 
regarding the accuracy and value of a geophysical 
survey. iJoes overburden effect such a survey? Will 
it actually delineate an ore body?

The above information is of utmost importance to 
us at this moment and your earliest reply would be very 
much appreciated.

Sincerely yours,



v'/

October 29, 1956.

Dear Sir:

V/ork Report forms for airborne magnetometer 
survey are the same as that used for reporting any other 
type of work to the Ontario Department of Mines.

Please be advised the Work Reports being one 
Work Heport for each claim you are reporting work on, 
should be submitted to the Mining Recorder of the Division 
concerned. The plans and report in duplicate should be 
submitted to the Ontario Department of Mines, Parliament 
Buildings, Toronto, Ontario. The Mining Recorder should 
be advised that the plans arid reports have been forwarded 
to the Department of Mines.

Under separate cover I am sending you a copy of 
the Mining Act where on page 182 you will find the provi 
sions concerning airborne magnetic surveys.

Yours very truly,

J. R. McGinn, 
JRM/MC Chief Mining Recorder.

ikir. Sari W. Gagan,
585 St. Alphorise St. S.
TH^TKORD MIN3S, Quebec.



P. EN(i. P. ENG.
* . Quebec ^^ Ontario

EARL W. GAGAN
MINING KNGINKEB

585 St. Alphonse St. E., 
Thetford Mines, Quebec 
October 2?, 1956

Mining Recorder, 
Dept. of Mines, 
Parliament Bldgs., 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

I wish to report some assessment work on approximately 200 claims 
in Rqnd and Lamplugh Townships in the Larder Lake Mining Division.

This work was in the form of an airborne magnetometer survey and 
also an airborne i electromagnetic survey which, I believe, will be more than 
ample to keep the claims in good standing for the coming year.

Do you have any standard forms for reporting such assessment work? 
If not, pleas advise me if the plans and report whould be deposited in Toronto 
ar at the Larder Lake Divisional office.

I would appreciate an answer at an early date since the work should 
be reported around the month end.

Yours truly
S 1 1 ' ^.S . - " ' ' "

EWG/p ' Earl W. Gagan '



tfr. R.C. Holder,
c/o Bear G**ook Mining Company,
516 Acorpa Street,
Donve

Oct.24,1956

Colo., U.S.A.

ar " Tr. Ilolrnor:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter 
of September 10 in regard to information for the 
\nrmal Review of Geophysics and Geochemistry to be 
published in "'lining Engineering".

During 1956 an airborne magnetometer and 
scintillometer survey was carried out under the 
direction of the Ontario Department of Mines of an 
area of approximately 640 square miles, comprising 
21 townships, in the vicinity of Bruco Mines on the 
north shore of Lake Huron. The flying and compila 
tion of data were done by Aeromagnetic Surveys Limited. 
."aps on a scale of l inch equals 1320 feet, showing 
the results of the survey, may be obtained from the 
Publications Branch of the Department.

Yours very truly.

M. E. Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING, METALLURGICAL, AND PETROLEUM ENGINEERS, INC.
20 WEST THIRTY-NINTH STREET 

NEW YORK 18. N. Y.

MINING BRANCH
MININO, GEOLOGY. AND GEOPHYSICS Div.

REPLY TO:
o/o Bear Creek Mining Company 
5l6 Acoma Street 
Denver U, Colorado 
September 10, 1956

Dr. M. E. Hurst
Provincial Geologist
Department of Mines, Parliament Bldg.
Toronto 2, Ontario

Dear Dr. Hurst:

Every year the Geophysics Subdivision of the A.I.M.E. is charged 
by the Editor of "Mining Engineering11 with the responsibility of compiling 
a summary of the year's development for the Annual Review of Geophysics and 
Geochemistry. This review has been of real interest and value during the 
years in keeping mineral exploration people in schools and in industry 
abreast of geophysical progress in the various fields and throughout the 
world.

You have probably been called upon before to contribute your 
thoughts, news, and comments; and we are very much interested in hearing 
from you this year. The value of the 1956 article can be measured by the 
number and candidness of such replies as yours. It is understood that some 
phases of your work will be confidential, but we would appreciate having 
from you such information as you can provide. Perhaps you know of others 
who could make a contribution.

The enclosed list may be of service to you in making your reply, 
which should reach me by November l, 1956. Descriptive answers rather than 
generalities are more useful in compiling the information.

Tours very truly,

RCH/el 

Enclosure



A.I.M..E. GEOPHYSICS SUBDIVISION 

1956 Annual Review of Mining Geophysics and Geochemistry

CONTRIBUTOR'S REPLY SUGGESTIONS

Instructions

This form has been designed to aid, but not bind, you in jotting down 
information which you may wish to contribute to the Annual Review. With the 
addition of Item 8 under "Education," the form is the same as that used by 
H. V. 1 W. Donohoo last year. It is hoped that this will insure the receipt of 
similar information from which Donohoo was able to assemble his excellent report.

Use any of the questions or suggestions that are pertinent in your 
case. On the reverse side of these sheets, or on a separate paper, if you wish, 
we would like to have your comments on any of these items or others of your 
choosing. If you have photographs of your field work or instruments, publishable 
charts or maps illustrating your comments, we would be pleased to have them.

Please forward by November l, 19^6, to Ralph C. Holmer, c/o Bear Creek 
Mining Company, 5l6 Acoma Street, Denver h, Colorado.

	Field Work

1. Method.

2. Instruments or techniques used.

3. Mineral objective.

U. Location (general only).

5. Date or period of execution.

6. Time required.

7. Who performed the workj producing company, consultant, contractor?

8. Number of parties or men involved.

9. Cost (approximate).

10. Success: nature of anomalies, etc.

11. Principal problem solved.

12. Remarks.



** ,
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Management Problems

1. How did geophysics or geochemistry fit into your overall exploration program 
in

2. Did you contract for your geophysical or geochemical work in 1906, or do you 
have your own personnel?

3. What is your opinion on availability of qualified personnel, and your opinion 
on geophysical and geochemical personnel training?

li. Bo you believe that the costs of geophysical and/or geochemical work are 
commensurate with the rewards in terms of new discoveries or leads?

5. What, if any, legal problems exist with respect to geophysical or geochemical 
prospecting? (such as air trespass problems, etc.)

6. What are the trends in geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting from 
management viewpoint?

Research and Development

1. With what new instrument development are you acquainted?

2. Have you developed some new or improved technique or procedure?

3. Have you developed some new computing or compiling device or procedure?

U. Could you write a brief progress report on your project, explaining the pur 
pose, your approach, and success to date?

5. What are the trends in mining geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting from 
the research viewpoint?

Contractor or Consultant

1. List countries, states, areas in which you have done work in 1956.

2. Indicate total number of profile miles, or stations as applicable, by method 
and by area.

3. What is the contractor or consultant's viewpoint toward manpower and training 
in geophysics and geochemistry?

li. What are the trends in geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting from the 
contractor or consultant's viewpoint?



-3 -

Government-Sponsored OeophysicB

1. Discuss new projects accomplished in 1956 and pertinent results from 
work.

2. Provide statistics on area covered, personnel or parties involved, etc. 
(See "Field Work" section.)

3. Discuss research problems—instrumental, field, and computing—insofar as 
possible. (See "Research and Development11 section.)

li. Did you have any joint projects with non-Government organizations?

5* Can you estimate the ratio of Government to non-Government geophysical work 
in your country?

6. What are the trends in mining geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting 
from the Government agency viewpoint?

Education

1. Do you have new curricula, degrees, professors, laboratories, buildings, 
equipment?

2. What is your viewpoint on the geophysical manpower problem?

3t In what fields do your geophysics students find Jobs upon graduation?

U. What ia your viewpoint on the engineering accrediting problem as it affects 
the field of geophysics and geochemistry?

5. Bow many graduate students do you have, and what are their fields of 
research? (Also, see "Research and Development" section.)

6. How many seniors did you graduate in geophysics in 1956, and how many do 
you expect to graduate in 1957?

7* What are the trends in geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting from the 
educator's viewpoint?

8. la there an increase in faculty and student interest in the mining phase of 
geophysics?



THE NORTHERN MINER OCTOBER 11. 1956

New Airborne Gradiometer Seen 
Major Advance in Geophysics

A dream of geophysicist* has come 
true. The gravity .survey, which until 
now has depended on one of science's 
most delicate instruments, has not only 
become airborne but it has been freed 
from many of the errors introduced by a 
multitude of unpredictable factors in or 
near the ground survey.

If the new gradiometer lives up to 
expectations and veteran geophysicist 
Hans Lundberg is satisfied it will, a 
revolution in geophysical methods of 
exploration is in the making.

The new instrument, invented by Boyd 
D. Boitnott of Houston, Texas, has been 
extensively tested by Mr. Lundberg over 
known orebodies and structures. Mr. 
Lundberg is highly enthusiastic over the 
potentialities shown. He believes thnt 
the new instrument may eventually 
take over much of the work now done 
by electromagnetic and other geophysi 
cal instruments.

The airborne gradiometer is said to 
outline mineral deposits with the greatest 
accuracy. By determining the centre of 
gravity of the deposit and its total mass. 
an estimate may be made of the nature 
Of the deposit as well

A Century Ahead
"This new instrument and the method 

are at least a century ahead of what 
le being used now", Mr. Lund.berg told 
The Northern Minor, outlining the prin 
ciples of the new instrument. Instead 
of basing calculations on the total 
gravity observations and the horizontal 
gradient, which is subject to many cor 

rections due to elevation, topography 
and other factors, the new instrument 
continuously records variations of the 
gradient of the vertical gravity field 
component

The apparatus, which is small and 
compact is carried inside the aircraft. 
It can be operated on the power supply 
of any plane. The sensing element is 
of ingenious construction and includes 
a number of automatic controls and 
calibration arrangements so that varia 
tions of the gravity gradient may be 
continuously and correctly recorded in 
flight.

A great number of tests have been 
carried out over various targets and it 
has been demonstrated that such features

! as faults, reef formations, anticlinal
i and dome structures, as well as salt 

domes, may be revealed and outlined in
! detail. With this method, it appears 

that it may be possible to give the
j geologist information as to the thick-
i ness of certain formations.
! Besides structural studies the method 

has been tested over various types of 
orebodies. An orebody of some 40 million 
tons, at considerable depth from the 
surface, wa,s definitely indicated, Mr. 
Lundberg says, and its centre of gravity 
and mass determined from flights as 
high above the ground as 3,500 ft.

Generally, reconnaissance surveys with 
the gravity gradiometer are carried out 
at 1.000 or 2.000 ft. above the ground 
where the effects from terrain varia 
tions are eliminated. Naturally, large

topographical features must be allowed 
for in the calculations.

The survey may be carried out as 
fast and as efficient as any airborne 
magnetic survey. The airborne results 
may be processed with a completely 
automatic computing apparatus which 
depicts the intensity variations on 
photographic plates or fllms. The geolo 
gist may then place these over the 
topographic map and in that way cor 
relate all features at the same time.

Principle of Survey*
Gravitational surveying consists of 

measuring minute variations in the pull 
or attraction between a small mass and 
the earth. This pull is termed the force 
of gravity. Gravity as the fundamental 
property of matter was first outlined by 
Sir Isaac Newton in 1687.

The principle is: "Every particle of 
matter in the universe attracts every 
other particle with a force which is 
directly proportional to the product of 
the masses of the particles and inversely 
proportional to the square of the dis 
tance between them."

The instruments now in use are 
capable of measuring extremely small 
differences In gravitational force. The 
most sensitive ones will measure up to 
one part in 100,000,000. Any sub-surface 
structure of higher density than its 
surroundings will exert an extra gravi 
tational pull, which will add to the 
earth's normal force of gravity in the 
vicinity. Similarly, a negative anomaly 
will indicate the presence of material 
of lower density than the surroundinas.

The aspect of the new airborne gravity 
meter is that it eliminates complicated 
slide rule calculations to compensate 
for terrain variations, the positions of 
the sun and the moon, drift due to 
Instrumental changes, movements in the 
vicinity and the proximity of the poles. 
Conventional gravity meters are used on 
tripods on surveyed stations, therefore 
only a limited number of readings can 
be taken during the day.



MINING RECORDER SUDBURY MINING DIVISION
SUDBURY, ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

October 1st. 1956/
' s

V

Mr. R.V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch,
Dept. of Mines,
Toronto, Ont.

,/

Dear Sir: X
/'

In reply tp7 your letter of September 25,
y

I wish to say that I am unable to locate the reports 

and maps of the Geological survey pertaining to S-#3339.

Yours very truly,

KMH/sc
K.M. Hailock, 
Mining Recorder,

X*

/ eT

o

To v N ̂/f y P-



/l
'X.

October l, 1956.

Mr. J. O* Morrowj
The Steel Company of O&nada Limited,
Hamilton, Ontario*

Dear Mr. Morrow:

Z am sending you under separate 
cover a copy of Volume 52. Part 5* which includes 
the report on the geophysical survey in South* 
western Ontario.

This report is in very short supply 
at the present tine and if you do not need to 
retain it permanently 1 would appreciate it if 
you could return it to me as soon as you have 
completed your study of it.

Tours very truly,

H. 0. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines.

HCR:ds



THE FILES LISTB) B SLOW WERE TAKEN OPT ON MAY 22, 1956 by E.M. ABRAHAM

Geological Surveys

63A.18? 
63A.193 
63A.191* 
63A.197 
63A.206 
63A.230 
63A.232 
63A.252 
63A.262 
63A.263 
63A.288 
63A.292
63A.293 
63A.296

Geophysical Surveys 

63.1*81

63.1*93 

63.521 

63.530

Please do not place correspondence on this letter.



September 2y, 1956.

Dear Sir:

On March 22, 1956, a letter from your office 
was forwarded to me advising that 40 days geological 
work had been recorded on mining claims 3.83339 to 
S.63347 inclusive in the Township of Victoria, l now 
have to advise that the reports and maps of survey nave 
not been submitted to the Department.

Yours very truly,

FWM/LB Ralph V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. W. Kostantin, 
Mining Recorder, 
RKD LAKE. Ontario.



OF MINING RECORDER

Ay

SUDBURY MINING DIVISION 

SUDBURY, ONTARIO
ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

March 22, 1956.

Mr. W. L* MacNamara.
Apt. 106. 6 Church Street,
MIMICO. Ontario.

'/f x f
Dear Sir:

This will advise you I have placed on 

record 40 days Geological on each of mining claims 

3-83339 to 3-83347 inclusive, Victoria Township. 

These claims are now recorded in the name of 

Marvel Uranium Mines Limited.

It is my understanding that maps and 

reports in duplicate have been forwarded to Ont. 

Department of Mines, Toronto*

i ; Yours very truly,

\v 
v

, ;, f'' 
Lv'/ l - -\

4-

JHM:EB
J. R. McGinn, 
Mining Recorder.

cc: Mr. J. F. McFarland,'
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Ont. Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORQCTO. Ontario.

si w 'tru



x
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'tember 25, 1956.

Dear Sir:

On May IB, 1956, you informed this office 
taat 40 days geophysical work had been recorded on 
mining claims T.B.67001 and 02, T.B.64270 to 73 
inclusive, T.B.71074 to 76 and T.B.75415 in the Big 
Duck Lake Area. I now have to advise that the 
geophysical survey reports have not been submitted 
to the Department.

Yours very truly,

FWM/LB Ralph V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. D.J. Cross, 
Mining Recorder, 
PORT ARTHUR. Ontario,



:E OF MINING RECORDER PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION
PORT ARTHUR, ONTARIO

ONTARIO 
DEPARTMENT OF MINES

May lg, 1956.

Mr. H. C. Rickaby 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

I have today recorded 40 days geophysical 
work on mining claims T. B. 67001-02; T. B. 64270-71-72- 
73; T. B. 71074- 71073; T. B. 7541 5. - 6iCr 5?*c*.

The above work was submitted by Zenmac 
Metal Mines Limited, Suite 414, 200 Bay Street, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Yours truly,

.O

*RV
7 i

-j-'f^ D. J. Cross, 
7 Mining Recorder,



September 20th, 1956.

Mr. F. W. Matthews, 
Mining Lands Branch, 
Department of Mints.

xx x

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

You will recall that about a year ago you relieved 
me of the checking of geophysical and geological report* 
that ia necessary prior to their submission to the geological 
branch.

I know that you now have a rather large backlog and 
it is obvious that with your added recording responsibilities 
it is unfair to expect you to continue with then.

I have decided to revert to the procedure that was 
carried out by Mr. Mcparland and myself prior to your entry 
into the field.

You will please turn ovsr your phase of the geological 
and geophysical checking to Mr. MoQinn and explain to him the 
scrutiny that is required and the procedures that we follow.

As at present, Mr. Andrews will do the preliminary 
checking, will lay down the areas on our control maps and 
will acknowledge both to the claim holders and the Mining 
Recorder. Mr. McOinn will scrutiniss the Material to make 
certain that the application complies with the requirements 
as we interpret them, will make sure that all of the claims 
are properly covered by the survsy, and will compute credit*, 
l will make the submission to ths geological branch and will 
subsequently confirm the work.

RVS:AB R. V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

c.c. Mr. J. R. McOinn,
Chief Mining Recorder, 
Department of Mines.



Aug.d, 1956

Mr.Walter BUSeh,
43, 32 Elbertson Street,
Elmhurat 73, M.Y., U.S.A.

Dear Sir:

In reply to your inquiry of July 23, the 

following companies carry out airborne magnetometer 

and scintillation surveys:

X Aeroroagnetie Surveys Ltd., 
/' 1450 O'connor Drive, Toronto, Ontario,

Canadian Aero Service Ltd.,
347 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario,

Lundberg Explorations Ltd.,
96 Rglinton Avenue East, Toronto, Obtario*

Yours very truly.

M.E. Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



Tel

Department of Mines, 
Toronto ,Ontario, 
Canada

43-32 ELBERTSON STREET 
Elxnhurst 73, N. Y.

July 28,19^6

RECEIVED
JUL 311956

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH
DEPARTMENT OF MINES

Dear Sirs:
Would appreciate greatly if you Gould give me the name and 

addresses of the companies who are doing mineral exploration by aircraft 
using magnetometers and scintillation counters.

I would like to contact them on a matter of business.



M
Vi li

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC 

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

O IfUl-A

Quebec, July,3, 1956

Mr. H.-C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister, 
Department of Mines, 
Parliament Bldgs., East Block, 
TORONTO, Cnt. -

Evaluation of airborne geophysical 
surveys for/assaesment credit -

Dear 3ir:-

The/Deifartment of Mines has recently
adopted a ruling in virtnia/of which geophysical surveys 
carried out with airbornar instruments will be accepted 
as the equivalent of on/f year's assessment work. No 
excess credit will beyallowed and, in consequence, no 
special provision isymade for different types of surveys 
carried out simultaneously.

We hope that this ruling will settle 
to the advantag^of both the operators and the Department 
some of the problems that have been raised in connection 
with these surveys. However, the ruling is so worded that 
it must be either confirmed or revised at the end of two 
years.

7
I am pleased to send you herewith for 

your info/mation copies of the ruling.

Yours very truly,

JTD/jr
B.T. Denis, 

Associate Deputy Minister Pro-Tern

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS:
THE DEPUTY MINISTER 

DEPARTMENT OF MINES, QUEBEC.



PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

RULING ON ACCEPTANCE OF 

AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS AS ASSESSMENT WORK

For a period of two years from the first of November 195.5j
the Department of Mines vi11 accept as one year's assessment work, prospecting 
by recognized methods of geophysical survey carried out with airborne instru 
ments, provided that:

(a) The survey shall be conducted in a regular and systematic 
manner, with flight lines approximately parallel and no more than t mile 
apart.

(b) Reports and maps covering the total area surveyed shall be 
submitted to the Chief Mining Recorder at the time application is made for 
the issuance or renewal of a development license*

(c) Airborne geophysical surveys shall be applied as assessment 
work for the current claim or license year only and not carried as excess 
work on the books of the Chief Mining Recorder.

(d) The application shall be accompanied by a sworn statement 
signed by the person under whose professional supervision the survey shall 
have been conducted.

(e) The applicant for such allowance shall file satisfactory 
evidence of the expenditures incurred.

(f) If ground under claim or license held by more than one person 
has been covered by the same survey, each holder may apply for the year's 
assessment work provided that satisfactory evidence be submitted that he has 
participated proportionally in the cost of the survey. In such cases, a sin 
gle copy of the reports and maps may ba accepted in support of nore than one 
application.

(g) The Department of Mines reserves the right to rsleioe the 
information contained in the reports and maps six months from the date at 
which the survey is submitted for acceptance.

(h) The Department of Mines reserves the right to refuse the 
work of airborne geophysical surveys if the record of such work is considered 
inadequate.

Minister of Mines

QUEBEC, June 26, 1956.
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PROVINCE DE QUEBEC 

MINISTERE DES MINES 

REGLEMBNTS CONCERNANT L'ACCEPTATION

DE PROSPECTION GEOPHYSIQUE PAR INSTRUMENTS AEROPQRTES 

COMME TRAVAUX STATUTAIRES

Le Ministere des Mines acoeptera pendant une periode de
deux ans a partir du ler novembre 1955* oomme l 1 Equivalent de travaux statu- 
taires d'une annee, la prospection faite par des methodes reconnues de rele 
ve ge*ophysique effectue" au moyen d'instruments ae*roporte"s, pourvu que:

(a) Le releve* ait e*te^ conduit^ d 'une maniere re*guliere e t syste- 
matique avec des lignes d'envole'es a peu pres paralleles, et a intervalles 
de pas plus qu'un quart de mille,

(b) Les rapports et cartes se rapportant a toute l'e*tendue qui 
a fait^l'objet du releve devront etre pre'sente's au Registraire en Chef des 
Mines a la date de la demande d 1 emission ou de renouvellement d'un permis de 
mise en valeur.

(c) Les releves geophysiques par instruments aeVoportes seront 
acceptes comme travaux statutaires seulement pour l'annee eourante des claims 
ou permis, et ne donneront droit a aucun credit d'excedent en travaux par le 
Registraire en Chef des Mines.

(d) La demande sera accompagnee d'une declaration assermentee 
signe*e par la personne qui a eurveille professionnellement I'execution du re- 
lev^.

(e) Le postulant d'une demande d'acoeptation devra presenter 
'Un etat satisfaisant des depenses encourues.

(f) Si le meme relev^ s'^tend sur les terrains sous claims ou 
permis detenus par plus d'une personne, chaque de*tenteur pourra se prevaloir 
de ce releve comne travaux statutaires pour 1'ann^e courante, pourvu que la 
demande soit accompagnee d'une preuve satisfaisante qu'il a eontribu^ propor- 
tionnellement au cout du relev^. Dans ce cas, il sera loisible d'accepter 
une seule copie des rapports et cartes pour appuyer les dif f^rentes demandes*

(g) Le De'partement des Mines se reserve le droit de^rendre^pu- 
blics les renseignements contenus dans ces rapports et cartes apres un delai 
de six mois suivant la date a laquelle la demande d'acceptation est faite. :

(h) Le De'partement des Mines se reserve le droit de refuser 
les travaux de prospection ge*ophysique par instruments aeroporte*s s'il juge 
insuffisants les documents concernant ce travail*

Ministre des Mines*

QUEBEC, le 26 juln 1956.
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PROVINCE DE QUEBEC 

MINISTERE DES ' MINES 

REGLEMBNTS CONCERNANT L'ACCEPTATION

DE PROSPECTION GEOPHYSIQUE PAR .INSTRUMENTS AEROPORTES 

COMME TRAVAUX ST&TUTAIRES

Le Ministere des Mines acceptera pendant une periode de
deux ans a partir du ler novembre 1955, oomme l'Equivalent de travaux statu 
taires d'une annee, la prospection faite par des methodes reconnues de rele 
ve geophysique effectue* au moyen d 1 instruments ae*roporte"s, pourvu que:

t

(a) Le releve* ait ete^oonduit^d'une maniere re*guliere et syste- 
matique avec des lignes d'envolees a peu pres paralleles, et a intervalles 
de pas plus qu'un quart de mille.

(b) Les rapports et cartes se rapportant a toute 1'etendue qui 
a fait^l'objet du releve devront etre pre'sente's au Registraire en Chef des 
Mines a la date de la demande d 1 Emission ou de renouvellement d'un permis de 
mise en valeur.

(c) Les releves geophysiques par instruments aeroportes seront 
acceptes comme travaux statutaires seulement pour I'annee eourante des claims 
ou permis, et ne donneront droit a aucun credit d'excellent en travaux par le 
Registraire en Chef des Mines.

(d) La demande sera aocompagnee d'une declaration assermentee 
signe*e par la personne qui a surveille" professionnellement l'execution du re 
leve'.

(e) Le postulant d'une demande d'acceptation devra presenter 
' un eta t satisfaisant des depenses encourues.

(f) Si le meme releve s'etend aur les terrains sous claims ou 
permis detenus par plus d'une personne, chaque de*tenteur pourra se prevaloir; 
de ce releve comne travaux statutaires pour I'anne'e eourante, pourvu que la 
demande soit accompagnee d'une preuve satisfaisante qu'il a eontribue* propor-r 
tionnellement au c out du re lev e". Dans ce oas, il sera loisible d'accepter 
une seule copie des rapports et cartes pour appuyer les diffe*rentes demandes.

(g) Le Departement des Mines se reserve le droit de^rendre^pu- 
blics les renseignements contenus dans ces rapports et cartes apres un delai 
de six mois suivant la date a laquelle la demande d'acceptation est faite.

V.

(h) Le Departement des Mines se reserve le droit de refuser . 
les travaux de prospection geophysiqu* par instruments ae*roporte*s s'il juge 
insuffisants les documents concernant ce travail.

Ministre des Mines.

QUEBEC, le 26 juin 1956,



PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

RULING ON ACCEPTANCE OF

AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS AS ASSESSMENT WORK

For a period of two years from the first of November 1955,
the Department of Mines will accept as one year's assessment work, prospecting 
by recognized methods of geophysical survey carried out with airborne instru 
ments, provided that:

(a) The survey shall be conducted in a regular and systematic 
manner, with flight lines approximately parallel and no more than \ mile 
apart.

(b) Reports and maps covering the total area surveyed shall be -"**r 
submitted to the Chief Mining Recorder at the time application is made for " 
the issuance or renewal of a development license.

(c) Airborne geophysical surveys shall be applied as assessment "^7 
work for the current claim or license year only and not carried as excess - 
work on the books of the Chief Mining Recorder.

(d) The application shall be accompanied by a sworn statement 
signed by the person under whose professional supervision the survey shall 
have been conducted.

(e) The applicant for such allowance shall file satisfactory 
evidence of the expenditures incurred.

(f) If ground under claim or license held by more than one person 
has been covered by the same survey, each holder may apply for the year's 
assessment work provided that satisfactory evidence be submitted that he has 
participated proportionally in the cost of the survey* In such cases, a sin 
gle copy of the reports and maps may be accepted in suppor.-t of nore than one 
application.

(g) The Department of Mines reserves the right to release the 
information contained in the reports and maps six months from the date at 
which the survey is submitted for acceptance*

(h) The Department of Mines reserves the right to refuse the
work of airborne geophysical surveys if the record of such work is considered
inadequate. -

Minister of Mines

QUEBEC, June 26, 1956.



Nay 9, 1956.

Lundbarg Explorations Limited, 
96 Eglinton Avenue Bast, 
Toronto 12, Ontario*
Attention: Mr, Patrick M. Howard, 

Sales Manaj^r1
Dear Mr* Howards

In reply to your letter of May 
I beg to advise you that as far as w* know in this 
Department, the qualifications of your Company to 
carry out geophysical work should meet the require 
ments of this Department at any tine.

The only reason w* have not invited 
you to tender is because of the fact that your 
Company holds interests directly or indirectly in 
mining lands in Ontario, and as long as that situa 
tion continues we do not feel that you could pro* 
perly be invited to tender*

Tours very truly,

H. 0. Rickaby. 
Deputy Minister of Mines. 

HCRids



JDBERG EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
96 EGLINTON AVE.EAST 

TORONTO IS,ONT.

x } V May 3, 1956.

Mr. H. C. Rickaby, \
if Mines, 

Queens Park, . ;)
Deputy Minister of M^nes, \:ii\'f 1 j ;

' -o X'.-. -. . .
Toronto, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Rickaby: /' ~""*'*~'——'"""^

Thank you for your generous interview last 
Friday and the assistance you gave rae in understanding the 
topics we discussed. ,X

.,-"

In the event that we nay some day be in a position 
to bid on contracts for your department, would you be kind enough 
to state all the qualifications necessary to be favoured with an 
invitation to bid. Your advice will be our guide so that when 
we believe we can meet the requirements of your department we 
will present our qualifications for your consideration.

Sincerely yours, 

LUNDBERQ EXPLORATIONS LIMITED,

,.c'

PMH-.JES Patrick M. Howard,
Sales Manager.



Experienced in all branches of 
airborne geophysical survey

1450 O'CONNOR DRIVE, TORONTO 16, CANADA * PHONE: PL. 5-1141 * CABLE CODE: AERMAG, TORONTO

Mr. H. C. Rickaby, \l 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

April 5, 1956.

Dear Sir:

During the past 18 months this company has carried out airborne 
electromagnetic surveys covering approximately 50 percent of the geologically 
favourable areas of Manitoba, Ontario/^Quebec, and the Maritime Provinces. 
This faofc is generally realized by 0ur customers in the mining industry and 
has given rise to some apprehens^en regarding the planning of new surveys. 
We would like, therefore, at this time, to re-state our policy in this regard. 
It is twofoldj firstly, we will not survey an area \-rhich we have flown 
previously without first informing the prospective client that we have already 
covered it, and, secondly, we will not reveal the name of the previous client. 
We will, however, act as a go-between if it would appear advantageous to both 
parties.

./'

We are pjeased to report that with additional equipment in the field 
and better flying weather, we are rapidly reducing our backlog of work.

Yours sincerely, 

Aeromagnetift Surveys limited

D.G. MacKay 
General Manager.

MEMBER OF HUNTING ASSOCIATES LIMITED



THE NOKTHEUN HINEU MARCH 8/56

Geophysics Makes Big Contribution 
In Canadian Mine Expansion

A relative newcomer to the prospec 
tors' pick and hammer fraternity is the 
geophysical prospector. Whether he 
operates on land or from the air, his 
contribution to Canadian mining can no 
longer be underestimated.

The unexplored central parts of the 
Canadian Shield, while hidden under a 
relative!? greater proportion of over 
burden than the better known outward 
fringes, offer perhaps, the greatest 
challenge yet to geophysical exploration. 
To find new mines it is also becoming 
increasingly necessary to probe under 
lakes and overburden with a diamond 
drill.

Since the direction of untapped min 
erals seems to point increasingly down 
ward, the pick and hammer man must 
often cede his place to the science of 
geophysics.

A review of geophysical accomplish 
ments in Canada and an outlook for 
mining geophysics in the future has 
been prepared by L. W. Morley, acting 
chief of the geophysics division of the 
Geological Survey of Canada on a basis 
Of material obtained from discussions by 
"Canadian Exploration Oeophysicists." 
The summary was presented in a form 
of a brief to the Gordon Royal Commis 
sion on Canada's Economic Prospects.

Despite the impressive achievements, 
Canadian mining is still described as 
"backward" in the use of geophysical
methods, especially if compared with 
the petroleum industry. Canadian 1954 
figures show a geophysical investment 
in petroleum at over 140,000,000 com 
pared with only S2,350,000 in mining 
geophysics.

However, it is pointed out that mining 
geophysical prospecting in Canada still 
exceeds that in the-U.S.

On the average, major Canadian min 
ing companies are spending about 25 "/c of 
their exploration budget (including the 
cost of drilling) on geophysics. Most 
money spent on mining geophysics in 
Canada is by non-Canadian controlled 
companies.

Mining geophysics, which fell into 
disrepute because of malpractice in the 
late twenties, has regained its place, 
largely due to the success achieved since 
World War II.

The airborne magnetometer was used 
extensively in the search for magnetic 
iron ore in Ontario and Quebec and it 
led to the discovery of the iron deposit 
at Marmora, Ont. Ground magnetic 
and electrical methods played an im 
portant part in the development of the 
base metal deposits at Lynn Lake, Man. 
The airborne and ground magnetometer 
were used in the Eastern Townships, 
Que., to extend the known deposits of 
asbestos. The orignal outlining of Steep 
Rock's Iron deposit was helped consider 
ably by the use of the ground magneto 
meter.

Ground magnetic and electrical 
methods were used extensively for trac 
ing geological structure in the Kirkland 
Lake-Val d'Or area. It was, however, in 
New Brunswick that the geophysical 
methods met with signal success. In 
1949, an airborne magnetometer survey 
was conducted by the Geological Sur 
vey of Canada over an area, which had 
been prospected considerably on the sur 
face. The maps which were published 
m 1952 outlined a number of magnetic 
features which indicated interesting 
geological structure.

Much of the area was covered by 
overburden and ground geophysical 
methods were then used as a follow-up 
to the airborne magnetometer. The 
ground electromagnetic method outlined 
a base metal deposit of about 28 million 
tons near the old Austin Brook iron 
mine.

Two other base metal deposits, the 
New Larder U (1,173,540) tons and the 
Brunswick No. 6 (28,312,000 tons), were 
found by the ground electromagnetic 
method. Airborne electromagnetic sur 
veys were then conducted over most of 
this interesting area with the result that 
a fourth substantial base metal deposit 
(7,000,000 tons minimum) near Little 
River Lake was discovered. Thus the 
discovery of this New Brunswick mining 
camp was important to the prestige of 
geophysics in Canada because it was 
attributable almost entirely to geo 
physics.

On New Threshold 
With such an impressive past, 

mining geophysics now steps on a new 
threshold. The growth of geophysical 
prospecting is expected to parallel the 
ever-increasing demand for metals. Mr. 
Morley foresees that because of a high 
demand for base metals, the next few 
years should see a great race between 
mining companies to detect electromag 
netic anomalies, just as there has been 
a race to detect magnetic iron ore.

At present, it is stated, there are only 
15 aircraft fitted out with airborne 
electromagnetic gear of nine different 
types. By 1958, it is expected, their 
number will exceed 30 and within five 
years all the more obvious electromag 
netic anomalies within reasonable dis 
tance of land and water transportation 
will have been detected.

Of these, probably 50 or so are likely 
to turn out to be massive sulphide 
deposits. The brief points out that 
there will not be sufficient Canadian 
technical personnel available to ex 
ploit these discoveries. 
To speed up this vast program of 

Canadian mining development and to 
prevent inefficient prospecting both on 
the ground and from the air, the brief 
suggests a greatly intensified rate of 
government reconnaissance geological 
mapping.

"Unless the rate of geological map 
ping is tripled, in 10 years, it will be 
hopelessly behind," the brief states. 
Among recommendations is an urgent 

plea that "universities, technical schools, 
governments and mining companies put 
their heads together to ensure that an 
adequate number of technically trained 
men at all levels of mining be available 
to meet the vastly expanding needs." 

The need for two or three universities

in the larger centres of the Canadian 
Northland is described as imperative not 
only to ensure mining needs, but also 
to make the North more culturally 
attractive to young people.

A special section within the Geological 
Survey of Canada should be set up for 
regional interpretation of aerial photo 
graphs and all kinds of geophysical data 
for the measurement and recording of 
physical rock properties.

This work is recommended in con 
junction with increased surveying and 
exploration of the Cordillera range in 
B.C., which to date has been untouched. 
The brief urges mining companies to 
submit voluntarily their aeromagnetic 
data to the Geological Survey of Can 
ada after investigating the areas con 
cerned.

Authorities are urged to avoid legis 
lation concerning flying or prospecting 
which would tend to inhibit geophysi 
cal prospecting both on ground and 
from the air.



March

Gentlemen:

Attention: Harold G. Rowe

As you requested in your letter of March 6th, 

I am sending you a booklet containing the requirements 

governing the submission of geophysical and geological 

reports as contained in the Mining Act,

Yours very truly,

FWM/MC
J. F. McFarland, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Stratmat Ltd*, 
Suite 1100, 
620 Cathcart Street, 
MONTREAL, Quebec.



OvriCB OF THB PREBIDKNT,

STRAT MAT LTD.
SUITE iioo, 020 CATHCART ST.

MONTREAL, QUEBEC

TEL.BPHONB: UNIVERSITY 6-6881

March 6th, 1956.

Mr. J.P. Mcparland, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Ontario Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO 2, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Mcparland:

?7e would be glad to have whatever 
information may be available with regard to 
assessment work allowance made in connection 
with:

1) Airborne electromagnetic survey

2) Airborne magnetometer survey

3) Airborne scintillation counter survey. 

Thanking you.

IIGR

Very truly yours, 

STRATMA.T LTD.,

Harold G. Rowe



February 3rd* 1956,

Dear Sirj

This Department has no available geological 
reports or maps covering raining claim 8702 in the 
Township of Maisonville.

If geological reports are made on mining 
claims for the purposes of assessment work, copies 
of the reports must be filed with this office and 
are available to the Public* As your mining claim 
is very old the circumstances were much different 
at the time that the assessment work was performed 
and consequently no such returns were required by 
the Department*

Yours very truly,

RVS:AB J. F. McFarland. 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. R. E. Dallaire, 
Box 10,
Quarries P.O., 
OTTAWA,, Ontario.



A*. J?. J am
^



Feb 2nd, 1956.

Dear Sir:

Referring to your letter of January 
31st I have to say that if it is your inten 
tion to carry out geological surveys for 
which an assessment work credit is to be 
claimed, it will not be necessary for you to 
forward a copy of your diploma. When you 
send in the maps, reports and other data re 
quired if you would attach a statement of your 
academic training and experience, this will be 
satisfactory*

Yours very truly,

JFM:MO J. F. McFarland, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branoh,

Mr. William Newfield,
SMOOTH ROCK FALLS. 

Ontario.
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January 15th, 1956.

Dear Sir:

Your letter of January 12th, has been received 
with reference to the assessment work credit allowable 
for the logging of radio-activity in drill holes by 
means of a Rascohl drill-hole gamma-ray logging appa 
ratus .

Assessment work credit for a radio-active survey 
is only given when submitted as part of a geological or 
geophysical survey, and then only one man day a claim is 
allowed, regardless of whether it consists of recordings 
obtained on surface or in bore holes or both. If no 
geological or geophysical survey is being submitted no 
allowance can be claimed for logging radio-activity in 
drill holes.

Yours very truly,

JFM/AB J. F. McFarland,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. E. Livingston,
New Jersey Zinc Exploration

Company (Canada) Ltd., 
Box 183, 
BLIND RIVER, Ontario.



t
f

•JD©
CABLE ADDRESS CANADIAN OFFICE

8O ST. PETER STREET"JERSEZ1NC "
January 12th, 1956

PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO

Box 183, Blind BLver, Ontario.

Mr. J. F. MacFarland, 
Chief, Mining and Lands Branch, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

I have been referred to you by the mining recorder 
in Sault Ste. Marie concerning a problem which has arisen over 
assessment work on our Blind River properties.

We have done extensive diamond drilling on three groups 
of claims north of Blind River in Townships 155 and 161. These 
holes varied in depth from 300 to 1,200 feet. Each drill hole, 
with the exception of four,was logged with a drill-hole geiger 
counter. The equipment used for this work is called a Rascohl 
drill hole gamma-ray logging apparatus which was developed by the 
Texas Company and is being used extensively on the Colorado Pla 
teau. It produces a continuous record of radioactivity on a strip 
of paper. The maximum depth of the equipment we are using is 900 
feet. This equipment is discussed in a U. S. atomic energy publica 
tion No. RMO-904 (1951), "Progress Report of Gamma-Ray Logging 
Activities", by S. S. Comstock.

The equipment requires a crew of two men, a technician and 
his helper. Each hole required an average of one day's time including 
the time to transport and set up the equipment. We would like to 
know whether we may use this work for assessment purposes and how to 
arrive at the number of days.

Yours very truly,

EL:T E. Livingston.



22019

January lith, 1956.

Gentlemen:

Attention: Mr. B. Davis.

On August 31st you filed 40 days geological 
work on each of mining claims 10.8380-95 inclusive 
and E0.8402 in the Township of Faraday*

The 60 day period for confirming this work 
has expired and the necessary maps and reports have 
not been submitted.

As this work has expired. I have striken it 
from the claim records as provided in Section 81 (6) 
of The Mining Act.

Tours very truly,

RVS:AB R. V. Scott, 
Mining Recorder*

Messrs. Levinter, Ciglen,
Gr os B berg A. Shapiro, 

Suite 1300,
100 Adelaide Street W., 
TORONTO, Ontario.



V
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\ f January 3, 1956*

MEMORANDUM TO:

Mr. J. A* Carroll. 
Assistant Deputy Minister, 
Department of Agriculture.

Re - Geological information in 
___the Township^ of East Flamboro

I am referring your memo of December 29th 

to Mr. A. K. Watt in order to have him furnish 

whatever geological information io available to

Mr. Sutherland.

H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines.

HCR:da



ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF THE 

ASSISTANT DEPUTY MINISTER

TORONTO, Ontario, 
December 29th, 1955.

Memorandum to Mr. H. C. Rickaby,
Deputy Minister of Mines.

Mr. John Sutherland, AssejB^or for the Township of 
East Flamboro, Waterdown, has asjtatf for some agricultural 
information which is being foytfarded to him today. He has 
also inquired for Geologic*! Survey maps showing Rock Strata 
in the Township of EasJ/^Rlamboro, County of Wentworth.

have
I f ..-consistent with your policy, will you kindly

some maps forwarded to Mr. Sutherland.

JAC/C

A. Carroll, 
Assistant Deputy Minister.
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Modern Prospecting 
Spots New Area 
In Northern Ontario

Using an aerial geophysical survey, 
a group of six companies has located 
an area which appears to have been 
.subjected to intense geological activity, 
some 190 miles north of the city of 
Sault Ste. Marie, Out.

If the ordinary prospecting methods 
had been used, it is unlikely that the 
presence of unusual geological action 
would have been detected. Areas that 
have been subjected to intense fracturing 
and folding are considered likely spots 
to hunt for mineralization of economic 
importance.

On behalf of a group of six com 
panies, Northern Canada, Teck-Huffhes, 
Consolidated Howey, Kirkland Lake 
Ooid, East Malartic and Gairdner cfe 
Co., eight groups comprising 99 claims 
have been staked, to cover favorable 
areas indicated by the airborne survey. 
The areas slaked were shown a.s con 
ductors in an interesting magnetic pat 
tern.

It could be that the readings resulted 
from graphite, it was stated, but at this 
stage it appears more likely to be a 
reaction to some form of mineralization. 
There are no surface indications, how 
ever, and it is intended to prospect the 
claims by drilling.

The claims cover parts of Ebbs, 
Scholfield and Talbott Twps. and lie 
north and east of the town of Oba. The 
Algoma Central Railway runs just east 
of the claims, and the main C.N.R. runs 
south of the groups.

A crew has been sent to the properties 
to erect a base camp. Ground geophysi 
cal surveys, to obtain a more detailed 
picture as a guide to a future drilling 
program is the next step.

Generally, the area is very flat and 
swampy. The coming winter will be 
ideal for carrying on prospecting and 
exploration work a.s there are a number 
of logging roads in the district and a 
snowmobile can be used advantageously. 

This is the second prospecting venture 
reported by the si'oup within a month. 
The first was the staking of 68 claims in 
the File Lake area, west of Snow Lake, 
Man.

The same group has taken on a third 
property interest by the optioning of 
18 lots, in one large group, in the Des- 
meloizes Twp., Northwestern Quebec, 
some two miles west of Normetal. A 
ground magnetometer survey is under 
way on this property at the present time.



September729th, 1955.

Dear Sir: f

I am enclosing a copy of the require 
ments governing the submission of geological 
and geophysical surveys. No allowance is 
given for geiger or scintillometer surveys un 
less made in conjunction with a geological or 
geophysical (magnetomer) survey. No credit can 
be given for a geological or geophysical survey 
unless it is done on the claims for which credit 
is asked*

Yours very truly,

J. F. McFarland,
JFMrMG Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
enc*

Mr. W. M. C. Thorns, 
HKMLO,

Ontario.
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Sept.22,1955

Mr. H.V.W.Donohoo,
c/o Columbia-Geneva Steel Div.,
235 Montgomery Si reet,
San Prancisco/6, Cal.,
U.S.A.

i"'

Dea ip ''Mr. Donohoo:/' 
/' This will acknowledge receipt of
'your letter of September 9 in regard to infor 
mation for the Annual Review of Geophysics and 
Geochemistry to be published in "Mining 
Engineering".

During 1955 an airborne magneto 
meter and scintillometer survey was carried out 
under the direction of the Ontario Department of 
Mines of an area of approximately 590 square miles, 
comprising 16 townships, in the vicinity of Blind 
River on the north shore of Lake Huron. The 
flying and compilation of data were done by 
Aeromagnetic Surveys Limited. Maps on a scale of 
l inch equals 1320 feet, showing the results of the 
survey, may be obtained from the Publications Branch 
of the Department.

Yours very truly,

M.E.Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



GEOLOGICAL BRANCH
DEPARTMENT OF MINES

INSTITUTE OP MINING 8 METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS
20 WEST sow STREET

ScP 19 1955
NEW YORK ie,N.Y.

c/o Columbia-Geneva Steel Division 
235 Montgomery Street 
San Francisco 6, California 
September 9, 1955

Dr. M. E. Hurst, Provincial Geologist 
Department of Mines 
Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada

Dear Dr. Hurst:

Every year the Geophysics Subdivision of the A.I .M .E. is charged by 
the Editor of "Mining Engineering" with the responsibility of compiling a 
summary of the year's development for the Annual Reviev of Geophysics and 
geochemistry. Ibis review has been of real interest and value during the 
years in keeping mineral exploration people in schools and in industry abreaat 
of geophysical progress in the various fields and throughout the world.

You have probably been called upon before to contribute your throughts, 
news, and comments; and ve are very much interested in hearing from you this 
year. Hie value of the 1955 article can be measured by the number and candid- 
ness of such replies as yours* It is understood that some phases of your work 
will be confidential, but ve would appreciate having from you such information 
as you can provide. Perhaps you know of others who could make a contribution.

The enclosed list may be of service to you in making your reply, 
which should reach me by November l, 1955*

Yours very truly,

H. V. V. Donohoo 

HVWD:fa 

Enclosure



A. I. M .-B. GEOPHYSICS SUBDIVISION 

1955 Annual Review of Mining Geophysics and Geochemistry

CONTRIBUTOR'S REPLY SUGGESTIONS

Instructions

This form has been designed to aid, but not bind, you in Jotting 
down information which you may wish to contribute to the Annual Review. 
Use any of the questions or suggestions that are pertinent in your case. 
On the reverse side of these sheets, or on a separate paper, if you wish, 
we would like to have your comments on any of these items or others of your 
choosing. If you have photographs of your field work or instruments, 
publishable charts or maps illustrating your comments, we would be pleased 
to have them.

Please forward by November l, 1955, to H. V. W. Donohoo, c/o Columbia- 
Geneva Steel Division, 235 Montgomery Street, San Francisco 6, California.

	Field Work

1. Method.

2. Instruments or techniques used.

3- Mineral objective.

4. Location (general only).

5. Date or period of execution.

6. Time required.

7. Who performed the work: producing company, consultant, contractor?

8. Number of partios or men involved.

9. Cost (approximate).

10. Success: nature of anomalies, etc.

11. Principal problem solved.

12. Remarks .
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Management Problems

1. How did geophysics or geochemistry fit into your overall exploration 
program in 1955?

2. Did you contract for your geophysical or geochemical work in 1955 t O*" 
do you have your own personnel?

3. What is your opinion on availability of qualified personnel, and your 
opinion on geophysical and geochemical personnel training?

k. Do you believe that the costs of geophysical and/or geochemical work 
are commensurate with the rewards in terms of new discoveries or leads?

5. What, if any, legal problems exist with respect to geophysical or geo 
chemical prospecting? (such as air trespass problems, etc.)

6. What are the trends in geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting from 
management viewpoint?

Research and Development

1. With what new instrument development are you acquainted?

2. Have you developed some new or improved technique or procedure?

3. Have you developed some new computing or compiling device or procedure?

^. Could you write a brief progress report oa your project, explaining the 
purpose, your approach, and success to date?

5. What are the trends in mining geophysical and/or geochemical prospect 
ing from the research viewpoint?

Contractor or Consultant

1. List countries, states, areas in which you have done work in 1955-

2. Indicate total number of profile miles, or stations as applicable, by 
method and by area.

3. What is the contractor or consultant's viewpoint toward manpower and 
training in geophysics and geochemistry?

k. What are the trends in geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting from 
the contractor or consultant's viewpoint?



- 3 -

Government-Sponsored Geophysics

1. Discuss new projects accomplished in 1955 and pertinent results from 
work,

2. Provide statistics on area covered, personnel or parties involved j 
etc. (See "Field Work" section.)

3. Discuss research problems --instrumental, field, and computing- -insofar 
as possible. (See "Research and Development" section.)

k. Did you have any Joint projects with non-Government organizations?

5- Can you estimate the ratio of Government to non-Government geophysical 
work in your country?

6. What are the trends in mining geophysical and/or geochemical prospect 
ing from the Government agency viewpoint?

Education

1. Do you have new curricula, degrees, professors, laboratories, buildings, 
equipment?

2. What is your viewpoint on the geophysical manpower problem?

3. In what fields do your geophysics students find Jobs upon graduation?

k. What is your viewpoint on the engineering accrediting problem as it 
affects the field of geophysics and geochemistry?

5. How many graduate students do you have, and what are their fields of 
research? (Also, see "Research and Development" section.)

6. How many seniors did you graduate in geophysics in 1955, and how many 
do you expect to graduate in 1956?

7. What are the trends in geophysical and/or geochemical prospecting from 
the educator's viewpoint?



{
August/J&nd, 1955.

X

Dear Sir:

On March 14th ,/ou advised me of 7.77 days 

geophysical work on 'T.B.53249-50-51-55-5^-61-62-

64-53256-59.

As reports do not appear to have bean filed, 

cancel the work and advise the claim holder.

Yours very truly,

J. F. McFarland 
RV3/3N Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. D. 0. Cross, 
Mining Recorder, 
PORT ARTHUR, Ont.



MiN!NG RECORDER (f |) PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION
PORT ARTHUR. ONTARIO 

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

March 14, 1955.

Mr. H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

I have today recorded 7.77 days geophysical 
work on mining claims T.B.53249-50-51-55-53-61-62- 
64-53256-59.

This work was submitted by Mr. Norman H. 
Treadwell, Barrister k Solicitor, Suite 404, 
200 Bay Street, TOIONTO, Ontario.

The reports have been sent direct to you.

Yours truly,

/ilV
MirmigRecorder.



July 21,

Dear Sir:-

Your appraisal of the assessment work 
credits allowed for airbonre geophysical surveys 
is substantially correct. In the case of an air 
borne electromagnetic survey made at the same 
time as a magnetometer survey the maximum allow 
ance shall be not more than half the time claimed 
for the magnetometer survey. You should also keep 
in mind that the maximum of 40 days a claim would 
apply to the combined survey.

If a magnetometer survey is completed 
and filed, I do not think any credit would be 
allowed for a subsequent electromagnetic survey.

I enclose a copy of the requirements 
governing the submission of geological and geophy 
sical surveys.

Yours very truly,

JFM/GA J. F. MoFarland, 
End. Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. J. B. McClusky, 
Sales Manager,
Aeromagnetic Surveys Limited, 
1450 O*Connor Drive, 
TOKONTO 16. Ontario.



^AEROMAGNETIC
LIMITED

OUR REF: A j J1
YOUR REF:

WORLD-WIDE AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SERVICES

1490 O'CONNOR DRIVE 
TORONTO 16, CANADA 

TEL. PLYMOUTH S-IUI

July 19, 1955.

Mr. J.F. McFarland, x 
Chief Mining Lands Branch, X 
Ontario Department of Mines, ' 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

In conversation with you last Friday, I gathered that assessment 
work allowable for airborne geophysical surveys is as follows:

1. Airborne magnetometer - 20 days per line mile recorded with maximum 
of 4.0 days per claim.

2. Airborne electromagnetometer - half the claim allowed for magnetometer.

3. Airborne scintillation counter - l day per claim.

Electromagnetic and scintillation counter surveys are allowable 
only when submitted with a magnetometer survey.

files.
We would appreciate it if you could confirm the above for our

Another question comes up in that we are currently flying a great 
deal of ground, by airborne electromagnetic methods, that has been flown 
magnetically by our customers before and they wish to know if they can sub 
mit the electromagnetic surveys in conjunction with the magnetic surveys 
already recorded and/or flown at previous dates but not recorded as yet.

Yours very truly, 

Aeromagnetic Surveys Limited

f.13. McClusky, P.Eag.J 
Sales Manager. V

in.

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

U.8.A.1 THE OEOTCCHNICAL CORPORATION
CANADA: THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY CORP. LTD.
ENGLAND! HUNTING GEOPHYSICS LTD.

AFRICA:
NEW ZEALAND:
AUSTRALIA:

HUNTING AEROSURVEYS EAST AFRICA LTD. 
N.Z. AERIAL MAPPING LIMITED 
ADASTRA AIRWAYS PTY. LTD.



H. J. BERGMANN, P. Eng .
Mining Engineer

c/o P i car d C( 
9th Ave.W. 
Pointe Caiumet.Que. 
July

Department of Mines, 
Province of Ontario, 
Toronto.Ont.

Dear Sirs:-

Would you please forward tto me two dozen forme 
for reporting geophyei cal surveys/as assessment work.

iT would also appreciate/ receiving the regulations 
ik the report of geophysical surveys as assessment

iwork.

Tout's very truly,

HJB/KTD H.J.Bergmann,

/,



x
, 1955.

Mademoiselle:

Mr. S. L. Spafford is not known to the Depart 
ment* If he is able to submit a geophysical survey 
in accordance with the requirements set out in The 
Mining Act, it will be Judged on its merits.

Please understand that no geophysical survey 
automatically is accepted as 40 days' assessment work. 
The maximum allowance is 40 days a claim but the credit 
is based on the time spent in the survey at the rate 
of 4 days' work for each day each man is employed in 
the survey, with a maximum allowance of 40 days a claim. 
Credit for line-cutting, picketing and chaining may be 
allowed up to one-half of the total work credit asked 
for, but the maximum allowance for this phase of the 
work is five man days a claim.

Geiger counter and scintillometer surveys are 
not acceptable as geophysical surveys.

Yours very truly,

J. F. McFarland, 
JFM:MG Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Miss Marjorie Peters Bower, 
5744 S.Harper Avenue, 
CHICAGO. Illinois. 
U. S. A.



.Harper avenus 
Chicago,Illinois 
June 8, 1955

Ontario Department of Mines 
Toronto,Ontario,Canada

Ro 8 qualifications of person to conduct geophysical 
survey.

Gentlemen:

We shall appreciate vjord from you a&'.ito -the qualifications 
of S.L.Spafford, of Ontario(ths town of Spanish) for conducting on our 
raining claims geophysical surveys which v.dll be acceptable to the de 
partment as AO days(each) assessment work* Mr. Spafford was recommended 
to us by A.B.Mc Lennon, O.L.S., of SuBbury* He says he has had eleven 
years of geophysical work.

We understand th&t you cannot tell us that hio surveys for us
v;ill be definitely acceptable. All we are asking here are hia qualifications 
ae known to the department, so that we will know how to proceed further*

mp Marjor



May 24th, 1955.

Dear Mrst Speroj

If the survey/you refer to is a land 
survey of the claimr to establish the claim 
boundaries, the survey must be done by an 
Ontario Land Surveyor.

If it is some sort of a geophysical 
survey you contemplate, please give us some 
particulars of the type of survey and the in 
strument which will be used. In any event, it 
is not likely a geophysical survey would be 
approved unless carried out by a qualified 
engineer.

Yours very truly,

JFM:MG
J, F. McFarland, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mrs. W. P. Spero, 
42S Elizabeth St., 
WALLACEBURG. Ont.
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^ May Ifth, 1955.

Mr. B. T. Jtenis^ 
Chief, Mineral Deposits Branch, 

-fiapartment of Mines, 
QUEBEtr. P.Q.

JfDear Mr. Denis:

Mr, Rickaby has asked me to reply to your 
letter of May 14th with reference to airborne geo 
physical surveys.

Our Act provides an allowance of 20 days' 
work for each mile of continuous recording of an 
airborne magnetic survey, with a maximum allowance 
of 40 days a claim. Actually there is no provision 
in our Act for granting an assessment work credit for 
airborne surveys other than airborne magnetic surveys. 
However, we accept eombintd surveys on the following 
basis.

1. An airborne radioactive survey may be 
accepted as part of an airborne magnetic survey; the 
maximum allowance being two days* work in respect of 
each mile of continuous recording.

2. An airborne radioactive survey may be 
accepted as part of a ground geological survey; the 
maximum allowance being one man-day a claim in respect 
of each mile of continuous recording*

3* An airborne electromagnetic survey may be 
accepted as part of an airborne magnetic survey; the 
maximum allowance to be not more than one-half the 
allowance for the accompanying magnetic survey.

In other words, we will not consider an air 
borne radioactive or airborne electromagnetic survey 
by itself. It must be accompanied by a magnetic or 
geological survey.

Work done outside the claim boundaries can 
not be counted as assessment work. If a survey is sub 
mitted which extends beyond the claim boundaries, a 
proportionate share of the assessment credit is deducted.



Mr. B. T. Denis - - Page Two

There is nothing to prevent someone making an 
airborne survey of a property without the owner's 
consent. As you know, Ottawa has sole jurisdiction 
over aeronautics and there is no way in which a 
Provincial Government can control the activities of 
aircraft.

All geological and geophysical surveys filed 
as assessment work are open to inspection by anyone.

We have had quite a number of airborne surveys 
submitted, although in most instances there is only 
one or two flight lines across each claim, which means 
that the maximum of 40 days' work can not be claimed.

If there is any additional information you feel 
we can furnish, please so advise.

With kind regards, l remain.

Yours very truly,

J. F. McFarland, 
JFM:MG Chief, Mining Lands Branch,



PROVINCE OF QUEBEC 

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

101.11-A

Quebec, May l1*, 1955

Mr. H.-C. Rickaby,
Deputy Minister,
Ontario Department of Mines,
TORONTO, Ont. -

Evaluation of airborne geophysical 
surveys for assessment work credit

Dear Mr. Rickaby:-

We are not entirely satisfied with our 
own basis for evaluating geophysical surveys made with 
airborne instruments, and now that the electrical methods 
are coming to the fore I am looking into the question of 
revising our regulations.

I understand that you give a credit of
twenty man-days per line-mile for airborne magnetic surveys. 
There are still, however, a number of questions to which I 
do not know the answers.

Has your Act made provisions for any 
other type of survey l

Do you allow the operators to claim
credit for work done outside of their claim boundaries l 
For instance, if a survey of say 100 square miles is made 
around a claim group measuring five square miles, can the 
total number of line-miles in the 100 square miles be applied 
to the claim group l

Can operator A conduct an airborne survey 
over claimsheld by operator B f

I believe that in Ontario records of
assessment work are open to inspection by the public. If I 
am mistaken in this, however, would an operator have access 
to the information disclosed through a survey made over his 
claims by another operator t

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS:
THE DEPUTY MINISTER 

DEPARTMENT OF MINES. QUEBEC.



101.11-A
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC 

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

2 - 

Mr. H.-C. Rickaby May 1^-, 1955

Under our present regulations, the
assessment work credit for airborne surveys is so small 
that practically none are being submitted. Are many being 
submitted to you under your regulations ?

I should much appreciate your help in
dealing with these and similar problems by telling me how 
you handle them.

Yours very truly,

B.T. Denis, 
BTD/jr Chief, Mineral Deposits Branch

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS:
THE DEPUTY MINISTER 

DEPARTMENT OF MINES. QUEBEC.



DRIFTWOOD LANDS a TIMBER LIMITED

510 QUEEN STREET EAST

SAULT STE. MARIE, ONTARIO

May 2, 1955

Department of Mines 
Parliament Buildings 
Toronto, Ontario

Attention of Mr. J. M. MeIntosi 

Gentlemen:

Wejfiould appreciate your advising 
us if the Department oXMines has carried out any 
airborne magnetometer/surveys in Ontario and if so, 
are the results available to the public.

Yours very truly, 

DRIFTWOOD LANDS ft TIMBER LIMITED

W. H. Nasi 
General Man

\
-, V 
5^

o
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X' Mch.29,1955

Mr. W.J. Roy,
R.R.#6,
Brantford, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

Your inquiry of March 26 with respect to 

the names of firms doin^ magnetic surveys has 

been referred to rne.

Being unable to recommend any particular 

firm I would suggest that you consult the 

Professional Directory published each week in 

The Northern Miner (122 Richmond St.West, 

Toronto 1).

Yours very truly,

M.E.Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



^



63 General'

March 22, 1955

Dear Sir:

The geophysical reports f 
96 inclusive do not appear to have been 
filed.

If the 60 day period has expired, cancel 
the work entries and advise the claim holders.

Yours very truly,

J. F. MeFarland 
HVS/SN Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. D. J. Cross, 
Mining Recorder, 
PQRT ARTHUR. Ontario.



OFFICE OF MINING RECORDER PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION
PORT ARTHUR, ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

January 10, 1955.

Mr. H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

I have today recorded 27^ days 
geophysical work on mining claims T.B.4S6S1 
to 696 inclusive.

The above mentioned work was submitted 
by Koulomzine, Geoffrey fc Co., 1263 7th Street, 
Val D 1 Or, Quebec.

Yours truly,

/RV . Cross, 
ing Recorder.



February 15th, 1955*

Dear Sir:

You will recall that I suggested that 
you file 40 days geological work on each of 
Mining Claims EO 9226, EO 9231, EO 8880, 
EO 8849 j EO 3899 and EO 8950. These reports 
have still not arrived*

I think that I can squeeze out 40 days 
geological on EO 9247 so please send a report 
covering it as well*

I note that EO 8?89-90 ran out on 
January lith and that you have not obtained 
extensions. No extensions have been filed for 
EO 9214-23 inclusive, EO 9225-26, EO 9229-30-31, 
EO 9234-38 inclusive and EO 9241-49 inclusive 
which ran out February 2nd. These claims are 
all in Anstruther Township.

Yours very truly,

H. V. Scott 
RVS/SN Mining Recorder.

Mr. H. E. Marti.n, 
c/o Messrs. ftay, ^ 

Kelly, Martin k HordeiT, 
85 Richmond Street West,
TORONTO. Ontario.



\

l\ \

February 10th, 1955.

Dear Sir:

I understand that geophysical work was 
reported on K.17S01-2? inclusive early in 
December, 1954*

The reports and maps have not been filed. 
As soon as the 60 day period has expired, you 
should cancel this work and advise the claim 
holders.

Yours very truly,

J, P. Mcparland 
RVS/SN Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. C. McKinnon, 
Mining Recorder, 
KENORA. Ontario.



February 7th,

Dear Sir:

Under separate cover I am sending you 

a copy of our office consolidation of the Ontario 

Mining Act. I would refer you to pages 59-60 and 

155-161 for information concerning the filing of 

geological work.

Yours very truly,

RVS/SN
J. F. McFarland 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. Charles W. Tritschler, 
c/o Dept. of Geology, 
University of Cincinnati, 
CINCINNATI 21. Ohio.
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MINING GEOPHYSIC S,,,,,,,,*, N LTD.
11 JORDAN STREET TORONTO l TELEP

December 30, 1954*

Mr* J. F. McFarland, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Ont. Dept. of Mines, 
Toronto.

Dear Mr. McFarland:

Enclosed are thr^S copies each of maps 

l to 6 on a scale of 1 M- Id20f ''8^'*o~ov'elrli^"*:6h'e'"'aeraniagnetio
,r

survey of the Manitouwadge Lal;e area*
' ~f 

It is understood from your telephone
,/ 

conversation with this office that the 40 to 50 individual
7

property holders who participated in the survey and wish to 

claim assesment work credit will not be required to resubmit 

maps on this scalf*. They will submit two copies of a compilation

of maps l to 6 en a scale of l w - l mile with their individual 

cladus outlined. In addition they will submit a report in 

duplicate #o satisfy the requirements of the mining act* 

/4 ./ ;' j Yours very truly,

} GEOPHYSICS CORPORATION LIMITED

t H e o r H r s i c i L s i f E r s



November , 1954.

Dear Sir:

We do not appear to have received a 

geophysical report covering S.59270-75-76-77.

If the sixty days are up you should 

cancel the work and advise the claim holders.

Yours very truly,

RVS/AB J* F. McFarland. 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. J. H. McGinn, 
Mining Recorder,
SUDBURY, Ont.



OFFll IF MINING RECORDER SUDBURY MINING DIVISION
SUDBURY. ONTARIO

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

September 14, 1954.

Mr. J. F. McFarland,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, , .
Ont. Dept. of Mines,
Parliament Buildings,
TORONTO. Ontario. —j

Dear Sir:- ^

This will advise you I have placed on 

record 40 days geophysical and 20 days geological on 

each of mining claims S-59270, 59275, 76, 77. The 

work reports were submitted by M. C. Gardiner, 21 Eden- 

bridge Dr., Toronto 18, Ontario.

The survey returns are being forwarded 

direct to you in Toronto.

Yours very truly,

JRM:GA
Mining Recorder



l/ 1
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November 14, 1954i

Dear Mr. ScliaJLl-erL...,

Ret Airborne Radioactivity Surveys

I have to thank you for your letter of 
November 8th.

There is not and never has been any pro 
vision in The Mining Act which would permit the 
acceptance of an airborne radioactivity survey as 
assessment work* I regret that you inferred that 
some allowance would be given for this type of 
survey, and it is unfortunate that you now find 
yourself in a more or less embarrassing situation*

I have discussed the matter again with 
Dr. Hurst and you will appreciate, I am sure, to 
deviate from the policy laid down would only be 
inviting criticism from other sources which did not 
receive the same treatment*

I regret therefore that no assessment work 
credit can be allowed for a purely airborne scintilla 
tion survey.

The next time you are in the city, I shall 
be glad to discuss the matter further with you if 
you so desire.

Yours very truly,

J. F. McParland, 
JFM/MO f Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

Mr. R./J. R. Schaller, 
233 WttLdwood Park, 
FORT &ARRY. Manitoba.



MEMBER PHONE

CIWM ' R. J. R. SCHALLER
MINING AND EXPLORATION 

REG. PROF. ENO.
ONT. AND MAN.

283 WILDWOOD PARK 
FORT CARRY, MAN.

November 8th, 1954*

lvMr. J. F. Mcparland,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch,
Department of Mines, X
Parliament Buildings,
Toronto 2, Ontario. v v..

Dear Mr. McFarland:

Re: Airborne Radioaotivity Surveys.

You will recall my telephone conversation with you on 
November 3rd from Sudbury, regarding the above.

On June 24th, 1954, I visited your office to obtain in 
formation regarding the applying of airborne radioactivity surveys 
for assessment work, and l was advised that Mr. Hurst was in charge 
of this work. I called on Mr. Hurst that afternoon, and we had a 
lengthy discussion on airborne radioactivity surveys. He advised 
me that he could not grant a full year's assessment work, but he 
thought that some credit similar to the airborne magnetic could 
be applied, if proper maps were made up, and continuous flight 
charts submitted. He advised me to contact Dr. E. M. Abrahams 
at Blind River and discuss requirements with him.

l saw Dr. Abrahams numerous times during the summer, 
*and I submitted the work on the various properties we flew, according 
to requirements suggested by him. The work was all filed with the 
Department before the middle of July. About the first of September 
Dr. Abrahams advised me to forward full particulars of the surveys, 
types of instruments, etcetera, along with some geological notes 
of the properties surveyed, to the recording office at Sault Ste. 
Marie. All information was submitted as requested*

On iny return to Sudbury and Blind River from the U.S.A. 
on November 2nd and 4th, I was confronted by clients who had had 
their surveys returned to them. You can well imagine the position 
in which they and myself are placed. These surveys were done in 
good faith by skilled personnel and the best equipment manufactured* 
In addition, our survey work in the Blind River area is all guaran 
teed. We guarantee to map all radioactive outcropsiiof interest 
above 0.02R, or the client does not pay for the survey. 
(Actually, we map intensities of one third this radiation on an 
outcrop that is 1.5 feet wide and 150 feet long.)



— SHEET OF LETTER TO: . j. j, McFarland. November 8, 1954,

Two of the parties that are affected by the
Department's discussion on this work, ask how one would start 
an exploration program on a group of claims in a radioactive 
area, if you did not do an airborne. On two occasions this 
summer we flew areas on which radioactivity ground surveys had 
been done, and have produced maps which show important radio 
activity which was overlooked on the ground survey.

Airborne radioactivity surveying has been very badly 
assessed by the Ontario Department of Mines. I recall one so 
called radioactive survey which had three or four anomalies on it 
which did not exist on the ground, and the main occurances in the 
map area on which we made the airborne discovery a year previous 
did not exist on the map. This type of work drives the mining 
industry away from airborne surveys, which is the most efficient 
and economical method which can be used for exploration. One just 
has to look to the United States to see that over 80^ of the ore 
being shipped to buying stations comes from airborne discoveries. 
Incidentally, my associates, the inventors of scintillating equip 
ment, supply the A.E. C. with all their equipment for this work, 
which is the same model as used in the Blind Hiver area.

I can appreciate your position in assessing the value of 
airborne surveys, as there is some equipment sid for this purpose 
today which is useless, l was called to Sudbury twice this past 
summer by respective owners to check their airborne equipment which 
had been sold to them by false representation.

4 Airborne radioactivity surveys have a very definite place 
in the development of our uranium deposits, and I would be pleased 
to obtain for you from the various companies for whom we have worked 
a statement collaborating my remarks.

The next time I am in Toronto, I would like to have a 
further talk with you on this subject, and in the meantime I would 
like your earliest comments on the above.

Yours sirncerely,

R, J/ R. SCHILLER

RJRS*DR
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October 29th, 1954*

Dear Sir:

The 60 days la up for filing geophysical 
surveys on S.609^5-61000 and S.61039-44 in 
Falconbridge Township and I do not appear to 
have received them.

It will be in order for you to cancel 
the work and notify the recorded holders.

lours very truly,

RVS/AB J. F. McFarland, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

'
Mr. J. R. MoGinn, 
Mining Recorder, 
SUDBURY, Ont,



MINING RECORDER (f tyjHs f} SUDBURY M l N l NG Di VISION

SUDBURY, ONTARIO 

ONTARIO 

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

August 26, 1954.

Mr. J. F. McFarland, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Ont. Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO. Ontario.

Dear Sir:

Please be advised that I have this day filed 
work reports covering 24.4 days on each of S-60985 - 61000 
inclusive, S-61039 - 44 inclusive, consisting of a geophysical 
survey and submitted by Falgar Mining Corporation Limited.

I have written to Falgar Mining Corporation 
Limited informing them that I assume that the survey reports 
and maps in duplicate have been sent to the Department for 
approval.

Yours very truly,

J. R. McGinn, 
DAJ/EB fl Mining Recorder.



October 2?, 1954.

Dear Sir:

Circular letter of October 20th sets 

out that scintillometer surveys made at the 

same time or in conjunction with a geological 

or geophysical basis may be considered for 

assessment work credit but on the basis of a 

geological or geophysical survey, as the case 

may be. In other words, the time spent in a 

scintillometer survey may be counted in with 

the geological or gephysical survey.
A

Tours very truly,

J. F. McFarland 
JFM:SN Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

Mr. S. J. Mason, 
Mining Recorder, 
HAILEYBURY. Ontario.



FF^^TOOFHCIfOF MINING RECORDER TEMISKAMING MINING DIVISION

HAILEYBURY, ONTARIO
ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES 25 Oct. 1953.

v

Mr. J. F. McFarland, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings. 
TORONTO, untario.

Dear Mr. McFarland:-

RE: Circular Letter 20/10/54 
Scintillometer Surveys.

In reference to the last paragraph of 
your letter, will you please answer the following questions:-

If a Scintillometer survey has been done at the 
time of a Geological or approved Geophysical Survey 
may the result be included with those of the latter 
in computing the work credit e.g. :-

(a) Geological survey — 
Scintillometer rt

(b)

30 days per claim 10 " " "

Total credit

Geological survey ~ 
Scintillometer "

40 days M tt

40 days per claim 10 " n n

YOUBS very truly,

. J. MASON' 
MINING RECORDER.

SJM/AER



ONTARIO

OF MINES
PABtlAMENT BUILDINGS

'TORONTO 2. ONTARIO

October 20th, 1954. 

RCULAR LETTER

Dear Sir:
Please note that the following policy has been adopted 

in respect of the acceptance of radio-active surveys, geo 
chemical surveys and electromagnetic surveys.

1. No airborne scintillometer survey to be accepted, as 
subsection (b) of Section 5 of Section Bl of The Mining 
Act specifically restricts assessment work credit for 
airborne surveys to "airborne magnetic surveys".

21 If an airborne scintillometer survey is accompanied by 
a geological survey report or airborne magnetic survey 
report, the same will be considered on a geological or 
magnetic survey basis, as the case may be.

3. No ground scintillometer survey or geiger counter survey 
will be considered unless made in conjunction with a 
geological or other geophysical survey, when it will be 
considered on a geological or geophysical basis, as the 
case may be.

4. No geo-chemical survey to be counted as assessment work 
unless made in conjunction with a geological survey.

5. No airborne electromagnetic survey to be counted as 
assessment work unless carried out in conjunction with 
an airborne magnetometer survey.

No assessment work credit is, therefore, to be accepted or 
allowed for airborne scintillometer, ground scintillometer, 
geiger, geo-chemical or airborne electromagnetic surveys unless 
made in conjunction with geological or other geophysical surveys,

Yours very truly.

JFM/MG
J. P,_ ^

tning Lands Branch.



ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

Toronto, Oct. 19, 1954

TO_ Mr. J.F.McFarland,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

In regard to the matters dealt with in your memorandum 

of October 15, I would suggest that amendments be made as 

follows;

2. Line two, "airborne magnetic survey report" be substituted 

for "magnetic survey report".

4. No geochemical survey to be counted as assessment work 

"unless made in conjunction with a geological survey".

5. No airborne electromagnetic survey to be counted as

assessment work unless carried out in conjunction with 

' an airborne magnetometer survey.

M. E.Hurst



MEMORANDUM FOR; Dr. M. E. Hurst,
Provincial Geologist, 
Department of Mines.

Following the discussion in your office this morning 
at which Mr. H. C. Rickaby, Mr. Earl Abraham, Dr. Ferguson. 
yourself and the undersigned were present, it is my intention 
to notify the various Mining Recorders as follows:

1. No airborne scintillometer survey to be accepted 
as assessment work as subsection (b) of subsection 5 
of Section Si of The Mining Act specifically restricts 
assessment work credit for airborne surveys to "air 
borne magnetic surveys".

2. If an airborne scintillometer survav is, accompanied 
by a geological survey report or^JSagnet'ic survey report 
the same will be considered on a geological or magnetic 
survey basis, as the case may be*

3. No ground scintillometer survey or geiger counter 
survey will be considered for assessment work credit 
unless made in conjunction with a geological or other 
geophysical survey, when it will be considered on a 
geological or geophysical basis, aa the case may be.

If. No geo-chemical survey to be counted as assessment
^-^ , } . . -,, t .*..^ . v '-' - •-~ - -
V jr- f i/ . r- l f t*t f i''' /** - - -

The object to so advising the Recorder is so that they 
will not accept assessment work credit for these surveys and then 
later have approval of the surveys refused by the Department thus 
placing the claims in jeopardy.

It would be appreciated if you would let me have your 
comments and suggest any alterations or corrections in the notifi 
cation.

J. F. McFarland, 
JFM/MQ Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

October 15th. 1954.
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Oct.13,1954
x

X

Mr. H.M.Mooney, 
Department of Geophysics, 
University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis 14, Minn*, U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Mooney:

Your letter dated October 15, 
addressed to Mr. H.C.Rickaby, Deputy Minister, 
in regard to Information for the Review of Mining 
Geophysics and Geochemistry to be published In the 
Annual Review issue of Mining Engineering, has been 
referred to me.

During 1954 an airborne magnetometer 
and scintillometer survey was carried out under the 
direction of the Ontario Department of Mines of an 
area of approximately 500 square miles, comprising 
12 townships, in the vicinity of Blind River on the 
north shore of Lake Huron. The flying and compila 
tion of data were done by Aeromagnetic Surveys 
Limited. Maps on a scale of l inch equals 1320 
foot showing the results of the survey, may be 
obtained from the Publications Branch of the 
Department.

Yours very truly,

M. E.Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING S METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS

Mr. H. G. Rickaby, Deputy Minister 
of. Mines

ctober 15,

Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada 

Dear Mr. Rickaby:

I would greatly appreciate your help in compiling information for the Re 
view of Mining Geophysics and Geochemistry to be published In the Annual 
Review issue of MINING ENGINEERING, This summary has become more and more 
valuable over the year s 5 in providing up-to-date information and perspec 
tive to the many nersons interested in geophysics and geochemistry. Your 
contribution will help materially in continuing this trend.

While your reply will be gratefully received in any form, the following 
may serve to guide your thinking:

1. Application of geophysical and geochemical methods to. 'mining 
and geologic -problems. What nroblems did yo" try to solve? By 
what methods? With what success? How did geophysics or geo 
chemistry fit into the over-all exploration picture? Prom your 
experience, can you suggest an Improved, approach to similar 
problems?

2 o New problems or approaches.. Have you had occasion to apply 
geophysics or geochemistry to unusual mining or geologic situa 
tions? Or have you developed a new approach to some geophysical 
method? Or a completely new method?

3 o Ins t rument s . Can you describe how you have improved on con 
ventional Instrumentation? Have you developed a new component? 
Or a new type of Instrument? Whet physical or chemical quantity 
does it measure?

4. Other research. Will you write a brief progress report on 
your work? What is its purpose? How do you approach It? What 
has been accomplished?

Can you send me a few photographs of your field work, instruments, or the 
like? These will be returned to you promptly if requested.

Your reply should reach me by November 15, 195^ j at the Department of Geo 
physics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis l4, Minnesota. I shall be 
most grateful for any contribution you are able to make.

Sincerely yours,

.^
Harold M. Moorfey



GEOLOGY OF MANITOUWADGE AREA INTERPRETED FROM AEROMAGNETIC DATA

MANITOUWADGE LAKE AREA
DISTRICT OF THUNDER BKf

ONTARIO

l l Hwur mann * rami ocnvu -— -nan Kowom * VQLCWRS

Sponsored by a group of over 50 mining companies, Mining Geophysics Corporation 
Ltd. carried out an airborne magnetometer survey last March of the area surrounding the 
Important base metal deposit at Manitouwadge Lake. The area flown comprises a block 
approximately 30 miles in length by eight miles in width.

The interpretation of the geology, as reproduced above, was based on a study of 
aeromagnetic data, aerial photographs and rather meagre geological information. The 
authors stress that no actual outcrop information is available in a large portion of the 
area and it is anticipated that revision of the interpretation will be made as a result of field 
examinations. Nevertheless the map, and an accompanying report, represent the first 
comprehensive interpretation of the geology and structure of the Manitouwadge area and 
are regarded as an important aid to the exploration programs now under way. Previously 
the only geological record was that compiled from a brief reconnaissance in 1931 by Dr. J. 
E. Thomson of the Ontario Department of Mines.

The flying was done at an approximate altitude of 500 ft. using a Gulf-type airborne 
magnetometer on north-south .lines a quarter of a mile apart. Two east-west lines and 
some in a northeasterly direction were also flown. Ground control was established by 
photographs synchronized with the magnetic record.

Of particular geological interest are the volcanic-sedimentary, or greenstone, belts 
which are identified on the map by the dark cross-hatching. The black splotches are 
pronounced magnetic anomalies which apparently represent a so-called iron formation 
that occurs in the belt.

The volcanic-sedimentary belt has been traced magnetically for a distance of at least

25 miles. It will be noted that in the centre of the map it is split in two, the north arm 
extending across the Geco property, through Willroy and Nama Creek and bending sharply 
north into Lun-Echo. Location of the Geco orebody, barely discernible on the map, lies 
on the north side of the north limb and is almost directly below the word "Bay" which 
appears at the top of the map. The heavy anomaly on the north side of the south limb 
extends across the Delmico and Okleco properties.

South of the main greenstone belt the dash hatching identifies an area of mainly 
granitic intrusives, with two other similar areas lying north and south of the greenstone 
in the eastern portion of the map. The remainder of the map-area, marked only by the 
magnetic contours, is described as mainly gneisses and schists.

The most prominent structural feature is a broad east plunging syncline, the axis 
of which is marked on the map. A number of faults have been interpreted from the 
magnetic data and a study of aerial photos.

In his conclusions, W. R. Bergey, geologist, Mining Geophysics Corp., states: "On the 
basis of the information now available the most favorable prospecting ground appears to 
be in the vicinity of the belt of volcanic and sedimetary rocks. Of particular importance 
are zones of sericitic alteration in the gneisses adjacent to the contact of the belt. The 
aeromagnetic survey does not outline base metal mineralization directly. However, there 
is a close association between the known deposits and strong aeromagnetic, anomalies. 
The importance of north-south faults has not been determined, but in view of the evidence 
suggesting hydrothermal activity along the faults, the ground adjacent to them appears 
to warrant special attention."



June 17th, 1954.

Dear ^

A survey with a geiger counter is acceptable 

for assessment work credits providing the requirements 

for geophysical surveys are met.

Under separate cover I am sending you an 

office consolidation of The Ontario Mining Act. I

would refer you to pages 5#-f9 and 153-4-5-6./, f
Yours very truly,

RVJ/AL H. V. Scott, 
Mining Recorder (

S
Mr. Gr; H. Young,
417/valsrmo Drive, 
TQRONTO, Ontario.
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THE NOB Tt

Interpretation of Geophysical Data Is Best 
Left to The Experts Trained for the Job

Editor, The Northern Miner:
We are often reminded that an anomaly does not always indicate an orebody. 

However, It seems to rae drilling on Oeco shows the ore to be located well within 
the large anomaly area Is this true?

If so. It appears the Deimico property to the west of Geco should make 
interesting news as the same map shows Delmlco with the largest and strongest 
anomaly In Manitouwadge although an aerial map would seem to indicate ore would 
He somewhat deeper than ut Geco I therefore am considering Delmlco as a good 
speculation but have Just heard a rumor that no work is planned there this season 
although property will be held In good standing. Have you any information 
indicating their deep drilling program may be carried out soon?

M. M. I.., Toronto, Ont.
If you are thinking of buying stock on 

the strength of anomalies we would say, 
"Beware", Particularly is this true of the 
Manitouwadge area where it is only in the 
last few days that the operators have had 
a chance to get a look at the ground and 
get started on their geological surveys. 
Although the original Manitouwadge find 
was made last summer the real interest 
did not develop until the fall and winter 
and so for most of the companies the 
knowledge of their properties has been 
gained from the little rock exposure that

could be xmcovered under the blanket ol 
snow.

We think that your comment that "an 
anomaly does not always indicate an ore 
body" would be more nearly correct if you 
had said that "an anomaly almost never 
indicates an orebody". The science of 
geophysics is an extremely valuable and 
important tool in mineral exploration and 
is becoming more so. It has made great 
strides in recent years but if you will 
recall the series of 12 articles that ran in 
The Northern Miner last winter (and are 
now available in booklet form from the 
Prospectors and Developers Association, 67 
Yonge St., Toronto, price 50f) almost every 
article took pains to point out that the 
particular method described did not claim 
to find ore. Primarily, geophysics is an 
aid in outlining the geology and structure 
of an area. In some favorable circum 
stances it oan point directly to an orebody 
but these are BO few and far between that 
reliable geophyslcists decry attempts to 
put geophysics on any such impossible 
pedestal

The Information from geophysical surveys 
Is Intended first of all for the engineers 
and geologists who are charged with 
directing the exploration programs. Parti 
cularly in a new area where the operators 
have not yet had an opportunity to cor 
relate geophysical results -with known 
geology, the Information can be very mis 
leading to the uninitiated. What looks 
like a big, juicy anomaly on the map 
might indicate a fold or some other 
structure where an orebody might reason 
ably be expected to be found: on the other 
hand it might signify an unproductive 
intrusive. It is the job of the expert to 
sort these out and interpret the story that 
the geophysical information is relaying. 
Negative data might be most important to 
the expert in helping him to develop the 
picture but its significance is most likely 
completely lost to the layman. The expert 
can call upon the wealth of his experience 
in making the interpretation but even 
then he doesn't know for sure: he must 
await confirmation by diamond drilling, 
rock trenching or other means of actual 
physical confirmation. And don't forget 
that the most promising spot might be 
the place where there is no anomaly

From the above you will have gathered 
that there are "anomalies" and "ano 
malies". The first main distinction is the 
type of survey employed. Was the work 
done by a magnetometer which measures 
the magnetic properties of the underlying 
rock or was it one of the electrical methods 
which measures the electrical conductivity 
or other electrical characteristics of the 
hidden strata? Was it a gravity survey 
or a geochemical test (soil sampling)? 
They all give anomalies.

In some areas where the orebodies are 
magnetic or occur alongside magnetic 
rocks (the Bathurst find in New Brunswick 
it, a prize example) a magnetometer survey 
might very well end up by outlining an 
anomaly that turns out to be an orebody 
or a magnetic deposit that is lying ad 
jacent to an orebody. In other areas a 
magnetic anomaly might simply be useful 
in denning a particular band of rock, 
knowledge of which would be helpful in 
compiling the geological and structural 
picture

As far as we know work in the Manitou 
wadge area has not advanced to the point 
where there has been sufficient correlation 
between geophysical results and known 
geology to permit the geophysicist to draw 
any hard and fast conclusions. Generally, 
it would seem that the magnetic anomalies 
are outlining small percentages of magne 
tite in the country rock, such as the 
gneisses. Some electrical and electro 
magnetic surveys havo been carried out 
but we have not yet heard how significant 
this information is proving to be for the 
area as a whole; it is still early in the 
game. Nor have we heard that any parti 
cular relationship has been established 
between the Geco orebody and nearby 
anomalies. Electrical and gravity surveys 
are more likely to be used in making depth 
determinations so we do not understand

the basis for your comment that the aerial 
map (which is magnetic) indicates that 
ore should be deeper at Deimico than at 
Geco.

The Delmlco Mines program is an excel 
lent illustration of how geophysics can 
be used to good advantage in an explora 
tory work. Ground surveys were done 
both by magnetometer and electrical 
methods This is becoming to be a stand 
ard procedure and when the two surveys 
show anomalies there is a good chance 
that a sulphide deposit is indicated. Such 
proved to be the case at Deimico but al 
though sulphides have been determined in 
the drilling they have not yet proved to 
carry values of commercial grade. Be 
sides the main magnetic anomalies which 
were confirmed by electrical work the 
ground magnetomteter survey also revealed 
a number of small magnetic anomalies 
(in fact, stringers of pretty well massive 
magnetite have been found in the country 
rock). It Is believed that all these ano 
malies bulked together to form the large 
anomaly that was revealed by the aerial 
survey.

First drilling was concentrated on the 
long east-west striking anomaly that lies 
just south of the Willroy. The 10 holes 
put down along a length of 3,000 ft. have 
shown disseminated to massive sulphides 
over widths of from 20 to 50 ft. Inter 
sections carried as much as 80 Ve sulphides, 
consisting of pyrite and pyrrhotite but only 
low copper values were encountered. Drill 
ing is presently being done in the north 
section of the property, Just south of the 
Pacific (Eastern) boundary, where three, 
roughly parallel, northwesterly striking 
anomalies were outlined. The centre one 
is being tested first and the four holes 
drilled so far have indicated a length

of 1,000 ft. with intersections ranging 
from 12 to 20 ft. wide and carrying about 
W/c sulphides. Again, no ore has been 
established. Two deeper holes to test the 
occurrence at around 500 ft. depth are pro 
posed. Directly east of this area, an east- 
west striking anomaly Is outlined on that 
portion of the company's claims lying south 
of the Nama Creek boundary. This has 
not yet been tested. The company's con 
sulting engineer estimates that another 
6,000 ft. of drilling will be needed to com 
plete the testing of the anomalies in 

dicated by the geophysical survey. In 
addition, a program of surface geological 
mapping was commenced recently.
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Gentlemen:

The credit for airborne surveys is at the 

rate of 20 days for each mile of continuous record 

ing.

Yours very truly,

RVS/AL J. F. Mcparland,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Roford Mines Limited, 
212 Hose Building, 
WINDSOR, Ontario.



•* MINE OFFICE
PHONE CL. 2-31B6 MATHESON, ONTARIO

ROFORD MINES LIMITED
( No Personal Liability )

Head Office, 212 Rose RuilJing

WINDSOR -:- ONTARIO

June 4, 1954

Mr. J. F. McFarland 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch 
Mpt. of Mines 
Parliament Bldgs. 
TORONTO, Ontario

Dear Sir:

Thank you for
your letter of June 1st and the copy of the 
Mining Act.

Further to our
latter of May 31st, could you please let us 
know what our credit per claim would figure 
out to, if the survey we are planning is flown 
at 660 ft. intervals.

We would greatly
appreciate it if you could assist us in this 
matter.

Yours truly, 

ROFORD MINES LTD,

F. S. Rohats 
President



MINING GEOPHYSICS ...M..*..
11 JORDAN STREET . TORONTOl . TELEPHONE EMPIRE 3-7089

,/
1

June

Dr. M. E. Hurst, 
Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

Further to our conversation today, we are 
enclosing herewith two copies of the map and report on 
the Manitouwadge Area to be hold on file for anticipated 
assessment reports on properties in the Manitouwadge Area*

Yours very truly, 

MINING GEOPHYSICS CORPORATION LIMITED

NBK/M 
Enos*

N. B. Keevil

RECEIVJ

t E O l O C l C l l l N D t E O P H T S l C l L S t l f E T S
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June 1st, 1954*

Gentlemen: Attention; Mr, F, 3. Rohata.

Your letter of May 31at has been received 
stating that you intend to have an airborne 
magnetometer and scintillation survey over a 
group of your properties and enquiring if you 
may receive an assessment work credit of 20 days 
a claim for this survey.

Subsection 5 of Section 61 of The Mining 
Act provides that airborne magnetic surveys nay 
be counted as assessment work at the rate of 20 
days' work in respect of each mile of continuous 
recordings, but that not more than a total of 
40 days' work may be recorded in respect of each 
claim* In other words, the assessment work 
allowance depends on the number of miles of con 
tinuous recordings*

May I also point out that it is necessary 
in order to qualify for an assessment work credit 
in this connection, to furnish two copies of the 
report and map showing the location of the flight 
lines and magnetometer profiles or contours, in 
accordance with the requirements as set out on 
pages 154-155 of The Mining Act, a copy of which 
is being sent you under separate cover*

Yours very truly,

JFM/MO
J. F. MoParland, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch*

RoforflKMinea Limited, 
21?XRose Building, 

JDSOR. Ontario*



CL. 2-31B6
MINE OFFICE 

MATHESON, ONTARIO

ROFORD MINES LIMITED
( No Personal Liability )

Head Office, 212 Rase Building

WINDSOR -:- ONTARIO

May 31, 1954

Dept. of Mines 
Parliament Bldgs. 
TORONTO, Ontario

Attention Mr. McFarlane 

Gentlemen:

We are planning to have an air 
borne, combined magnetometer and scintillation 
survey over one of our group of properties.

We understand that after carry 
ing out a similar survey, Consolidated 
Ranwick, which is one of the companies ad 
joining our group, received 20 days credit.

Would we then similarly receive 20 
days credit, were the survey flown at 660 ft. 
intervals?

Yours truly, 

ROFORD MINES LTD.

F. S. Rohats 
President



May 6th, 1954.

Doar Sir:

Your letter of May 3rd, has 
been received asking if a dip needle 
survey conducted by yourself oould ba 
admitted for an assessment work credit.

I have discussed the matter 
with Dr. M.E. Hurst, Provincial Geologist, 
who passes on all geophysical surveys 
submitted and I regret that unless the 
survey Is made by a qualified geologist 
or engineer, no credit oould be allowed 
for assessment work.

Yours very truly,

JPM:IP
J. P. Mcparland, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

Mf* John/E. Durham,
Box 60|
RED LAKE, On tar lo.



Box 605.

Red Lake, Ontario,

May 3rd., 1954.

Deputy Minister. 
Department of Mines, 
parliament Buildings, 
queens Park. 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear sir;,

l have been studying Section 81, sub 
section 5. Also requirements gorerning submission of 
geophysical surveys on pages 148 - 151. It appears 
that to do a dip needle surrey on some ground i hare 
corering the strike of a magnetite body, l would need 
a geologist. A man with a university degree.

I have been prospecting for twenty
years, hare used a dip needle at rarious times, but nerer 
made any attempt to file the work done as assessment work. 
This summer I plan on doing a dip needle survey on some 
claims. If I follow the requirements of the Mining Act, 
to the best of my ability, will the work be accepted as 
assessment work:.

Trusting to hear from you, l remain,

Yours tr



April 20th, 1954.

Mr. Harry S. Bana^dik, 
105 Riverside 
SUDBURY,

Dear Sir:

In reply to your letter of April
17th, I have to say that the Department is prepared 
to accept geological and geophysical surveys 
carried out by anyone who has the qualifications 
to do this work.

He need not necessarily be a graduate 
mining engineer or a graduate geologist provided 
he is experienced in this work and can submit results 
and maps in accordance with the requirements 
governing the submission of geological and geophysical 
surveys as set out in the Mining Act.

You will appreciate that' we cannot
say beforehand whether or not a report is acceptable. 
However, as stated above if it meets the requirements 
as set out in the Mining Act there would seem to be 
no reason why there should be any objection taken to 
the same.

Yours very truly,

JPMrIP
J. P. Mcparland, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch^



IJ95 Riverside Dr. 
SUDBURY, Ont., 

J?,, 3J954.
i; 1.", .^t?/- ••"•- -i' '

Mr. H.C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Ontario Department of Mines, 
TORONTO, Ont.

Dear Sir:

Re; Submission of Geological and G 
as Assessment Work.

In schedule A of the Mining Act it 
geological survey must have been conducted 
qualifications acceptable to the Department

Several unanswered questions arise

(1) Is a graduate Mining Engineer, 
Professional Engineer in Ontar 
conduct such a survey?

(2) Can the Engineer in question 
geological survey on claims s 
credit same as assessment wor

I am a graduate Mining Engineer, (' 
a Registered Professional Engineer in Jbhe Province""

Survey s

that "The 
ist having

as a 
to

the said 
elf and

of
I) and am 
Ontario.

K-indly forward the answers to the above questions.

Sincerely Yours,

^rVVV^f,-. . .*. l. ̂ V^^fVrv-
Harry S. Banasuik, B.Se.,

P. Eng.

\ TO



THE FINANCIAL POST MARCH 6th

Wtitit They Can Now? Accomplish With Magnetometer,
Scintillometer, Geophysics

Want to find a mine?
The modern mine developer 

seeking his fortune in the dis 
covery of a mine takes a far 
different approach to this fas 
cinating business than his pre 
decessor of even a decade ago.

This is the age of the geophysi 
cal survey — the enlistment of 
science in tracking down the 
elusive ore body wkich may not 
outcrop at surface at all.

So helpful have the new sur 
veys been that the pace of mine- 
finding has. been greatly acceler 
ated. Probably not more than a 
third of new mines have been 
located through geophysical tech 
niques but the record of success 
has been gratifying to those in the 
business.

It is not so many years ago that 
geophysical surveys were regard 
ed as "crackpot" even though the 
geophysical work of Thomas Alva 
Edison led to discovery of the 
big Falconbridge nickel mine.

While the day of the doubting 
Thomases is pretty well past now, 
it must be recorded that geo 
physical surveys don't find ore 
bodies; they merely point the 
finger at places where ore bodies 
may be found.

More and more it is becoming 
possible to eliminate part of the 
"anomalies" before diamond drill 
ing or other work is done to prove 
or disprove the presence of ore 
bodies. But anomalies are often 
so common that one mining man 
in disgust has said "anomalies are 
like heads; everyone has one."

Eliminating; Anomalies
By using a combination of 

different geophysical techniques 
it is often possible to eliminate a 
large part of anomalies as un 
likely to represent ore bodies. 
But even then, some surprising 
things happen.

For instance, there is the case of 
the large Canadian mining com 
pany which found a very large 
anomaly in the course of an aerial 
survey. The company went to 
•work and acquired the mining 
rights for the farms in the 
area involved and then went to 
work to test the anomaly by 
drilling. Nothing interesting could 
be found that would explain the 
anomaly and the engineers began 
to scratch their heads. Finally it 
was decided that the "anomaly" 
was a farmer's fence; sure enough, 
the fence was taken down and 
the anomaly vanished!

Of even more trouble than 
farmers' fences, however, are 
buried water mains. A geophysical 
firm which has considerable suc 
cess in assisting in discovery of 
ore bodies through completion of 
electro-magnetic ground surveys 
always asks the people for whom 
a job is to be done about the 
water mains.

But even this doesn't eliminate 
troubles. A geophysical survey on 
a cobalt property picked up a 
fine anomaly — a water main.

A special survey job was being 
done for some city fathers on an 
island in the Mediterranean. 
There was stated to be no water 
mains. But the survey came up 
with a 6-in. water main the city 
fathers didn't even know existed. 

Misleading- "Clues"
Then anomalies have been 

great teasers on occasion. Look 
at the huge sums of money spent 
by U. S. Steel in retaining mineral 
rights covering a large magnetic 
anomaly in the Simcoe area of 
Ontario without finding any 
commercial ore body.

An airborne magnetometer- 
scintillometer survey completed 
by the Ontario Government in the 
Parry Sound district revealed 
one huge magnetic anomaly. But 
a ground traverse of the big 
anomaly showed only granite; 
apparently just a very little finely 
disseminated magnetite in the 
granite will produce a big "anom 
aly." .

From the foregoing it might be 
thought that geophysical surveys 
aren't worth while. Nothing could
be further from the truth. Just \ 

J two ore bodies found through 
geophysical work — the two big 
ore bodies of Brunswick Mining 
fe Smelting in New Brunswick 
will probably repay many times 
over for the •cost of all geo 
physical work completed in 
Canada to date. The survey which 
resulted in location of the original 
Bathurst ore body cost only 
$1,600.

While ground survey types of 
geophysical exploration have 
been carried on with more or less 
rudimentary knowledge for dec 
ades, World War II played an 
important part in perfecting 
geophysical techniques.

When the sub menace became 
acute, an aerial magnetometer 
was devised for trailing from a 
plane which would pick up trace 
of submarines far below the sur 
face so that they could be de 
stroyed by depth charges or other 
means. After World War II, the 
aerial magnetometer, greatly im 
proved, was put to work to track 
down areas of magnetic attraction

where ore bodies might be lo 
cated.

Of course a lot of things other 
than magnetite iron ore bodies 
and sulphide (base metal) ore 
bodids are magnetic and followup 
groundwork, using geophysical 
techniques, has usually been 
desirable before rushing diamond 
drills in.

A natural followup to aerial 
magnetometer work has been 
electro-magnetic survey work 
where "conducters" are picked up 
through the setting up of an 
electrical field with a coil.

Readings taken at various lo 
cations help to determine the 
location, size and attitude of the 
anomaly. If the developer wishes 
to be more certain that the 
anomaly or conductor is impor 
tant, a gravitymeter ground sur 
vey may be done as well to see if 
there is a strong gravitational pull 
from heavy dense material and 
possibly an ore body represented 
by the electrical-magnetic con 
ductor.

But even then, without drilling, 
it is not possible to be sure that 
an ore body will be established. 
Many electro-magnetic anomalies 
turn out to be graphite rather 
than sulphide-bearing material. 
If sulphides are encountered they 
may be barren of valuable 
minerals such as lead, copper, 
nickel and zinc.

But geophysical work of this 
kind is much less expensive than 
large-scale ground work which 
may involve deep trenching with i 
bulldozers and cross-sectional 
testing with drills of ground 
which may be of little real at 
traction.

Geophysical Surveys are proving 
of much value in the search for 
other minerals than the common 
base metals and magnetite iron 
ore.

Early airborne scintillometer 
surveys picked up known dis 
coveries quite easily but left much 
to be desired when it came to 
making definite new discoveries. 
Part of this was probably due to 
the fact that a little uncovered 
radioactivity could cause a "high" 
on the radioactivity chart and a 
little overburden mask a good 
radioactive showing.

But later radioactivity flying has 
been done with radar correction 
to allow, for hill distortion with a 
simultaneous -photograph record 
to permit ground orientation. It 
is possible to fly magnetometer 
and scintillometer surveys at the 
same time and uranium and base 
metal deposits can thus be sought 

l simultaneously.
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Prospecting for gold is at a low 
ebb just now but geophysical 
surveys serve a very useful role 
in seeking gold ore bodies. The 
geophysical survey can't locate a 
gold ore body as such but gold is

1 usually associated with iron struc 
ture and a geophysical survey in 
a known gold area can track down 
iron formation which may prove 
gold-bearing on subsequent in 
vestigation.

Most of the large companies 
such as International Nickel, 
Falconbridge, etc., regard geo 
physical work as a standard 
technique in the search for ore 
bodies. A new mineral prospect 
will be given a standard geo 
physical investigation before the 
more expensive followup work of 
diamond drilling is employed.

Occasionally, the survey helps
in a rather odd way. Take the ex 
perience of Falconbridge Nickel 
Mines in exploitation of the prop 
erty of Maskwa's Nickel-Chrome 
in Manitoba. Commercial nickel- 
copper ore deposition has been 
established in association with 
magnetite. But nickel values are 
low where the magnetic anom 
alies are strong and the nickel 
is better grade where the mag 
netite mineralization is weaker. 
This makes geophysical interpre 
tation quite a jigsaw puzzle.

On one property, Dunveggan, 
Falconbridge was unable to 
establish an anomaly pattern 
from geophysical work due to the 
widely distributed character of 
the nickel mineralization.

Now, however, geochemical 
techniques (analyzing of leaves of 
plants and trees) have been suc 
cessfully used to provide a 
"pattern" which will no doubt be 
tested by drilling.

While tremendous strides have 
been made in detection of mineral 
deposits by geophysical methods, 
great further promise is held for 
this science. Refinements of tech 
niques* are being constantly de 
veloped, reducing costs and mak 
ing detection of ore bodies just 
that much more simple.

Some minerals, such as hema 
tite iron ore, are very difficult to 
track down with the use qfjany
known methods and much of 
tomorrow's prospecting will prob 
ably be done in the laboratory l
seeking new ways to unravel the 
story' of the earth's mineral 
riches.



^
Feb.16,1954

Mr. C. Bridges,
331 Clarence Street,
Port Colborne, Ontario.

Dear Sir -

In reply to your inquiry of 
February 14 I may say that this Department 
is not equipped to carry out airborne 
Geiger counter or scintillometer surveys. 
We have, therefore, no experimental data 
on the sensitivity of these instruments 
at various heights. The height may vary 
with the nature of the terraine, type of 
aircraft, flying haiards and conditions, 
etc. Where possible such surveys are 
generally made at heights of 500 feet or 
less. There is no assurance, however, 
that deposits detected in this way will 
be of economic value*

Yours very truly,

M.EtHurst 
Provincial Geologist
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GEOCHEMICAL NEWEST AID
Employing Old-time Panning Technique Latest Method 
Determines Amounts of Metals Dissolved in Soils, Plants

By Canadian Kxploratlnii Ceopliyslclsts*
The application of geochemical methods 

In the search for ore deposits Is a relatively 
recen,t Innovation in Canada although 
Scandinavian and Russian geologists have 
made use of these methods since the early 
nlneteen-thlrtles. In a sense the panning 
technique that has been one of the most 
important tools of the prospector In his 
search for gold, tin, tungsten, platinum 
and precious stones is the ancestral geo 
chemical exploration technique. It Is true 
that the alluvial prospector did not use 
direct chemical analyses to Identify and 
measure the amount of valuable material 
In his samples, but he did use a rough form 
of mineralogical analysis. Furthermore he 
recognized clearly that these minerals 
formed a dispersion pattern leading up to 
the main zone of concentration of the 
minerals In the bedrock source. Thus the 
alluvial prospector made xise of the same 
basic exploration approach that Is now- 
Used by the exploration geochemist, and 
traced the sought-after element to Its bed 
rock source by sampling upstream or up 
slope; In the direction of Increasing values 
until a cut-off point was reached. At this 
point the prospector knew he was close to 
the lode and he therefore resorted to 
trenching, pitting and tunnelling to locate 
the ore zone. Modern geochemical ex 
ploration makes use of the same principle 
of search, but Instead of panning the pro 
ducts of weathering (such as soil, sediment 
and water), these are chemically analysed 
for the valuable metal. Becavise this metal 
Is normally present In trace amounts, very 
sensitive analytical methods must be used. 
Such methods have been developed only In 
recent years.

Dispersion Phenomena 
In the zone of weathering, rocks and 

minerals are broken down by mechanical 
disintegration and chemical decomposi 
tion. Part of this weathered material 
forms the soil but the remainder Is taken 
Into solution and carried away by ground 
waters. Both soil and groundwatcr move 
down slope under the Influence of gravity 
into the nearest drainage channel, and 
thence are moved downstream by the run 
ning water.

If a limited area of the bedrock contains 
an abnormal concentration of a valuable 
metal then the soils and solutions derived 
from that area will also contain an ab 
normal concentration of the metal. As 
these products of weathering move away 
from the source, they become mixed 
With similar products derived from barren 
areas. The concentration of the metal Is 
thereby decreased by dilution with this 

i barren material. The dilution becomes 
l greater as the distance from the mineral 

ized zone Increases until eventually the 
slightly higher concentration of the valu 
able metal can no longer be distinguished 
from the general background value for the 
metal In barren areas. Thus there Is a 
limit beyond which It Is not possible to 
detect Indications of mineralization. 

Terms Defined

The metalliferous zone derived from a 
weathering source Is spoken of as a 
"secondary dispersion halo," a "secondary 
dispersion fan," or a "secondary dispersion 
train," depending on the pattern of metal 
values developed.

A dispersion halo is a more or less sym 
metrical pattern of Increasing metal values 
centered about the source. Dispersion 
halos If developed In the wall rocks sur 
rounding an ore zone, and therefore pre 
sumably formed at the same time as the 
ore zone was formed, are spoken of as 
"primary dispersion halos." Dispersion 
halos developed In soils above an ore zone 
are spoken of as secondary dispersion 
haloR. Secondary dispersion halos may 
develop In residual soils or In transported 
soils and are characteristic of flat terrains. 
In transported soil the metal has been 
transferred in Ionic form from the weath 
ering metal deposit to the clay minerals 
of the overlying transported soil. Such 
transfer apparently takes place by diffusion 
through the ground water. Secondary dis 
persion halos developed In transported soils 
are normally much weaker than those de 
veloped in residual soils.

A dispersion fan is a pattern of decreas 
ing metal values leading away from one 
side of the source, and Is characteristically 
developed on sloping ground. A dispersion 
train Is an elongated pattern of decreasing 
metal values leading away from the source 
and frequently confined to the drainage 
channel from the area. Glacial soils might 
be expected to contain poorly-developed 
and erratic dispersion fans or trains lead- 
Ing away from the source in the direction 
of glacial movement.

riants Ahscirli Metals
During recent years much attention has 

been directed to the possibility of using 
vegetation as an Indicator of secondary 
dispersion phenomena. Vegetation derives 
Its nourishment from soils and ground 
waters and hence should reflect variations 
In the soil composition. Trace amounts of 
various metals appear to be essential for 
healthy plant growth, although in some 
cases plant poisoning may result from ab 
normal concentrations of metal in the soil. 
Some species of plants will accumulate 
metal In their wood and fruit in direct 
proportion to the amount of metal avail 
able in the plant soil. Where this soil Is 
enriched in metal, the metal content of 
the plant material will also be increased. 
This Increase in metal can be detected by 
analyzing selected portions of the plant. 
Comparison between plants can be made 
only by comparing the metal content of 
the same type of plant material of the 
same plant species. For example, a survey 
might be carried out using the second- 
year growth of twigs taken from balsam 
fir. Plants which can accumulate varying 
amounts of metal but which show no ex 
ternal evidence of their Increased metal 
content are spoken of as covert indicator 
plants-. Overt Indicator plants on the 
other hand directly reveal the presence of 
abnormal amounts of metal in the soils, 
by symptomatic changes or by preferential 
growth where such metal is present. Only 
a few such overt indicator plants are 
known at the present time and their dis 
tribution appears to be relatively limited.

(iroclipnilral Surveys
Geochemical surveys may be divided into 

four groups on the basis of the material 
sampled and analysed. These groups are 
as follows:

A. Surveys of bed-rock
B. Surveys of soils
C. Surveys of water
D. Surveys of vegetation. 

In general there are two more or less 
distinct methods of applying geochemical 
surveys to the problem of mineral explora 
tion depending on whether the object of 
the survey Is a broad reconnaissance of a 
large area or whether the object is a de 
tailed study of a much smaller area.

Reconnaissance geochemical surveys are 
carried ovit by making use of the drainage 
system as the major control of the samp 
ling pattern. In this type of survey, soils, 
sediments and waters are sampled and 
areas of general interest containing disper 
sion fans or dispersion trains are outlined. 
Such reconnaissance methods are most 
effectively applied in well-drained areas of 
moderate relief. In flat poorly-drained 
terrains such methods cannot be employed 
with any assurance of success.

Collecting the Samples
Detailed geochemical surveys are carried 

out by sampling rocks, soils, or vegetation 
at regular Intervals on a definite grid pat 
tern. The proper interval between samp 
ling points Is determined by such factors 
as expected width of mineralized zone, 
depth of overburden, and slope of the 
ground If the strike of the mineralized 
zone is known, then a greater sampling 
Interval may be used in the strike direc 
tion. The base line of the grid pattern 
should be established parallel to the strike 
of the mineralized zone. Soil samples 
should be collected at uniform depths 
below surface. A very satisfactory soil 
horizon for sampling purposes is the upper 
part of the B-7one. This horizon is marked 
by the development of a brown color 
slightly darker than that of the underlying 
parent soil. The B-zone Is usually over 
lain by a grey leached zone (A-zone) in 
most areas of the Canadian bush.

The range of readily extractable base 
metals in soils derived from unmlnerallzed 
areas appears to be less than 100 parts per 
million for copper, zinc or lead. On the 
other hand, soils derived, from mineralized 
zones may contain over 10,000 parts per 
million of the base metals.

Water samples may be collected from 
stream waters or from ground waters. 
Water samples are analysed in the field. 
Ground waters normally contain higher 
base metal values than do running waters 
flowing in open channels. Therefore, 
values for ground waters cannot be com 
pared with values for streams. In areas 
devoid of base metal sulphide mineraliza 
tion the stream waters and the ground 
waters are negative with respect to the base 
metal and contain less than one part of 
metal in one thousand million of solution. 
Stream values In waters draining from 
areas containing base metal mineraliza 
tion may contain up to several parts per 
million of base metals.
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In biogeochemical surveys,i.e. Beocheml- 
cal surveys of the metal content of vegeta 
tion, it Is essential that the sampling 
of plant material be confined to simi 
lar parts of the same species of plant. 
Research work has shown that, the opti 
mum sampling conditions are achieved 
when the second-year growth of the plant 
twig Is selected for sampling. The choice 
of species of plant IR, of course, restricted 
to the plants growing In the area to be ex 
plored. At the present time It appears 
that the coniferous species are more re 
liable indicators than are most of the de 
ciduous varieties. However, it should be 
noted that there Is a marked variation in 
the ability of plant species to accumulate 
metal, and it Is necessary to take into 
consideration both the distribution of the 
plant species and the type of metal that Is 
being sought.

Simple chemical analyses of stream or 
lake waters can be carried out by the 
prospector using prepared water-testing 
kits. More detailed analyses of waters, 
soils, twigs, etc.. must be done by trained 
chemists In modern laboratories using 
precise quantitative chemica.1 and specto- 
graphtc analyses.

Interpretation of Anomalies
After an area has been sampled thor 

oughly and the samples have been analysed 
for the sought-after metal, or for an Indi 
cator metal, the results of the analyses and 
sampling are plotted on a geochemical 
survey map. It Is of considerable assist 
ance if the results of geophysical and 
geological work In the area are shown on 
the same map. In interpreting such a 
geochemical map one must consider the 
following points: (1) the characteristic 
behavior of the metal In the zone of 
weathering and dispersion, (2) the type of 
material sampled and range of values ob 
tained on analysis. (3) the relationship of 
topographic highs and drainage channels 
to the zones containing geochemical highs. J

For many metals and a wide range of 
physical conditions the basic data are not 
available to formulate general rules for the 
Interpretation of geochemical anomalies. 
Each survey must be Interpreted on Its 
own merits, so to speak. However, In the 
case of base metal deposits, overlain by 
secondary dispersion halos. In relatively 
flat-lying terrains the following generali 
zations appear to be valid. Lead and cop 
per values are highest In soils, vegeta 
tion and waters In the immediate vicinity 
of the bed-rock source. Lead values 
diminish rapidly away from this source, 
copper values diminish less rapidly. There 
fore the copper halo Is normally larger 
than the lead halo. Zinc values on the 
other hand, are normally somewhat erratic 
and extend for long distances from the 
source in the direction of ground water 
movement for zinc Is relatively mobile in 
the zone of weathering. There is a tend 
ency for zinc values In soils and vegeta 
tion to increase in areas where there is an 
abundance of clay mineral? due to the 
ready adsorption of zinc on such minerals. 
Zones containing humus, such as peat-bogs 
and muskegs, frequently show enrichment 
in zinc and copper where these metals are 
present in abnormal amounts In the 
drainage of the area.

Migration from Source
In areas where the slope of the land 

leads away from a mineralized zone, the 
zone of high metal values extends down 
hill for a considerable distance from the 
actual source, but on the uphill side 
the zone is terminated abruptly.

Generally speaking, when Interpreting 
geochemical survey maps one must keep 
In mind that although the highest metal 
values are quite probably in the near 
proximity to the bed-rock source, there is 
a possibility that the source lies up 
stream or up-slope from the zone of maxi 
mum concentration of such values In soils 
and vegetation.

In glaciated terrains there Is a distinct 
possibility that false anomalies may be 
produced by the transportation of metal- 
rich soil from its original position imme 
diately over an orebody to some other 
location. Another cause of false anoma 
lies in glaciated areas Is the presence of 
erratics derived from mineralized zones 
which upon weathering will contaminate 
the enclosing moraine. A false anomaly 
of this type Is likely to be of very limited 
extent.

Field of Application 
It is apparent that geochemical ex 

ploration methods may be applied to the 
majority of unglaciated areas as an aid in 
the location of a variety of metalliferous 
deposits, the sole consideration being that 
the metalliferous deposits shall be under 
going weathering and that suitable analy-

GEOPHYSICS ARTICLES 
IN BOOKLET FORM

The accompanying article on geo 
chemical prospecting concludes the 
series on modern geophysical tech 
niques compiled especially for The 
Northern Miner by Canadian Explora 
tion Geophysiclsts. Each article was 
prepared by an expert in the par 
ticular branch of geophysics which it 
described and was then passed by an 
editorial board appointed by . the 
group. Written to be of value both to 
the layman and the practical student, 
the series has been highly praised by 
geophysiclsts both In Canada and the 
United States. In order to provide a 
permanent reference and guide to 
those interested in geophysics, the 
articles are now to be assembled in 
booklet form which It is planned to 
have ready for initial distribution at 
the annual convention of the Pros 
pectors and Developers Association in 
Toronto, Mar. 7-10. Advance orders 
may be placed with Dr. S. H. Ward, 
36 Cranfleld Rd., Toronto.

tical methods for the determination of the 
metal shall be available. This search may 
be on a regional basis for one or more 
metals and it Is conceivable that in the 
not too distant future geological survey 
parties will carry out routine soil and 
vegetation analyses as a means of estab 

lishing the economic potentialities of an 
area.

On a more restricted scale the geochemi 
cal survey technique is employed at pres 
ent to evaluate the worth of geophysical 
anomalies and geological structures.

In areas which have been subjected to 
glaciation the value of geochemical sur 
veys is indicated less clearly. This Is in 
large part due to the lack of basic re 
search in such areas. It is quite probable 
that such research, when carried out, will 
reveal satisfactory dispersion patterns 
which can be interpreted with confidence.

Although geochemical exploration meth 
ods will yield direct evidence of the pres 
ence or absence of metals In the soil, 
vegetation or water, provided that a suit 
able source is exposed to weathering and 
erosion, it Is Important to remember that 
a very limited thickness of barren cap 
rock overlying a mineralized zone prob 
ably will conceal that zone, for here there 
will be little, if any opportunity for 
weathering of the deposit and the conse 
quent dispersion of the metal.

Geochemical exploration techniques are 
most effective when applied in conjunc 
tion with geophysical and geological sur 
veys. Intelligent use of such combined 
methods undoubtedly provides a most 
powerful and efficient means of locating 
new mineral camps and pln-polntlng new 
orebodies within those camps.
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STffADILY EXPANDING USES 
INCREASE COBALT'S VALUE

Unique Characteristics Give it Important Rank as a Jet-age 
And Atomic-age Metal — Vital Element in Many Essential 
Alloys — Demand Certain to Keep Growing

l

By A. ItEYO n,KI,I,ANII*
"la there anything whereof it may

be said 'See this is new' 
It hath been already of old time 

which was before us."
—Ecclesiastes.

Cobalt, until the machine tool and air 
age created Its need and demonstrated its 
enormous possibilities, was a little more 
than a laboratory curiosity. Within more 
recent times, science and industry have 
found so many uses for cobalt that the 
final chapter of the story will not be 
written In the predictable future.

It is a metal which presents a number 
of unique characteristics. It is both a 
Jet-age and an atomic-age metal. Its 
atomic usefulness has Just begun as Co 
balt-60 Is the most powerful and generally 
useful radioactive material available for 
Industrial research. Cobalt has been 
literally jet-propelled into fame during re 
cent years, making demands for greatly 
Increased production.

At one end of the settle, human bodies 
are being saved from the ravages of cancer 
through the use of the cobalt bomb, which 
in many hospitals is replacing radium 
therapy. At the other extreme, heat-re- 
Blstant cobalt makes possible the produc 
tion of jet-propelled aircraft. In between 
these two extremes are a host of other 
uses, some known to the ancient world. 
Blue glazes and glass colored with cobalt 
have been unearthed in the ruins of Troy, 
In the tombs of the ancient Egyptians and 
In Babylonian pottery dating as far back 
as 1450 B.C.

Demand to Increase
The projection for future demands for 

cobalt made by the Paley Commission is 
that the increase in the demand for cobalt 
In the year 1975 over 1950 will be 344?,.. 
Rockets, guided missiles, and nuclear uses 
form the basis for future demands and in 
the jet-engine program, the military 
services have designed equipment with a 
cobalt requirement far beyond visible sup 
ply. That is its use must be reserved for 
those special instances where its applica 
tion is most critical.

There is no known substitute for cobalt 
In Its principal uses and, in many of Its 
applications, cobalt or its compounds are 
Virtually Indispensable.

Cobalt is not one of the abundant ele 
ments but it is nevertheless widely diffused 
In nature. Oeochemists estimate that 
cobalt makes up 0.001 c/,, of the earth's 
crust compared with C.020% nickel.

The important cobalt minerals are sul 
phides, arsenides and oxidized compounds. 
Cobalt occurs in veins with other minerals, 
•UCh as bismuth and silver, and also in 
decomposition products of the weathering 
of basic Igneous rocks. In the Timiskam 
ing district of Ontario cobalt also occurs 
in widely disseminated grain form in 
visible to the naked eye and widths of this 
nature up to 40 ft. have been uncovered. 

About 59 cobalt minerals have been 
described.

Cobalt metal, when polished, is silver 
white with a faint bluish tinge. Its ten 
sile strength varies from about 34,000 Ibs. 
to the square inch, for cast unannealed 
metal, to 61,000 Ibs. per square inch for 
cobalt with G.06% to G.30% carbon. The 
tensile strength Increases with rolling and 
may attain 100,000 Ibs. per square inch 
when swaged down to wire. The com 
pressive strength of purified cobalt, cast 
and unannealed, is about 122,000 Ibs. per 
gquare inch and the addition of carbon 
Increases the compressive strength. Its 
melting point is about 3.140 0 Fahrenheit 
arid its boiling point about 6,148" Fahren 
heit. Cobalt is magnetic at all tempera 
tures up to 2,438" Fahrenheit. 

Many Qualities
Cobalt alloys readily with Iron, and 

these alloys are malleable and weldable; 
cobalt raises the elastic limit of iron. 
Additions to steel slowly raise the tensile 
strength and elastic limit while decreas 
ing the elongation and reduction area. 
These mechanical properties are changed 
gradually without sharp alterations.

Addition of a large amount of cobalt 
Is a most extraordinary accelerator of 
reaction rate in hardening steel and, un 
like nickel in this respect, it produces a 
steel of shallow hardening characteristics, 
and it slightly elevates the critical points 
of steels to which it is added.

Cobalt is one of the principal consti 
tuents of H group of tool steels of enorm 
ous economic Importance. It was only 
about 45 years ago that steels were de 
veloped which were capable of cutting or 
shaping other steels or non-ferrous metals 
for long periods of time at high speeds. 
These steels consist basically of alloys of 
tungsten, chromium, vanadium and car 
bon and the addition of from 59!, to 12 "/0 
cobalt allows greater red-hardness for these 
purposes.

Until 1916, plain tungsten steels were 
the best for permanent magnets but in 
that year, K. Houda in Japan discovered 
the remarkable magnetic properties of 
steels containing high proportions of co 
balt. The best permanent magnet steel 
In commercial use today is the 35 "/0 co 
balt steel, a complex alloy which contains 
tungsten, chromium, and carbon in addi 
tion to the cobalt.

One must realize that it would be Im 
possible to operate modern radar, televi 
sion, radio and the telephone of today 
without such magnets which contain co 
balt.

Alloys with Iron
Apart from its use in magnet and tool 

Steels, cobalt is alloyed with iron to furnish 
high strength and provide resistance to 
oxidation and corrosion at elevated tem 
peratures; for glass to metal seals; for 
dies, gauges, etc., where wear resistance 
and heat resistance must be combined; 
and for alloys possessing a zero coefficient 
of expansion.

The addition of cobalt to steel has a

* Mr. Clelland, executive vice-president 
of Selected Mining Securities Ltd., has 
made an Intensive study of the literature 
on cobalt and has assembled an article 
entitled "The Story of Cobalt," part of 
which is reproduced above.

slight effect in retarding rusting in the 
atmosphere and, a pronounced effect in 
decreasing attacks by acids.

Cobalt Is an important constltutent of 
alloy steels used for valves. Such steel 
must retain Its mechanical properties up 
to 2,000 0 Fahrenheit and must resist cor 
rosion and oxidation from exhaust gases, j 
Stelllte, a chromium, tungsten, cobalt 
alloy containing up to 65 fo cobalt Is a 
typical alloy used for exhaust valves in 
aircraft motors and for exhaust ports of 
dlesel-marine engines, where traces of \ 
sulphuric acid are present from the sul- | 
phur in the fuel oil. ;

Vital In Airrraft
During the Second World War the 

designing needs of the turbo-supercharger 
employed in bombers for high level flying 
suggested the trial of an alloy containing 
a much higher percentage of cobalt. The 
remarkable alloy, vitallium, composed of 
about 65 cfc cobalt stood the test and has 
led to a whole series of experiments on 
heat resistant alloys which have found 
extensive application In aircraft nozzle 
vanes, as well as for turbine buckets of 
both gas turbines and turbo chargers. One 
reason why it has taken so long to develop 

j the gas turbine commercially Is that there 
, were no known materials that could with- 
- stand red-heat and at the same time take 
f the stress of centrifugal force generated by 

20,000 revolutions per minute. Since In 
the gas turbine, the higher the tempera 
ture the greater the efficiency there is 
urgent need for metals, ceramics and other 
substances that can operate under stress 
in the range above 2,000' Fahrenheit.

Non-Magnetic Springs
Watch springs containing 40 "to cobalt 

are produced by the Elgin National Watch 
Company. The alloy from which these 
springs are made is non-magnetic, has 
high corrosion resistance and excellent 
working properties, hot or cold.

Although tungsten-carbide, pointed out 
for its hardness, was produced at the 
end of the last century, it was not until 
1914 that tungsten carbide tools were pro 
duced in Germany. In 1923 Shroter sin 
tered tungsten carbide in a cobalt base and, 
about 1930, the cemented carbides began 
to attain great Importance In industry.

The cutting speed of machine tools has 
increased in the following manner. Before 
the advent of high speed tools steels, a 
medium hard steel could be cut by carbon 
tool steels at the rate of 14 to 20 ft. per 
minute before they became so hot that 
they lost their cutting edge. The introduc 
tion of high speed tools, containing cobalt, 
increased this rate up to 120-180 ft. per 
minute. With cemented carbides of tung 
sten, titanium, molybdenum and tanta 
lum, speeds are Increased to over 600 ft. per 
minute

Cobalt, containing metal powders, Is 
employed by the General Electric Com 
pany In producing "Fermico," cobalt con 
tent 16 If to 18 "7,. for sealing vacuum tubes 
and for other work where a metal having 
a similar expansion coefficient to glass Is 
required.

Standard relay contacts for telegraph 
transmission now consists of tungsten car 
bide bonded with cobalt.

In addition to machine tools, cobalt 
carbides are employed for dies, stamping 
matrices, circular saws, cartridge produc 
tion, injection nozzles, valves for high 
pressure operations and in the manu-
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facture of high velocity armor-piercing 
shells, etc.

I'seil In Pottery
Cobalt Is used to Impart a blue color 

to glasses, enamels, pottery and glazes. 
The color Is stable at high temperatures 
and Is unaffected by the presence of sili 
cates. Cobalt oxide, or smalt, is used In 
preparing underglaze colors for ultrama 
rine blues and Is also employed for pro 
ducing a matte or turquoise blue from 
cobalt aluminate.

Chinese porcelain for many centuries has 
depended on cobalt for the blue and white 
ware of the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) and 
of the Manchu Dynasty (1644-1912). 
Thoughout this long period there were gen 
erations when exceptionally fine porcelain 
was produced, followed by intervals charac 
terized by a deterioration In coloring. These 
variations can probably be explained by 
changes in the character of cobalt ores as 
well as by periods of artistic decadence 
and renaissance.

Cobalt is used chiefly in the ceramic 
Industry for pottery body stain, glaze stain 
and underglaze or on-glaze stain.

Cobalt oxide Is used In the production 
of white enamels to neutralize any yellow 
caused by the presence of iron and when 
added to some mixtures gives an excellent 
black enamel. Smalt Is employed to color 
enamels blue.

Cobalt oxide, in quantities up to one 
half of one per cent, is used In ground 
enamels for Iron vessels to increase the 
adherence of enamel to the metal. Grey 
enamel kitchenware Is usually made of a 
mixture of cobalt and nickel sulphates, 
singly or In combination.

Cobalt Is not used in water colors, the 
so called "cobalt blue" used In this role 
is not a compound of cobalt.

A number of cobalt salts, particularly 
organic compounds, have been found to be 
excellent driers for paints and varnishes.

Cobalt and molybdenum, mounted on 
alumina, is used for catalyctic desulphuri- 
zatton of crude oil. Cobalt nitrate cata 
lysts are used for certain hydrogenation 
processes converting oils to edible products, 
but not nearly to the extent of nickel for 
this purpose.

Finely divided cobalt metal dissociates 
acetylene into carbon and hydrogen. Co 
balt oxide is also used In a mixture to 
oxidlw carbon monoxide into carbon 
dioxide and has been employed in gas 
masks for this purpose.

Valuable Catalyst
The catalyctic reactions of cobalt are of 

great economic Importance and the effect 
of this element Is of considerable scienti 
fic interest.

Cobalt Is found In minute quantities in 
many plants, but Its essential nature for 
plant growth has not yet been demon 
strated.

Mineral deficiencies in pasture are more 
devastating than vitamin deficiencies and 
the use of cobalt compounds as a con 
stituent of livestock licks and pasture 
amendments is increasing. There does not 
appear to be any reported Instance of ex 
cess cobalt leading to livestock disease.

The essential nature of this element In 
human nutrition, and its efficacy in over 
coming human disorders, are conflicting 
and inconclusive, in spite of a great deal 
of work done on this subject. The ma 
jority of investigators incline to the be 
lief that minute quantities of cobalt are 
necessary for humans; some say, Indis 
pensable.

At least 80"Xc of world production of 
cobalt is used in the metallurgical industry 
and most of the remainder in the ceramic 
industry.

For an element, that until a very few 
years ago was considered a nuisance and 
a penalty constituent and which was shun 
ned by industry in general, cobalt has 
come a long way.

Cobalt at last Is coming into Its own.
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Geophysics Series No. 11

E. M. SURVEY WIDELY USED
Electromagnetic Method Induces Current in the Earth 
And Measures Distortion of Magnetic Field

By Canadian Exploration Ceophyslclsts*
The electromagnetic method of geo 

physical exploration, as Its name Implies, 
Is based on the use of two fundamental 
physical phenomena, electricity and mag 
netism. In a course In elementary physics 
we learn that If a current of electricity is 
passed through a wire, a magnetic field of 
force is created In the vicinity of that wire. 
The two phenomena, electricity and mag 
netism, are inter-related. Early geophysl- 
cists took advantage of this fact to devise 
an apparatus for use In the search for 
massive sulphide mineralization

In the earliest systems, a current of 
electricity was passed through the ground 
between two metal stakes spaced a suitable 
distance apart. By measuring the mag 
netic field at the surface of the earth it 
was possible to determine whether or not 
an excellent conductor of electricity existed 
beneath the ground surface. It was hoped 
that this excellent conductor of electri 
city might be the sulphide mineralization 
which was sought. Some measure of suc 
cess was achieved with the early sys 
tems so that, with recent Improvements, 
the electromagnetic method has found 
wide application in base metal camps. 

Induced Currents Set Up
As the method developed, it was found 

that tt was not necessary to pass current 
through the ground by means of metal 
stakes to cause current to flow within 
subsurface conductors. An alternating 
current flowing in a loop of wire suspended 
above the surface of the earth will cause 
currents to flow in burled conductors. The 
process by which this takes place is termed 
"Induction." The steps in this process are 
as follows:

(1) The alternating current flowing in 
the loop creates an alternating magnetic 
field (primary magnetic field) in the 
vicinity of the loop.

(2) The primary alternating magnetic 
field will cause currents to flow in any 
subsurface conductor.

Deposit Provides Secondary Field
Induced currents flowing in a subsur 

face conductor will create a magnetic field 
(secondary magnetic field) which can be 
measured at the surface of the earth. This 
secondary field, then, is absent unless an 
excellent conductor of electricity exists be 
neath the surface of the earth.

The indicating device used to measure 
the magnetic fields In the electromagnetic 
method consists of a "search coil" con 
nected to either a sensitive voltmeter or a 
pair of earphones. The intensity of the 
magnetic field cutting the "search coil" 
is indicated by the reading on the volt 
meter or the loudness of the signal in the 
earphones

In electromagnetic techniques the In 
ductive process described above takes 
place.

Theory Explained
In a popular technique employed In 

Canada, a coil of wire of several turns Is 
suspended in a vertical plane from a 
guyed mast (see Fig. 1). A strong alter 
nating current Is passed through this 
coll which creates an alternating mag 
netic field (primary field) In the vicinity 
of the coll. If a highly conductive mass, 
such as a massive sulphide body is near the

* Reproduction of the above article In 
whole or in part forbidden by copyright 
owners.

SEARCH COILS IN POSITIONS 
OF MINIMUM PICK-UP

-QV POSITION OF LONG WIREX-y
FIOURE 2A — Theoretical illustration of electromagnetic method.

DIRECTION OF 
RESULTANT

DIRECTION OF 
PRIMARY 
MAGNETIC 
FIELD

DIRECTION OF 
SECONDARY 
MAGNETIC 
FIELD

MASSIVE 
SULPHIDE 
LENS

FIOt'RE 2B — An Idealized traverse across a massive sulphide lens.
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coll, currents are "Induced" in this mass. ' 
Induced currents flowing In the conduct 
ing body will in turn crea.te another alter 
nating magnetic field known as the sec 
ondary fleld. Effectively, the secondary 
magnetic fleld distorts the primary mag 
netic fleld. This distortion can be meas 
ured in terms of "dip angles." An un 
derstanding of these measurements may 
be obtained from the following paragraphs. 

The magnetic field caused by a current 
flowing in a long wire spreads out from j 
the wire concentrically as shown in section - 
in Pig. 2A. At any point In the field, a 
search coll will have a voltage Induced in it 
which Is dependent upon the frequency of 
the alternating current in the transmitting 
coll, the number of turns of wire In the 
search coil, the area of the search coll, 
and the angle the search coil makes with 
the lines of force. In the diagram (Fig. 
2A) the search coll Is shown in positions 
in which the voltage induced In it is a 
minimum. If the long wire Is replaced by 
a large sulphide body, the same considera 
tions apply However, in actual practise, 
conditions are more complicated than this 
since the secondary fleld due to the con 
ductor is superimposed on the primary 
field of the vertical coll (see Pig. 2B).

Hypothetical Illustration 
A hypothetical traverse taken along the 

ground above and at right angles to such 
a conductor Is shown in section In Fig. 
2B. The directions of the primary and 
secondary fields are indicated by arrows 
whose lengths are proportional to their

j respective field strengths. The direction 
and intensity of the resultant or "dls-

: torted" field are found by employing the 
so-called "parallelogram of forces" as 
shown. These resultant arrows are parallel 
to the plane of the search coil when It Is 
rotated Into a position where it is not 
cut by any of the lines of force of the 
resulting fleld. In these positions, no 
voltage Is induced In the search coil and 
hence, If a pair of earphones Is connected 
across the search coil, no signal Is heard 
In the earphones. When the search coil

! Is tilted In either direction away from the 
position of minimum voltage, a signal Is 
heard In the earphones.

The angle between the resultant arrow 
and the horizontal at any point is termed 
the dip angle, and Its determination is 
the fundamental measurement in the 
search for conductors. A typical dip angle 
curve is given in Fig. 2B in which dip

angles are plotted along a traverse across 
a massive sulphide orebody. Over barren 
ground, the dip angles are practically zero. 
The approach to a conductor Is marked 
by increasing dip angles which in turn de 
crease to zero directly above the con 
ductor, and then Increase, but In the op 
posite sense, beyond the conductor until 
far away from the conductor they reduce 
to zero again.

Field Procedure
To overcome extraneous dip angles aris 

ing from elevational and topographical 
effects, the plane of the transmitting coll 
Is oriented for each observation so as to 
contain the point of observation. If the 
relative locations of the transmitter coll 
and the search coil are known to within 
a. few feet, the transmitter coll can be 
oriented so as to make errors negligible, 
even in the mast rugged terrain. Hence, 
the dip angle profiles are directly inter- 
pretable and require no topographic or

other correction. When the colls are prop 
erly oriented the occurrence of a dip angle 
Indicates a conductor.

In operation, the transmitting coll is 
erected at a convenient location and tra 
verses are made perpendicular to the as 
sumed geologic strike on either side of 
the location of the transmitter. The 
traverses are usually made along lines 400 
ft. apart during a reconnaissance survey 
and closer together when detailed survey 
ing is required. The distance traversed 
along any one line from the corresponding 
transmitting-coll location Is seldom greater 
than 2,000 ft. Thus it is necessary to em 
ploy several transmitting-coll locations in 
order to complete the survey of a property.

Advantages and Limitations
The electromagnetic method described 

above is used chiefly in the exploration lor 
such excellent electrical conductors as mas 
sive metallic sulphide deposits or for mas 
sive magnetite. It can, however, be used 
advantageously In the search for mod 
erately-conductive materials If the fre 
quency of the alternating current em 
ployed In the transmitting coll is chosen 
appropriately. As a general rule, the lower 
the electrical conductivity of the deposit 
sought, the higher must be the operating 
frequency of the electromagnetic unit. 
There is however, a specific upper limit to 
the useful frequencies above which the 
overburden and poorly-conducting shears, 
faults, etc. give rise to obscuring anoma 
lies. Most electromagnetic surveying is 
performed at a frequency of 1,000 cycles 
per second (cps). The most suitable fre 
quency for the survey of any one area 
should be determined before large scale 
application of the method is made.

Very little, If any, response is experi 
enced from swamps and other topographic 
features when the survey is performed at 
a frequency of 1,000 cps. In fact, the 
ability to operate satisfactorily under al 
most any topographic conditions is one 
of the major advantages of the electro 
magnetic method over other electrical 
methods.

Graphitic shears and sedimentary hori 
zons are frequently the cause of electro 
magnetic anomalies (as Is the case with 
other electrical methods). The 1,000 cps. 
method does not map contacts between 
two rock types unless one or other of the 
two rock types Is an excellent conductor 
or unless an excellent conductor Iles along 
the contact. Thus the 1,000 cps. method 
does not map structure In the manner of 
a resistivity method, unless such excel 
lent conductors as sulphides, magnetite or 
graphite follow structural trends. Oc 
casionally the 1,000 cps. method detects 
faults.

Interpretation Requires Experience
The Interpretation of electromagnetic 

survey data usually Is based on accu 
mulated experience and comparison with 
results of scale-model experiments. The 
scale-model experiments are performed In 
the laboratory under controlled conditions 
and permit the geophysicist to determine 
the general nature of the anomalies to be 
expected from many typical bodies.

It Is often possible to estimate the size, 
shape and depth of a conductor from the 
results of an electromagnetic survey by 
comparison with scale-model data. These 
factors then have to be assessed In light 
of the available geological data.

The electromagnetic method Is suited 
Ideally for the detection of massive sul 
phide and magnetic deposits. It can be 
applied satisfactorily under almost any 
topographic conditions. The correct 
operating frequency for the electromag 
netic method should be determined be 
fore wide scale application of the method 
is made in any one area. The possibility 
of success of the method and the deter 
mination of correct frequency often can 
be estimated by a study of both the geo 
logical conditions and rock and ore types 
of the district.

As,will be seen from the above discus 
sion, the application and Interpretation 
of the method require experience.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC METHOD IN OPERATION

h'Kil'KK l — The transmitting coil shown here on location near Bathurst, N.B., 
Is composed of 50 wires. It Is supplied with alternating current at a frequency of 
1,000 cycles per second by the small gasoline generator on the ground near the 
operator's feet. —Photo by W. Oilman.
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THE RESISTIVITY METHOD
Varying Resistance of Rocks to Electrical Current Gives 
Indication of Formations Hidden By Overburden

Rv Canadian Kxplnration (iropliyslclsls *
When an electrical voltage is applied 

across a sample of a substance a current 
Is caused to flow through the sample. The 
ratio of the voltage required to cause a 
certain electric current through the sam 
ple, to that current is referred to as the 
"resistivity" of the substance. This "resis 
tivity" is so called because It is H measure 
of the resistance offered by the subtance 
to the flow of current. It is measured in 
units of ohm-centimeters or ohm-meters.

Most rock materials, when perfectly 
dry, are excellent insulators. In all rocks, 
however, the individual aggregates of 
minerals, or grains, are separated one from 
another by microscopic holes called pore 
spaces. The ratio of the volume of the 
solid mineral grains to the pore spaces 
within the entire rock mass is dependent 
upon the size and shape of the grains 
and the degree of compaction of the rock. 
The pore spaces contain appreciable 
amounts of water with salts in solution 
even above the permanent water table. 
It is by virtue of these solutions that all 
rocks in their natural states conduct 
electricity to some extent. This type of 
conduction is called "Ionic". Naturally 
the greater the porosity or flssuring of a 
rock the more water It can contain and 
the lower will be its resistivity. Different 
formations can often be distinguished one 
from the other by their difference in resis 
tivity, reflecting a general difference in 
average porosity. However, because the 
physical condition of a rock mass will 
often vary from place to place within the 
mass it cannot always be said that a 
specific narrow range of resistivities char 
acterizes a particular rock type. A ten 
fold variation may often be encountered 
within one rock type.

Surface Water f'muhirtlvt*
Soils, swamps, lakes and streams usu 

ally have much lower resistivities than 
the underlying consolidated rocks.

In general. Igneous rocks have higher 
resistivities than sedimentary rocks. The 
resistivity of sedimentary rocks frequently 
Increases with the age of the rocks, since 
Increasing age generally means increased 
compaction.

The rocks of the Precambrian Shield are 
among the most highly resistive in the 
world, with resistivities ranging up to 100 
million ohm-centimeters. At the other 
end of the scale saline shales of much 
more recent age exhibit resistivities of 
less than 100 ohm-centimeters.

There are a number of rock constitu 
ents which have the ability to conduct 
electricity, even in a perfectly dry state. 
These include graphite, a wide variety of 
metallic sulphides, and a few metallic 
oxides; they have the property of "elec 
tronic" conduction. This is the manner 
in which metals themselves conduct. As 
a class, these minerals are much better 
conductors than barren rock and hence 
can be readily differentiated from the 
rocks by their greatly decreased resistivity. 

(ieiieral Kit-Id I'rocednrc
Current may be caused to pass into the 

earth by connecting a direct current or 
low frequency alternating current gener 
ator to two contact points, such as metal 
stakes driven into the ground. If the 
medium between the two current stakes 
i* homogeneous the current will flow 
through It In a manner which is predic- 
tnble by theory. As a result of this

* Reproduction of the above article in 
whole or in part forbidden by copyright 
owners.

passage of current there will be voltage 
differences set up in the region about and 
between these current stakes. These 
voltages are predictable, once again by 
theory, since they are dependent on the 
distance between the stakes, the total 
current, and the resistivity of the 
medium. From measurements of these 
voltage differences on the surface of the 
earth it is then possible to derive the 
resistivity of the earth in tliejj vicinity of 
the stakes, knowing the flWw*', factors 
involved. 'at* f f-'

Since, in nature, no rocta.a/e^perfectly 
homogeneous, the value .oF* resistivity" 
which may be derived fyjf lTOn*'njeasure- 
ments will depend on fn'e^re&iorfm which 
the measurements are'rffi8de'f *fri'Recogni 
tion of this it is'possible'^ rt?arff out the 
same calculations a.s ih"tf*3'ca'se'w a truly 
uniform medium, bufcatf 'tile Resultant 
values the "apparent sreBlstt*lSy"s "of the 
medium in the region of measurement.

The apparent resistivities'-win be de 
creased in the vicinity of areas of 
increased porosity, shearing and breccia 
tion, and also in the presence of concen 
trations of the electronic conductors 
referred to above.

Canadian I'raetlop
The system usually employed in Canada 

involves two current stakes about 7,000 - 
15.000 ft. apart, with the line joining 
these stakes being perpendicular to the 
regional strike. Voltage measurements 
are made in the central region along sur 
vey lines also running perpendicular to 
the formatlonal strike, with the current 
stakes remaining fixed throughout the 
survey. A second form of survey, widely 
employed elsewhere, moves both the cur 
rent stakes and the voltage measuring 
points, with fixed relative spacing, 
throughout the area to be surveyed. The 
latter system has the advantage that its 
"depth of penetration" can be controlled 
by varying the relative spacing of the 
ground points. That Is. it can be made 
sensitive to effects arising preferentially 
from a certain range of depths. It is not 
widely used in Canada, however, because 
it is usually adversely affected by the 
relatively good conducting soil mantle 
which is present over most of the Shield 
area.

The resistivity methods are used In 
mining exploration primarily for base 
metal sulphides, although they have been 
used In the search for high resistivity 
materials as well, such as certain hematite 
occurrences and quartz veins. They are 
finding Increasing use in engineering 
problems, such as determining the depth 
of drift at dam sites and elsewhere, and 
also in the search for water bearing for 
mation where surface water supplies are 
inadequate.

Interpretation
The greatest limitation to a satisfactory 

interpretation of the results of a resistiv 
ity survey is that the variations from the 
normal or background values, i.e. the so 
called "anomalies", are such that these 
anomalies could be caused not only by 
the materials sought, such as metallic 
sulphides, but also by non-economic 
structures. A narrow highly conducting 
/one such as a massive sulphide vein may 
give rise to the same type of anomaly as 
a broad zone of lower conductivity such 
as might be expected from a shear zone. 
This is an instance of the "saturation" 
effect to which the resistivity measure 
ments are susceptible. This no longer 
applies when the width of a zone is much 
greater than its depth below surface, for f

then we can get a measure of the true 
resistivity of the zone from the surface 
measurements and hence can differenti 
ate between concentrated sulphides and a 
shear or fracture zone containing no 
sulphides. Even under these favorable 
circumstances we cannot always dis 
tinguish between concentrated sulphides 
and graphite, nor between disseminated 
sulphides and a shear or fracture zone.

Valleys in the bedrock under 50 - 100 
ft. of overburden can also give rise to 
resistivity anomalies which may be of the 
same magnitude as those to be expected 
from small sulphide bodies in the bed 
rock.

All too often the above limitations are 
Ignored in practice and interpretation, 
with subsequent disappointment when 
all the resistivity anomalies in an area 
are drilled and do not yield sulphide 
mineralization. It is only when these 
factors are understood both by those who 
carry out the surveys and those for whom 
the surveys are performed that the resis 
tivity methods find their proper apprecia 
tion as simple, inexpensive and relatively 
rapid means for base metal exploration.
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GRAVITY METER SURVEYS
Sensitive Instrument Measures Minute Differenees in 
Gravitational Pull, Best Applied to Large, Dense Deposits

By Canadian i:{|ilorntimi Ci-nplivsic'lstN*
Modern gravitational surveying consists 

of measuring minute variations in the pull 
or attraction between a -small mass and 
the earth. This pull is termed the force of 
gravity.

Everyone is fa.mtliar with the action ol 
the force of gravity. We have all learned, 
perhap'; unknowingly, that it is a funda 
mental property of matter. Sir Isaac New 
ton first stated the law governing the force 
of attraction in the year 1686. It may be 
stated:

"Every particle of matter in the uni 
verse attracts every other particle with a 
force which is directly proportional to the 
product of the masses of the particles and 
Inversely proportional to the square of the 
distance between them."

This simply means that the closer two 
masses are to each other and the larger 
they are, the greater is the force between 
them. Each time we weigh ourselves we are 
act ally measuring the g /national force 
or attraction between ourselves and the 
earth. In fact, if a sensitive weighing de 
vice were employed. It would be possible to 
meas. '. the attraction between ourselves 
and a nearby mountain.

The Instruments xised now are capable 
of measuring extremely small differences in 
gravitational force. A good field instru 
ment will measure to one part In 100,000,- 
000; a massive sulphide orebody of 50,000 
tons at a depth of 200 ft. in greenstone 
•would give rise to an anomaly of about 
1/100,000,000 of the earth's total gravita 
tional force and hence is not likely to be

•Reproduction of the above article In 
whole or In part prohibited by copyright 
owners.

detected Lowering the height of the meas 
uring instrument by one foot also will 
cause a difference of 1/100.000,000 in the 
measured force of gravity.

As a force-measuring device, a gravity 
meter Is therefore many times more sensi- 
tr, e than the finest chemical balance, and 
yet sufficiently rugged for field use. A 
single observation with it might occupy 
two or three minutes.

One common type of gravity meter may 
be likened to a spring balance. With this 
type of instrument, a mass Is suspended 
from a colled spring; the -length of the 
spring depends upon the attraction be 
tween the earth and the mass. Minute 
variations in the length of the spring are 
measured by optical and mechanical de 
vices. The readings of the length of the 
spring are proportional to the force of 
gravity at the point of observation. These 
readings are usually expressed in terms of 
milligal*; one milligal being approximately 
equivalent to one millionth of the total 
gravitational force at the surface of the 
earth. As indicated above, a good field 
instrument will measure to the order of 
one hundredth of a milligal.

llense Masses Detected 
Any sub-surface structure of higher den 

sity than its surroundings will exert an 
extra gravitational pull which will add to 
the normal earth's force of gravity in its 
vicinity. Suppose for instance there exists 
below the surface of the ground a large 
mass of very dense material such as a mas 
sive sulphide orebody, surrounded by rock 
of lesser density. Because of this excess 
mass of the orebody, the force of gravity 
directly over it will be slightly greater 
than it will be to one side. The magni 
tude and direction of the "extra" pull 
ovr - such an orebody Is indicated In Pig. 2

SENSITIVITY INCREASES, BULK DECREASES

TORSION BALANCE 
CIRCA 19 23
WI10MT' 130*

2 E
^

GRAVITY METER 
CIRCA 1938

WEI6HT: 200*

ACCURACV .! MG

STATION5/OAY 2O

SRAVtTY " 
CIRCA 1950

*

ACCURACY' .OS 

STATIONVOAT-

The gravity meter measvires only the "ver- | 
tical component" of this "extra" or ano- l 
malous force. l

Thus a positive gravity anomaly, or a ' 
region of greater gravitational force, indi- j 
cates higher density material beneath the 
anomaly than surrounding it. A negative 
anomaly on the other hand, indicates 
lower density material beneath the anomaly. |

In common with other surveys a grid , 
or series of lines is laid out to cover the 
expected geological formations or ore de 
posits. Before any inferences can be drawn 
as to the nature of the sub-surface certain 
corrections have to be applied to the read 
ings taken in the field. ±.i the first place, 
the instrument is so sensitive that it is 
affected by the position of the sun and the 
moon, so that the force of gravity at any 
particular point changes regularly through 
out the day. This difficulty and the drift 
due to Instrumental changes are overcome 
by occupying a base station at frequent 
Intervals throughout the day during the 
course of the survey.

Corrections have to be applied due to 
differences in elevation because the 
further one is from the center of the 
earth, the less the force of gravity be 
comes as mentioned earlier. In order to 
make proper corrections, each point where 
the Instrument is read has to be surveyed 
accurately for elevation. Because the 
earth is an "oblate spheroid" (squashed 
orange!, and because of its rotation, the 
force of gravity increases as" one goes north 
and a correction is applied for this by 
accurately surveying for horizontal control. 
While the gravity meter measures only the 
vertical pull, it is nevertheless affected 
by the mass of surrounding hills and val 
leys and this effect must be eliminated 
by making what is known as "terrain cor 
rections." Thus it can be seen that a 
gravity survey Involves more than merely 
reading the instrument.

Interpretation
Now it might seem on first glance that 

the magnitude of the corrections far ex 
ceeds the actual measurements. This is 
true, bvit the error in making these cor 
rections is so much less than the quantities 
measured that the final result, If properly 
computed, is perfectly valid.

It has been suggested above that the 
physical quantity actually measured by a 
gravity survey is the density and, in fact, 
a final gravity map is a picture of sub 
surface densities. The preparation of the 
gravity map is an exact science, but the 
knowledge, background and the skill of 
the geophysicist is required to interpret 
these results in geological terms.

The instrument is best applied in those 
cases where high density (and mass) is 
one of the characteristics of the material

The above illustrations show the development of gravity measuring instruments 
between 1923 and 1950. The torsion balance is of the early Suss type. Picture of the 
1950 instrument, is through romtt.'sy of Houston Technical Laboratories.
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being sought. For Instance, a hard, high 
grade hematite is a dense material. Its 
massiveness is one of its outstanding physi 
cal characteristics. A gravity survey can 
disclose the presence of a commercial 
quantity of ore and a fairly reliable esti 
mate of the mass can be arrived at re 
gardless of the shape, size or distribution of 
the body. It can also be u.sed to map 
structure because many rock types are 
distinguished by differences in density. 
In general the basic rocks are more dense 
than the acidic. However, it must be 
pointed out that Interpretation of struc 
ture on the basis of gravity data requires 
close geologic control.

Depth Determination
A large mass of lesser density near the 

earth's surface will give rise to similar 
observed gravitational phenomena as a 
smaller mass with a greater density at 
a greater depth. Because of this, it is not 
possible to determine the exact position 
and shape of a disturbing mass, but upper 
and lower limits to depth can be set. In 
this way, interpretation of gravity data is 
similar to interpretation of magnetic data. 
The depth limitatio does, not follow 
quite the same law mid, generally speak 
ing, it is passible to obtain viseful gravity 
data from materials at greater depth than 
by most other methods. In tact, deep- 
seated heavy masses very often cause ano 
malies that can apparently obscure the 
relatively near surface anomalies for which 
we may be looking.

In brief, gravity anomalies are caused 
by any mns.s of material, the density of 
which Is different from that of the sur 
rounding rock. It requires a fairly large 
tonnage of dense material before an effect 
is detected, so that the instrument is best 
aj led in the exploration for massive 
base metal deposits, such as hematite, mas 
sive sulphides and magnetite rather than in 
the exploration for disseminated material 
A gravity survey often assits in structural 
studies.

VARIATION OF GRAVITY OVER SULPHIDE LENS

ARROW INDICATES DIRECTION 
AND.MAGNITUDE OF ANOMALOUS 
FORCE OF GRAVITV

'GRAVITY PROFILE" ~

[l
VERTICAL COMPONENT OF 
EXTRA OR ANOMALOUS 
FORCE OF GRAVITY

OVERBURDEN X'.' 1.



PLEASE REFER TO FILE

PROVINCE OF MANITOBA

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES

WINNIPEG

MINES BRANCH

January 14th, 1954.

Mr. H. C. Rickaby,
Deputy Minister of Mines,
Department of Mines, ^
Parliament Buildings, ^*"
Toronto 2, Ontario. ^•^*

Dear Mr. Rickaby:

Many thanks for your letter of January 13th, 
relative to the acceptance of geophysical work as assessment 
work.

My inquiry, was motivated by the fact that
we have had several recent,requests to change our policy in 
regard to the acceptance bf geophysical work, and I have been 
using the fact that Jflr. Cole is presently preparing material in 
this regard for not immediately changing our regulations. How 
ever, in the meantime, I thought I should bc certain as to the 
policies which you were following.

Yours very truly,

Director of Mines.



January 13th. 1954.

Mr. J. S. Richards,
Director of Mines,
Department of Mines and Natural Resources,
WINNIPEG. Manitoba.

Dear Mr. Richardsl

I have your letter of January lith* with 
reference to the acceptance of geophysical work 
as assessment work.

The answers to your questions are as 
follows!

(1) Yes

(2) No

(3) No

For authority covering questions l and 2 
see Subsection 5 of Section #1 of the Act, and on 
question 3 see Subsection d of Section #1 of the Act. 
I am forwarding you an up to date copy of the Act 
under separate cover.

You are aware, of course, that these 
matters are to be studied by George Cole in preparation 
for the next meeting of the Mines Ministers Conference. 
I believe George is starting work on it.

Yours very truly,

H, C. Rickaby, 

HCR/DEC Deputy Minister of Mines.



PLEAH RIPER TO FILI

PROVINCE Or MANITOBA

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

WINNIPEG

MINES BRANCH

January lith,

Mr. H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Mr, Rickaby:

We are reviewing our policy in regard to
the acceptance of geophysical *ork as assessment work on mining 
claims, and would appreciate jreceiving brief comments relative 
to the practice which you hape been following in this connection.

(1)

(2)

In pa/ticular, we would like to know if:

Airborne surveys jfre acceptable~l

A credit for lapre than one year's work may be established,
provided thatpmore than one type of survey is completed 
or the intensity is greater than the minimum requirement

(Z) creditA
on whi

y be established on claims, in addition to those 
the survey is performed, provided that the 
requirement is exceeded.

Yours very truly,

\
JSR:mb

Director of Mines.
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INTERPRETING THE RESULTS
Aeromagnetic Maps Have Much Meaning for Prospector 
When Applied to Known Geological Information

B.v Canadian t:\iilnrnllmi (Jooplijsiclsts *
Since 1947, the Geological Survey of 

Canada has published nearly 150 aero 
magnetic maps of many parts of the 
country, and production is continuing. 
Each covers about 375 .square miles, so 
that an impressive total area ha.s already 
been achieved. In addition, several pro 
vincial governments and numerous min 
ing companies carry out aeromagnetic sur 
veys under contract, and several explora 
tion companies have operated their own 
equipment.

Thus as time goes by, it becomes Jess 
likely that a geologically promising area 
has escaped the attention of the airborne 
magnetometer. The Canadian prospector 
and geologist, faced with increasingly elu 
sive problems, cannot afford to overlook 
any possible source of assistance, and lor 
this reason If no other, must acquaint 
himself with the capabilities and limita 
tions of aeromagnetic surveys.

Although detailed interpretation of aero 
magnetic maps perhaps is more within the 
reach of the specialist, the prospector can 
gain much useful Information from a per 
sonal study of these maps. A prospector 
can and must learn to recogni/e the bene 
fits made available to him In aeromagnetic 
maps, yet he must avoid being lead astray.

This article presents a few factors which 
must be borne in mind when aeromagne 
tic data are analysed.

It Is not the purpose of this article to 
discuss instrumentation and survey tech 
niques, but a few words may suffice to 
give the final products — aeromagnetic 
maps — more meaning.

First Hunted submarine*
The airborne magnetometer was de 

veloped during the early 1940's as a sub 
marine detector, and In this it was emi 
nently successful. With the close of the 
war, no time was lost In applying the 
technique to petroleum exploration, and 
shortly afterward, to the search for other 
minerals.

The modern airborne magnetometer. In 
no way resembles Its cousins the ground 
magnetometer or the dip needle. A de 
parture from the conventional ground 
magnetometer is necessary because nn air 
craft constitutes an unsteady base; one 
might compare the attempt to use a 
sensitive assay balance in a car or aircraft. 
The airborne instrument Is essentially a 
small electrical element known as a "flux 
gate," mounted in motor-driven gimbles 
such that it measures only the maximum 
or total Intensity of the earth's magnetic 
field at any point. In this respect also it 
differs from the ground magnetometer, 
Which ordinarily measures one component

* Reproduction of the above article in 
whole or In part forbidden by copyright 
owners.

(such as the vertical l of the magnetic 
field.

The magnet cum ter is either lowed on a 
cable from a suitable aircraft, or mounted 
on the aircraft itself. A continuous profile 
of the magnetic fleld as measured by the 
flux-gate element is recorded automatic 
ally on a chart within the aircraft.

(•'lying I'rocediire
Magnetic profiles are flown along pre 

determined flight lines spaced according to 
geological requirements (in general, nor 
mal to the regional strike of formations) 
and at a, specified height. A system utiliz 
ing continuous photography is employed 
to permit the later accurate positioning 
of the various profiles on the map. Before 
being plotted, the profile must undergo 
corrections for a number of variable fac 
tors, such as diurnal magnetic change. In 
many surveys a separate stationary instru 
ment Is operated at a base station in or 
near the area during the survey; its records 
are used in correcting for diurnal varia 
tions.

The corrected results are plotted visually 
as contour maps, for in this form they 
reveal Information mast readily.

It Is not uncommon to hear concern 
expressed regarding the accuracy of aero 
magnetic maps. This results from the 
failure to distinguish between accuracy 
and resolution (degree of detail). The 
modern airborne magnetometer is an ex 
tremely stable and sensitive instrument, 
capable of measuring differences In the 
earth's magnetic field as little as one part 
In 60,000. In this respect it surpasses the 
average ground instrument, but both have 
more than sufficient sensitivity and accur 
acy for their purposes. However, the air 
borne magnetometer is operated at an 
elevation of, say 500 ft. and, therefore, re 
sponds to the magnetic influence of con-

Figure l — Despite the low magnetic 
relief of this area, aeromagnetic contours 
parallel the trend of steeply folded and 
contorted gneisses. The average strike 
Is seen at a glance, but many ground 
observations would be required in this 
case to yield equivalent results.

dltions over a fairly wide area below at 
any given Instant. For Instance, two ad 
jacent anomalies which might be well- 
defined by a ground magnetometer survey 
may appear as a single composite anomaly 
on the aeromagnetic map. The lower 
resolution arising because of the height of 
the instrument above ground Is offset to 
some extent by the fact that a continuous 
profile is recorded, wherea-s the ground 
data are point measurements.

Aeroinagiietic Anomalies
"Anomaly" Is an overworked term very 

commonly used in conjunction with "geo 
physical" In mining exploration. Actually, 
an anomaly is merely anything out of the 
ordinary, and as such need have no eco 
nomic significance. In aeromagnetic maps, 
an anomaly is either a stronger or weaker 
zone in the magnetic field, as compared 
with the adjacent field.

In compiling an aeromagnetic map, an 
arbitrary datum Is chosen such that all 
contour values will be positive, that is, 
greater than zero. It can be understood 
readily that the number appearing on any 
contour, or at the peak of an anomaly, 
should not be compared as such with 
values from maps of another area. The 
amount of an anomaly should always be 
expressed in terms of the deviation from 
the surrounding normal fleld, not In terms 
of the peak figure recorded on the map.

It is important to recognize that nearly 
all magnetic anomalies are related to dif 
ferences In the magnetite content of asso 
ciated rocks. Moreover, magnetite is one 
of the most prevalent of accessory min 
erals, particularly in Igneous and meta 
morphic rocks, so that H is almost as re 
markable in some areas to find no mag 
netic anomalies, as to find many. Viewed 
in this light, a magnetic anomaly in the 
Precambrian should be treated as just that 
and, without further corroborative evi 
dence, should not be considered as reflect 
ing the presence of an economic mineral 
deposit.

Magnetic anomalies may be found asso 
ciated with many geological conditions 
such as the following:
(a) An olivine diabase dike which cuts 

across folded sediments.

Figure 2 — A belt of relatively mag 
netic volcanic rocks is outlined by the 
aeromagnetic contours In the west half 
of the map. The double curve toward 
the south is related to known folding, as 
Indicated by the fold axes. Recorded at 
a flying height of 500 ft.
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(b) Metamorphosed andesite hindering A 
granitic intrusion.

(c) Banded magnetic iron formation.
(d) A magnetite segregation in gabbro.

Correhitlug (Jenlogy
If a geological map of at least part of 

the area is available, as should always be 
so, the magnetic data corresponding to 
known formations can be studied. In this 
•way a certain amount of "calibration" Is 
possible, by means of which the distribu 
tion of these rocks may be interpreted. 
That Is, the value of the magnetic fleld 
over a particular formation, its degree of 
variation (magnetic relief), and the "tex 
ture" of the magnetic fleld (such as trend, 
size, shape, spacing and continuity of 
anomalies), should be determined If at all 
possible. Areas of similar magnetic relief 
and texture, especially where they are on 
strike with known formations, may then 
be Interpreted as the same rock type.

When few or no geological observations 
are available In a magnetic survey area, it 
is nevertheless possible to Interpret rock 
types in a general sense. Great caution 
must be exercised, for the magnetic be 
haviour of many formations is difficult to 
predict. Some suggestive criteria are 
given here:

Sediments are very weakly magnetic, and 
tend to give widely spaced magnetic con 
tours with poor lineation.

Volcanic rocks vary from weakly to 
strongly magnetic, and a single flow gener 
ally varies from top to bottom. Basic types 
tend to be more strongly magnetic than 
acidic types, and their magnetic pattern is 
much more irregular.

Tilted or folded series of stratified rocks, 
particularly those which contain volcanic 
members, give rise to linear magnetic- 
trends. Figures l and 2 Illustrate this 
characteristic.

Irregular Pattern From Intrusive',
Intrusive bodies commonly yield an ir 

regular magnetic field, even though the 
rock may appear uniform on the ground 
The magnetic trends show little or no 
lineation, although some may occur in the 
vicinity of and parallel to the contacts.

Basic intrusive rocks are commonly 
strongly magnetic, as shown in Figure 3.

Acidic to intermediate intrusive rocks 
are commonly only moderately magnetic. 
In Figure 4 granodiorite forms an anomaly 
with respect to adjacent sediments.

The outline of a geological body, as re 
vealed by magnetic data, may offer a clue 
concerning the nature of the rock. Thus 
large Igneous Intrusive can be distin 
guished from lava.s and sediments.

Exceptions to the foregoing are so com 
mon that experience tends to discourage 
the use of these "rules." For example, 
highly magnetic sedimentary iron forma 
tion may occur In an entirely sedimentary 
series; acidic lavas may be locally very 
magnetic; diabase dikes may be no more 
strongly magnetic than adjacent sand 
stone; granite in some areas causes huge, 
positive anomalies; some serpentine Is vir 
tually non-magnetic: and gabbro sills may 
exhibit striking lineation, both geologically 
and magnetically.

SI r net nml Determination
Modern economic geology places great 

emphasis upon structure in the explora 
tion for mineral deposits. Ordinarily the 
geologist pieces together bits of ground- 
observed information until a structural 
pattern Is resolved, providing he has suffi 
cient evidence. It may require years of 
work to gain an understanding of the 
regional structure. Airborne magne 
tometer results may, in contrast, yield 
much information concerning large scale 
structural features in a very short time, 
and they may supply evidence of smaller 
structures of importance in localizing 
mineral deposits. Aeromagnetic data should 
always be studied in conjunction with 
aerial photographs when structural Inter 
pretation is undertaken; both techniques 
are admirably suited to the delineation of 
large scale structures.

The geological Interpreter must, there 

fore, be thoroughly aware of the dangers 
attending "blind" interpretation (i.e.. 
when no geological data are available). He 
should always indicate the degree to which 
his interpretation has been controlled by 
geological facts, and should make every 
effort to consider all these facts in his 
work. However, when no geological in 
formation is available, he must use criteria 
of the type described, witli the expectation 
that some of his work will be correct, 
while much will require re-interpretatinn 
in the light of new geological observations.

Helpful to l'i-(is|ieelor
A prospector who uses geological In 

formation intelligently can in the same 
manner derive valuable clues from aero 
magnetic maps. Geological common sense 
is undoubtedly his best asset. Emphasis 
should not be so much on the strength of 
the anomaly (measured above the regional 
norman, as upon its configuration.

Where the evidence is suggestive, but 
not conclusive, the prospector must bear 
that fact in mind. He must be prepared 
subsequently to alter his interpretation if 
new evidence renders the old picture un 
tenable.

Obviously, the prospector cannot hope 
to duplicate the services of an experienced

geophysical interpreter, but after Borne 
practice and familiarity with aeromagnetic 
survey results, he can derive valuable 
assistance from that source to guide his 
geological thinking. And no real pros 
pector should turn down a potential source 
of clues.

The prospector has passed through and 
beyond the stage of suspecting an orebody 
in each and every contact and shear zone, 
but he has not progressed so far with his 
geophysical thinking. He and the mining 
fraternity in general have Just recently 
developed a strong interest in applied 
geophysics, and the anomaly (nature 
usually unspecified, be It electromagnetic, 
gamma radiation, or equipotential), is still 
everything. It Is unfortunately true that, 
after being expensively "let down" by sev 
eral magnetic anomalies that failed to 
produce another Marmora or Bathurst, 
the prospector is apt to go to the other 
extreme, paying no further attention to 
the magnetometer data. Meanwhile, GSC 
and other maps continue to pour forth 
unheeded with valuable aids that he will 
not recognize.

In conclusion, aeromagnetic maps are 
one of the most valuable substitutes for 
the all-too-abundant blank areas on our 
geological maps. Their prime purpose is 
to help complete the geology of these 
areas. Then, with a more accurate and 
detailed knowledge of geological condi 
tions, the prospector has discarded a large 
part of the handicap that hinders him in 
i he Canadian bush.
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//J December 3rd, 1953*

Dear Sir:

Your letter of Dec 
been received with reference to- ^ 
survey of Mining Claims^.S,2#34 et'al in 
McKellar Township.

Such as a survey is admissible as a 
geophysical survey provided the survey is 
carried out in accordance with the require 
ments covering the submission of geophysical 
surveys, which are set out on pages 153*156 
of Tile Mining Act a copy of which is being 
sent to you.

Yours very truly,

JFM/MG
J. F* McFarland, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch*

Mr. B. M. Me Le an, 
134 Wanless Avenue, 
TOHONTO .12^ Ontario.
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Mr. H. C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister of Mines, 
Rm 1302, Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO, Ontario.

•WANL.ESS AVENUE 
TORONTO IS, CANADA

lone — HV. 8-7890

cember 2nd, 1953.

Application re: Geophysical Survey of Claims 
__________in Parry Sound District

Dear Sir:

The proposal is to undertake dip needle ground 
surveys in regard to a 9 - claim group and a 4. - claim group in 
McKellar Township, Parry Sound District. The claims concerned are 
marked on the attached map and are listed below with the half lots 
concerned shown opposite.

McKellar P. S. 2834
P. S. 2835
P. S. 2838
P. S. 2836
P. S. 2837
P. S. 2981
P. S. 2980
P. S. 2979
P. S. 2982

1/U 
2/U 
3/14 
2/14 
3/H 
4/14 
5/13 
6/13 
6/13

P. S. 2853 Si 3/11
P. S. 2947 si 4/11
P. S. 2852 m 3/10
P, S. 2948 Nt 4/10

It is anticipated that the survey of the smaller
group will be completed before undertaking diamond drilling. The sur 
vey of the larger group may not be completed before drilling is started. 
Line spaces are to be 400 feet and station intervals 200 feet, but with 
intermediate lines and stations in areas of greater interest.

Approval to undertake these surveys is requested. 
Upon their completion full details would be submitted in compliance 
with the requirements of the Mining Act.

Yours very truly,

BMcL/rw.
B. M. McLean.

L
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ONTARIO

SEPARTMENT OF MINES
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS 

TORONTO Z. ONTARIO

Nov.26,1953

Mr. 0.A.Seeber, 
Chief Geologist, 
Norduna Mines Ltd., 
1506, 44 King St.West, 
Toronto 1.

Dear Mr.Seeber -

Tour letter of November 24 addressed 
to Mr. H.C.Rickaby, in regard to submission 
of biogeochemical surveys for assessment 
work credit, has been referred to

It is our present feeing that 
experience with biogeochemical methods has 
not been extensive enough to provide a basis 
for setting up regulations and requirements 
covering submission of/the data for assessment 
work credit.

Tours very truly,

M.E.Hurst 
Provincial Geologist

c.c. Mr. J.F.McFarland
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Qot.22, 1953

?-*r. K.
Chairman, Geophysics Subdivision,
A**rt P** Institute of Klnlng It

Metallurgical Engineer*, 
112-A Old Terminal Bltfg., 
222 South Vest Temple, 
Suit Lake City l, Utah, U.u.A

Dear :*r,Gook:

H*
Y ur letter oJf October 15, addraesed to

. *.Hlckabyt Deputy Mlnlater, in regard to 
recent a;:ploratlon gaophyeloa by thisi Departawnt, 
has been rtf erred to rae.

ueophyeloal work in the forts of airborne 
raa^rietot seter and scintillometer survey a, was 
carried out under the direction of the Ontario 
Departwer.t of Mines la two areas during 1953 , 
tha one consisting of 55- square miles In the 
vi o l nit y of Shebandowan Lake, District of Thunder 
Hay, anci the other of 624 square railes covering 
T^unt, and adjoining townships in the District of 
Parry ^ound. ?he flying and compilation of data 
ve ra done by Aerooa&netio Surveys Limited. M^ps 
on a scale of l inch equals 1320 feet, showing 
tie results of these Surrey o, havo boon iasuod by 
this Depa lament.

Tours very truly,

M* E.Hurst 
Provincial Geologist
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OP MINING S METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS
20 WUT 3OTB STREET

Mr. H. G. HiPkpby, Deputy 
Department of Mines 
Parliament Buildings 
Toronto 2, Ontario, Cpnada

Dear Mr. Kickpby:

0ctober 15, 1953

Each year we geophysiciBts are given the opportunity to take stock of 
accomplishments during the past 12 months and present a summary of these 
accomplishments to the 10,000 members of the American Institute of Mining 
and Metallurgical Engineers. This is a unique opportunity to keep the 
mining and geophysical fraternities posted on recent developments in modern 
geophysical methods. As I have been asked to prepare the 1953 Review of 
Geophysics, to be published in the Annual Review issue of "Mining Engin 
eering," I would like to ask your cooperation in forwarding to me any 
significant information on exploration geophysics or geochemistry that has 
come to your attention.

The materiel submitted should be in summery form in view of space 
limitations. It should cover important events in your region or in your 
own special field of interest, on the use of geophysics and geochemistry 
in exploring for minerals, mineral fuels, ground water, and engineering 
problems. The following general topics are suggestive, but by no means all- 
inclusive:

1. Significant advances in geophysical theory, methods, technioues, 
end interpretation during the past 12 months.

2. Results of research in geophysics, geochemistry, and other fields 
related to geophysical and geochemical exploration.

3. Regional geophysical or geochemical surveys of economic or 
scientific interest.

4. Successful applications to the solution of ground water, engineer 
ing problems or mineral discoveries, in which geophysics or geochemistry 
played a role.

5. Trends in exploration geophysics or geochemistry.

ful .
Photographs or illustrations supporting your information will be help 

Your contributions should reach me on or before November 15. Please 
send them to me, 112-A Old Terminal Building, 222 South West Temple, Salt 
Lake City l, Utah.

Thank you for your cooperation and help.

Sincerely yours ,

KLC/mh

Kenneth L. Cook
Chairman, Geophysics Subdivision
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September lith, 1953.

Messrs. Carey, Wright k Cardin, 
Barristers, Solicitors, 
703 Paris Building. 
WINNIPEG, Manitoba.

Gentlemen:

Your letter of July 9th concerning the geophysical 
examination of the property of Westario Sulphur Mines Ltd., 
was either delayed in the mails or misfiled. In any event 
it has just come to my desk and I certainly regret any in 
convenience that the delay may have caused you.

It is observed that you agree with me that only a 
very small portion of the claims under consideration were 
covered by the survey conducted by Candela Development Co., 
and you suggest that it would have been impossible to cover 
the claims more thoroughly than was dona. As a matter of 
interest we have on file at the Department numerous geophy 
sical reports covering claims entirely or almost entirely 
covered with water in which the claims involved have been 
completely investigated by the field party including the 
areas under water. The answer, of course, is to do the work 
on ice in the winter or by airborne methods.

You suggest that the Department has authority to 
award work on these claims by virtue of Section 73(6) becauty 
of the geophysical examination of adjoining claims on whic)^ 
you are not claiming. I presume that your reference actual^ 
is to Section 60(6). You should also read Section 31(8) 
which sets out that Section 30(6) shall not apply to geologi 
cal and geophysical work and that such work shall be deemed 
to have been performed equally on each claim covered by the 
survey and shall be recorded accordingly and in no other way. 
It is the opinion of the Department that the claims to which 
you refer have not been covered by the survey and are there 
fore not entitled to a work credit.



- Page Two -

In your final paragraph you make reference to 
discretion which is to be exercised by the Court. I 
presume that you refer to the Mining Court of Ontario 
which is not a part of this Department but is located 
at 6? College Street, Toronto. I cannot see how the 
Mining Court has any Jurisdiction or discretion in this 
matter as the whole is tightly covered by legislation 
and I am not aware that the Court has authority to over 
rule legislation.

Yours very truly,

RVS/AL J. F. McFarland.
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.
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CAREY, WRIGHT a CARDIN
BARRISTERS. SOLICITORS. NOTARIES

H. E. CAREY. M.*., LL.B.. f.J.O. (HAHV.) T. O. WRIGHT. B.A.. U.B. W. J. CARDIN, LL.B.

70S PARIS BUILDING

FILE NO. 1076-J - EEC
WINNIPEG, MAN.-- " ' f ' ,f

Re Vu'estario Sulphur Mines Ltd. 
Claims KRL 31257/60

July 9th,j

Dear Sirs,

The contents of your letter of the 5th May last have 
received the consideration of the Company's Board and we have been 
instructed to write you in reply emphasising the following con- - 
siderations:-

The Company realises the material submitted does not 
comply technically with the requirements of the Act. However, it 
was felt that there was a sufficient compliance to warrant accept 
ance of the material, particularly as our client had no control 
over the way Candela Development Company did the work or reported 
on the same. It does not seem rif;ht for Westario to be penalised 
for circumstances beyond its control.

So far as the actual v.ork on the claims in question is 
concerned, we were not proposing that your decision be based on 
the geophysical survey work actually done on these particular claims, 
that is, KRL 31257/60. These claims are nine-tenths under water. 
In the circumstances, how could there usefully have been done on 
each of the same geophysical survey work to the extent of 33 days work 
or in fact any survey work beyond what was actually done?

As we understand it, no credit has yet been given for 
any of the survey work. What the Company had in mind was that the 
geophysical survey work done on its other claims, namely 7757/8, 15806/7 
and 31261/2 should be applied on claims 31257/60. As we understand 
it, this is permitted by section 78 (6) of The Mining Act. Apart 
from anything else substantial diamond drilling has been done on the 
portion of claim 31259 which is not under water. -7

We submit, with respect, that the Court's discretion 
should be exercised in the applicant's favour where, as here, the 
principals in the Company are people of modest means who have kept 
the Company alive over a period of years at the sacrifice of a

J. F. MeFarlend, Esq.
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great deal of time, effort and money. Surely this is a case 
where to avoid depriving these people of the benefit of around 
^4,000.00 of survey work, the Court could reasonably re-consider 
its decision.

Please let us hear from you.

Yours truly, 

CAREX, WRIGHT St CAREEN, 

per 1

it- J. F. McFarland, Esq., 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Department of Mines, 
Province of Ontario, 
TORONTO, Ontario.

p'-



V CANADA

DEPUTY MINISTER
OF 

MINES AND TECHNICAL SURVEYS

Ottawa, May 20, 1953

Mr. H.C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister, 
Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto 2, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Rickaby!

I wish to itfank you for your 
letter of May 15. A list jrf eleven companies 
or individuals with Ontario addresses, advertising 
as specialising in geophysical work, has been taken 
from the Professiona*Direetory of the May 14 issue 
of The Northern M^nr. This list should serve our 
purpose*

Yours very truly,

Mare Boyer, 
Deputy Minister



l

May 15th. 1953.

Mr. Marc Boyer,
Deputy Minister of Mines and Technical Surveys,
OTTAWA.

Dear Mr. Boyer!

I have your letter of May lith, in which 
you request a list of the companies or individuals 
carrying on geophysical work in Ontario,

As far as I know there is no requirement 
that these companies or individuals should be 
registered in any Department other than the usual 
registration of limited companies. The best source 
is that contained in the advertising department of 
the Northern Miner. You will note in the last issue 
11 companies or individuals who advertised as 
specializing in geophysical work. I wonder if 
this list would not meet your requirements.

Yours very truly,

HGR/DEC

H. C. Rickaby, 

Deputy Minister of Mines*



C A N A..O A

DEPUTY Ml MISTER
OF 

MINES AND TECHNICAL SURVEYS

Ottawa, Ontario, 
May 11, 1953.---''

Mr. H.C. Rickaby,
Deputy Minister,
Department of Mines,
East Block, Parliament Buildings,
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

In connection with the geophysical work being carried 
out by this Department in the fields of Terrestrial Magnetism, 
Gravity and Seismology, we have felt a need for information 
concerning the work being doneXn the various provinces by 
commercial geophysical companies.

/
While we are well acquainted with some of these 

companies who have on ocoeeion supplied us with valuable 
information, we would like to have a complete list. For this 
reason it would be appreciated very much if you could supply 
us with the names and addresses of the geophysical companies 
which are registered with, or doing business.in, your Province.

Yours very truly,

Marc Boyer, 
Deputy Minister.



r \
May 5th,

Gentlemen:

I am returning herewith a geophysical report 
by Geophysical Explorations Limited and the four 
accompanying maps which were forwarded here by the 
Mining recorder at Oioux Lookout i

To be^in with, the material submitted does 
notcoi&piy with the requirements of The Ontario Mining 
Act. I era sending you an office consolidation of 
The Ontario fining Act and would refer you to the 
neophysiccJ requirements detailed on pages H# and 
H9.

You apparently require 33 days work on each 
of K.H.L.31257-58-59-60 being claims held by Westario 
sulphur Kines Limited. Krora checking the maps that 
I act returiiinj: it would appoar that these four claims 
were eitliur not covered at all or were only fraction 
ally covered, l fowl certain that even if your maps, 
reports and other data were submitted in a satisfactory 
form the idnister would not consent to an assessment 
work credit due to the sketchy manner in which these 
four claimG have been covered.

YourE very truly,

RV^/AL J. F.
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Messrs. Carey, '/right fc Cardin,
703 Paris Building,
WINNIPEG. iManitoba. , . Mr, T A w ,"'"' "'"" ' c.c. Mr. T, A. wood,

Mining Recorder, 
SIOUX LOOKOUT, Ont.



AIMING NKCOKDKN

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

PATRICIA MINING DIVISION
SIOUX LOOKOUT. ONTARIO

April 22, 1953

J. F. Mcparland, 
Chief, Fining Lands Branch, 
Department of Minos, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO, Ontario.

Dear Sir:
Re: Clams KRL.31257-62 Inclusive 

Jestario Sulphur Mines, Ltd.

inclosed kindly find letter fron the represen 
tatives of the above mentioned Company which speaks for itself.

I am of the opinion that apparently none of the
Geophysical or geological Surveys v/ere actually performed on this 
jround, and that there is little or nothing I can do with recor 
ding this particular v/ork; but, with your permission, could I 
transfer sufficient work from KRL.31261 ft 62 (see abstract for 
your convenience) to cover the deficiency on the others namely 
KRL.31257-58-59-60?

I woiild appreciate ycur advice on this, and at 
your convenience would you kindly return the enclosures.

I an,

T. A. Wood, 
Mining Recorder.

TArt/vh



CAREY, WRIGHT a CARDIN
BARRISTERS. SOLICITORS, NOTARIES

H. E. CAREY. M.*., LL.*., 1.1.0. (HAHV.) T. O. WRIGHT. B. A., u,*. W. J. CAR DI M, LI..*.

TILIPHONI 92-1724 701 PARIS BUILDING

, WINNIPEG, MAN. 
nut NO. 1076-J - HEC

April 20th, 1953. 

Re Westarip Sulphur Mines Limited 

Dear Sir,

The property of the above Company at Hudson, Ontario, was 
last year under option to Candela Development Company, a subsidiary of 
Freeport Sulphur Company of New York, U.S.A. Candela after doing con 
siderable work, including geopyhsical survey work and diamond drilling, 
on this property and other properties under its control dropped its 
option. This diamond drilling has already been credited on assessment 
work.

The Westarlo property comprises 10 claims, being claims 
K.R.L. 31257/62, K7757/8 and K.R.L.15806/7. Four of these are patent 
ed. Two are due for patent. According to the Mining Recorder at Sioux 
Lookout, Ontario, the remaining four claims, namely K.R.L.31257/60 ~ 
each require some 33 days' additional work before being ready for pat 
ent.

The purpose of this letter is to request that the geophysical 
survey insofar as it effects the Westario property be accepted in respect 
of the outstanding assessment work referred to above. We give below the 
relevant information obtained from Freeport Sulphur Company and Mr. 
Bowenkamp, its mining engineer in charge of the work.

The only copy of the geophysical report that we have been 
able to obtain is enclosed herewith. This is a report of Sherwin F, 
Kelly, Geophysical Services, Inc. (represented by Geophysical Explorations 
Limited of Toronto, Ontario) dated the lith June, 1952. We also enclose 
copies of the five maps relating to the same.

The names and addresses of the persons whose services were used 
in connection with the preparation of the geophysical report and plans 
are set forth on pages two and three of the report itself. In addition to 
this technical personnel there was employed on the survey local help as 
set out in the memorandum annexed hereto. You will note that this local 
help did a total of 330 - 3/4 da7S of work.

The work of cutting and picketing lines in preparation for the

Registrar,
Mining Court of Ontario.
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geophysical survey was handled by Mr. Harvey Kendrick of Sioux 
Lookout, on the contract basis. Mr. Kendrick was paid |2500.00 to 
prepare all of the lines surveyed. Land survey work was done by one 
R. F. Dynes of Sioux Lookout as an adjunct to the geophysical survey, 
the purpose of this being to co-relate lines in various separate 
areas. Mr. Dynes was paid #280.00 for this work.

The sum of ^13,222.14 was paid by Candela to the Kelly 
Company to cover the Bost of the geophysical survey work described in 
the report. This affected a total of 90 claims. Mr. Bowenkamp in his 
report to his principals, mentions that in those areas where preliminary 
survey results were of a nature to encourage further examination, a 
detailed survey was conducted on intermediate cross-section lines and 
spaced generally at 330 foot intervals.

Before commencing work on the Westario property, Candela 
staked 80 claims, both to the east and west of Westario. A geophysical 
survey was done over the water of Vermillion Lake as well as on the land. 
The Kelly report states that where anomalies were indicated (in three 
areas) over a five mile length lines were cut at closer intervals in 
order to explore the particular area, the Westario Sulphur property being 
one of these three areas. Therefore, it is felt that approximately one- 
fourth of the entire amount expended on line cutting and geophysical 
work should be credited to Westario Sulphur Mines Limited as follows:-

Kelly - #13,222.34
Kendrick - 2,500.00
Surveyor - 280^.00

|16,002.14 

1/4 of this total - 4,000.53

In dealing with this application, you might keep in mind that 
the principals in the Westario Company kept this Company going over a con 
siderable period of time without outside help. They did this by devoting 
a good deal of their personal time and funds to the maintaining of the 
claims in good standing.

We sincerely trust that in view of all the circumstances set 
forth above, you will be able to have the survey credited against the 
outstanding assessment work.

Yours truly, 

CAREY, WRIGHT 6 CARDIN,

per
Registrar,
The Mining Court of Ontario, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO 2, Ontario.

Enc.



Labor Employed in Geophysical Survey 
(All of the following listed labor
normally reside in either Hudson or
Sioux Lookout)

Name Days Worked

Joe Holman 7
Ernest Lesage 11
Frank Woychyshyu 38-1/4
Joseph Foxon 60-1/4
Charles Mallish 41
Mike Mushmanski 6-1/4
Cecil McNicholl 10
Ernest Therrieu 41
Jack Lucas 35
Frank Quane 29 
Roy Roselle - l
Nick Metza 14
Harry Johnson 10
George Runious 27^^^.

Total Man-Days 330-3/4



March 86th, 1953

Dear Sir t

Referring to your letter of March 85th, 
I hare to flay airborne geophysical surveys may be 
counted as assessment work at the rate of twenty 
days work in respect of each mile of continuous 
recordings, but not more then forty days work may 
be recorded in respect of each claim.

I am sending you a oopy of The Mining Act, 
and if you will refer to the pages 148 to 150 you 
will find the requirements covering the submission 
of airborne surveys set out*

Tours very truly,

J. F. Mcparland 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch

JFM/B

Mr. A. B. Cowan, 
516 Driveway, 
OTTAWA. Ontario.
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Bagamac Mines,Limited, 
2014, 44 King St. West, 
Toronto.

March 4,1953

Dear Sirs:

In reply to your inquiry of March 3 

I may say that this Department has made no 

geophysical surveys on Vermilion Bay, Eagle 

River, east of Kenora.

Yours very truly,

M.E. Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



BAGAMAC MINES, LIMITED
(NO PERSONAL LIABILITVI

TELEPHONE 
EM. 4.4902

SUITE 2014 
44 KING ST. WEST. 
TORONTO. ONTARIO

March 3, 1953.

The Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO.

Dear Sirs:-

We are desirous of obtaining geophysical 
surveys of work on Vermilion Bay, Eagle River, east of 
Kenora - work south of the C.P.R.

Will you kindly forward us the above if you have same on 
hand.

Thanking you,

Yours very truly,

BAGAMAC MINE:



vi
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January 29th,

Dear Sir:

On November 24th, 1952, you advised me that 

assessment work had been recorded on mining claims 

T.32037-3S-39-41-42 in the Township of Bucke on 

account of a geophysical survey. There is no record 

of the returns for such a survey having been sub 

mitted to the Department*

Yours very truly,

J. F. MeFerland. 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. 3. J. Mason, 
Mining Recorder, 
HAILEYBURY, Ont.



OFFICE OF MINING RECORDER

ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

S-
\\"

TEMISKAMING MINING DIVISION 

HAILEYBURY, ONTARIO

/

24 November, 1952.

Re; Mining claims T.32037-33-39-41-42.

Dear Mr. McFarland:

A geophysical survey has fceen conduct 
on these claims which have been credited with 40 
days each pending submission to the ^epartment of 
the actual results of the survey and confirmation 
thereof within 60 days.

Yours very truly,

S.J.Mason, 
Mining Recorder.

Mr. J.F.McFarland, 
Chief, Mining Lands ^ranch, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.



36 CRANFIELD ROAD OXFORD O346

McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

t QEOLDQI8T 
DR. STANLEY DAVIDSON

TORONTO, CANADA

CABLE: "MCPHAR" TORONTO

February 3rd, 1953

Dr. t;. E. Hurst, 
Provincial Geologist, 
Ontario Department of Mines, 
queen's Park, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Lake Geophyaioal

Dear Dr. Hurst:
x

y

V.e have started the survey on/the ice at \ indy
Lake and it should be v/ell underway within/the next week or two. 
In addition to covering the sub-ice proj^6tion of the norite 
contact area in detail, we plan on carrying a number of 
magnetometer lines as far south as the projected position of 
the "Transition zone", which usually ^ivea a magnetic hi&h. 
This irii^ht provide some additional structural detail.

I will visit the area before the work is completed 
to oheok on the survey and J,t is hoped that we may be able to 
complete the rrjaps and report for submission to you by March 31st,

Yours very truly,

MCPIIAR GEOPITYSICn LI'ITKD

co. H. C. lUokaby,
Deputy lUnister of Mines.

Stanley Davidson 
Geological Consultant.
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January 29th.

The Durham Chronicle, "

naro.

Attention; Mr. George Cado^an, Editor 

Dear Sir:

In reply to your letter of January 2?th. 
in which you mention that a low-flying plane with 
an instrument dandling from it has been observed 
flying across fields in Egremont Township, this 
Depart uient has no information about any survey 
oeing carried out under government auspices.

The description of tne plane would appear 
to indicate that it might be making an airborne 
magnetometer survey or some other form of geophysical 
survey in common use for exploring for various 
kinds of minerals, but I am unable to advise you 
as to the organization that is carrying it out.

Yours very truly,

HCK/DEC

H. C. Rickaby, 

Deputy Minister of Mines.



i
PUBLISHED tVFRY THURSDAY ,M_______u^..-,, -mi-r......... ....-r.- -----. v, 1 .......- r -..., ----

•HE DURHAM CHRONICLE a^c Oadn^n miior
ON THE SAUGEEN RIVER * DURHAM ONTARIO - CANADA

January E?, 1955, 

GentfeMon :

A week apo far a-1 ra in Bgreraont Township in Gray County were
x1

ourioua about a low-flyinp fjlQifo with un instruraont dangling from 

it. It flew haoiC **id forth''aoross their fields.

We wrote to the Deijartmcmt of Mines at Ottawa and they/" 
referred us to you.

Gould you plopso tell us about any survey being made in this 

district?

Sinaerely,

x ' rr

Til E HJ'RHAM OIK CM I OLE, 

Reorge Gadogan.
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SELF POTENTIAL METHODS
Measuring Electrical Currents Generated by Minerals 
Gives Clue to Possible Commercial Concentrations

By Canadian Exploration (Jeoplivslcists*
In some methods of geophysical prospect 

ing, advantage is taken of naturally 
occurring fields of force, as In the magnetic 
and gravitational techniques. In these 
cases, the geophysicist relies on the mag 
netic attraction or gravitational pull 
Inherent within a mineral body Itself. 
Some other methods require him to employ 
special apparatus to generate an artificial 
field of force, so that he can measure the 
reactions of mineral bodies to such a force. 
The seismic and electrical methods are of 
this type. There is an electrical method 
which actually falls in the first category, 
however, and which relies upon observing 
electrical fields of force, that is, electrical 
currents, which are generated by certain 
types of mineral bodies. This method Is 
known as the spontaneous polarization or 
self potential tcchnjque. These two names 
Indicate the nature of the phenomenon 
utilized. The term spontaneous polariza 
tion, which hasv priority, means that the 
particular mineral body spontaneously ac 
quires an electrical polarity, and self 
potential means that the mineral body 
itself generates an electrical potential. 

Deposit Ads as llnller.v
This description of the technique Is not 

Intended to give directions for carrying 
out surveys by the spontaneous polariza 
tion method, nor how to interpret the re 
sults. Both require experience. Its purpose 
Is to furnish enough background informa 
tion to enable the reader to gain some 
Idea of how and where the method can 
be applied, of the significance of the 
results and how data are assessed for their 
possible Importance to an exploration 
program. The first question to arise Is 
naturally "What types of deposits generate 
these spontaneous, electrical currents?" 
Evidently, such 'deposits are acting like 
electric batteries, which gives the clue to 
what the requirements must be. A battery, 
whether an ordinary flashlight cell or a 
storage battery, generates electric currents 
because one or more metallic substances 
are In contact with either acid or alkaline 
solutions, or both. In the ground, the 
common sulphides provide the metallic 
element of the battery and such sulphide 
bodies are In contact with mildly acid 
solutions at the surface, and with mildly 
alkaline ones at depth. The acidity of 
near-surface solutions may be due to 
humus and to carbon dioxide absorbed 
from the atmosphere, and may also be 
augmented by the oxidation of sulphides. 
Rock moisture at depth Is usually alkaline 
from reaction with rock minerals. 

Sphalerite an Kxception
These solutions In contact with the 

metallic conductor (sulphide body) gen 
erate a current which flows down the 
sulphide body to depth, passes out Into 
the wall rocks and returns to the surface 
where it completes the circuit by flowing

back into the apex of the sulphide body. 
Almost all sulphides are metallic con 
ductors of electricity and can serve as the 
metallic element in such a natural bat 
tery. The only common exception is 
sphalerite, and In this connection It may 
be noted that sphalerite does not have 
a metallic lustre, whereas almost all sul 
phides possessing metallic lustre are also 
metallic conductors of electricity and can 
act as natural batteries. There may be 
cases in which even sphalerite acts weakly | 
as a natural battery. Besides the sul- ' 
phides, there are some other minerals 
which act in the same manner to generate 
natural currents. Principal among these 
Is graphite, but anthracite coal frequently 
serves to generate currents, and so do the 
manganese oxides, pyrolusite and psilome 
lane. The iron oxide magnetite, does not 
always possess metallic lustre, is not a 
good metallic conductor and does not 
normally generate appreciable spontaneous 
polarization currents.

Although the statement is occasionally 
made that these spontaneous currents are 
generated solely as a result of sulphide ; 
oxidation, this is quite Incorrect, as is ob 
vious from the fact that graphite, a metal 
lic conductor, will also generate currents 
which may be even stronger than In the 
case of sulphides, and without any sul 
phides being present. ,

Measuring tlie Voltage j 
The flow of these spontaneously gen 

erated currents down the sulphide body, 
out into the country rock, and then back 
Into the sulphide body at Its apex, results 
in a point of inflow of current, or negative 
center, above the apex of the deposit. 
The potential difference, or voltage, of this ' 
negative centre compared with that of the 
distant, surrounding ground, may be any 
thing from about 0.1 volt to as much as 
0.6 to 0.7 volt, and sometimes even more. 
It Is this difference In potential which is 
the Indicator of a buried, metallic con 
ductor and for which the geophysicist 
searches by means of a systematic explora 
tion of the ground. The apparatus em 
ployed to measure these weak potentials 
consists of a milllvoltmeter-potentiometer 
connected to a pair of porous (unglazed 
earthenware) pots, known as non-polariz 
ing electrodes, for making electrical con 
tact with the soil. Each pot Is filled with 
a saturated solution of copper sulphate 
Into which a small bar of copper projects. 
The copper bars are connected by wires 
to the terminals of the measuring ap 
paratus. One electrode is kept stationary 
on the ground at a base point, and meas 
urements are taken as the other electrode, 
connected by some 1,500 ft. of wire to the 
apparatus. Is moved out along a traverse 
line and placed In contact with the earth 
at regular Intervals. The usual procedure 
is to take observations at Intervals of 60 
ft. or 100 ft. along a grid of parallel lines. 
The spacing between the lines of the grid 
will be anything from 50 ft. to 400 ft., 
depending upon the objective of the sur 
vey. Care must be taken to see that the 
pots are placed on fresh earth, not on 
humus which Introduces small false 
potentials.

More Sulphides, Higher Reacting
The strength of the potentials generated 

depends largely on the concentration of 
sulphides In the deposit, and not at all on 
the width of the deposit^ The more mas 
sive the sulphides, the stronger are the 
potentials generated. As the percentage 
of sulphides within a vein structure or 
lens decreases, the increasing Internal re 
sistance Interposed by the non-conducting 
gangue, decreases the effective voltage. 
Interpretable reactions are usually not 
observed above deposits containing less 
than about 5'7c sulphides. The potential 
generated by the deposits, and that ob 
served at the surface of the ground In a 
geophysical survey, may not be the same 
thing. With Increasing thickness of over 
burden, the observer is farther and farther 
away from the battery which he Is meas 
uring, and the reactions at the surface 
may become too weak to Interpret when 
the overburden is more than about 300 ft. 
thick.

Another Important feature Is the vertical 
extent of the sulphide body. Pockets, 
short gash veins and small lenses with 
limited vertical extent produce local 
centers of electrical activity without much 
breadth. On the other hand, large lenses 
and continuous veins extending to con 
siderable depths produce strong, con 
tinuous bands of electrical activity which 
are also spread over considerable width. 

Fastest Method
Thus, the actual values of potentials re 

corded at the surface and the pattern of 
their distribution, furnish useful guides 
In evaluating the underlying, causative 
mineralization. This does not mean that 
the geophysicist can deduce the measure 
ments of the sulphide body in feet, nor 
can he predict the percentage of sulphides 
present, let alone venture any guess as to 
what metals are to be expected. It does 
mean, however, that he can obtain some 
Indication of the type of underlying de 
posit and furnish a very valuable guide to 
the subsequent drilling program. Of all 
the geophysical methods applicable to the 
search for sulphides, the spontaneous 
polarization technique provides the 
quickest field procedure and also furnishes 
highly definitive Information as to the 
occurrence or absence of sulphide minerali 
zation. The possible occurrence of graphite 
in the area introduces a qualification of 
the last statement, however, since the 
method also reacts to that mineral. Gra 
phitic formations can occasionally be 
differentiated from sulphide ones, either 
because of the strength of the potentials 
recorded, or of their pattern of distribu 
tion. Usually such differentiation Is not 
possible, and the results must be Inter 
preted with the full realization that, where 
graphite Is likely to occur, It ' can be re 
sponsible for the potentials observed. 

Few Factors to Upset Calculations
With the exception of graphite there are 

but few and insignificant factors to lead 
the geophysicist astray when Interpreting 
the spontaneous polarization results. Pro-



nouucecl slopes, fen- example, sometimes 
Introduce a topographic effect, usually 
minor, which can readily be detected and 
should be discounted. The method can 
be used to trace metallic pipe lines, so 
that naturally when operating In a dis 
trict where burled pipe lines are likely 
to be found, the operator must be on the 
watch for them. Water moving just be 
neath the surface, through sand or gravel 
beds, may set up weak potentials, but 
these are hardly to be confused with the 
stronger ones associated with sulphide de 
posits. Where sulphide deposits lie be 
neath lake waters, the method is not 
usually applicable and recourse is had to 
other techniques, preferably from the Ice. 

In the foregoing, the emphasis has been 
placed on the principal application of the 
spontaneous polarization technique to thp 
direct search for sulphide bodies. For this, 
its speed, simplicity and deflnltiveness 
make it very useful. In addition, the 
method can sometimes be used to gain an 
idea of structure in concealed bedrock 
formations, as when the sulphides them 
selves, or graphitic formations, have been 
involved in dislocations or foldings, or 
have selectively followed such features. 
Sometimes the tracing of graphitic hori 

zons furnishes stratigraphic or structural 
data which assists lil locating associated 
formations carrying the economic interest.

In conducting such surveys, the geo 
physicist observes certain physical reactions 
which arise within a mineral deposit. He 
can not see the minerals nor can he assay 
them, and unfortunately the physical 
reactions which he observes do not indicate 
the precise minerals or metals present. The 
reactions merely indicate that a certain 
class of minerals, the sulphides, may be 
present. Furthermore, there is no indica 
tion of the volume of mineral Involved in 
the reactions. It therefore becomes neces 
sary to correlate the geophysical indications 
with all available geological data, to see 
whether or not there is any geological basis 
for believing that minerals of one type 
rather than of another may be present, 
and whether the conditions are right for 
deposition of a large volume of mineraliza 
tion

In the final analysis the geophysicist Is 
observing physical properties of geological 
bodies which differ only slightly from the 
physical properties upon which the 
geologist depends, such as color, lustre, 
crystal form, etc., to identify minerals in 
the field. But because these physical

SELF POTENTIAL METHOD IN OPERATION

Flow of electric currents spontaneously 
generated by a sulphide body: current 
palh through measuring apparatus at 
surface also indicated.

properties observed by the geophysicist are 
measured from a, distance on a body which 
is invisible to him, they do not serve for 
precise identification. They should there 
fore be considered as additional geological 
data which must be integrated with data 
from other sources to augment the sum 
total of information available.



IN REPLY REFER TO:

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

!. BRANCH l 
OF Mi^i

JAN 9 1953

Mr 0 M0 E. Hurst 
Provincial Geologist 
Department of Mines 
Parliament Building 
Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada

Dear fttr. Hurstt

Please let me take this opportunity to thank you for the 
information on the geophysical Activities of your Deparment in 1952 
which you furnished in your letter of^ November 17. Because of the 
record response to my inquiry. ""tnTs" year's Annual Review promises 
to be one of the fullest ye^i to appear in Mfo^ng ^g^qQejytng. Your
cooperation has made this , possible and I hope I will be able to 
reciprocate at some future date,,

i'"

My best wishes for a happy and successful new year e
i/' Sincerely yours,

H. R. Joestxo;
Chief, Geophysics Branch



Dec.30, 1952

Mr. T.D. Northwood,
Secretary
National Research Council
Ottawa. Ontario.

Dear Sir: Your Ref. M4~G7-S2

Your letter of December 16 addressed to the 
Honourable Philip T. Kelly, Minister of Mines, with 
respect to statistics on the use of geophysical 
methods in prospecting, has been referred to me.

Any prospecting done by this Department is 
entirely incidental to carrying out geological or 
geophysical surveys. Moreover, we have no infor 
mation as to the amount of prospecting done within 
the Province by individuals or companies, or about 
the extent to which the various geophysical or other 
methods are used.

The only geophysical work done during 1952 
under the direction and sponsorship of this Depart 
ment consisted of an airborne magnetometer and 
scintillometer survey of a block of 16 townships, 
comprising about 575 square miles, in the vicinity 
of Espanola in the Sudbury district. This work was 
done to determine the extent to which the geophysical 
data could be correlated with observed geological 
conditions and used as a guide in further geological 
mapping.

Yours very truly,

M.E. Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



MU-Q7-S2
ASSOCIATE COMMITTEE ON 

GEODESY AND GEOPHYSICS

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
CANADA

OTTAWA 2, 
December 16, 1952.

The Hon. Philip T. 
Department of Mines, 
East Block, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

The National Research Council through 
this Associate Committee publishes a periodical known 
as the Canadian Geophysical Bulletin. This publication 
provides in summary form an account of Canadian 
activities in geophysics. One field which has not been 
adequately covered by the Bulletin In the past is 
commercial geophysical prospecting. We are hoping in 
the forthcoming issue to include a brief statistical 
note on prospecting activities in Canada during 1952 
and it occurred to us that the provincial departments 
of mines might be able to assist us.

The sort of information we have in 
mind is:

- the number of prospecting crews in the field, 
preferably with some indication of the total 
man hours,

- the type of work done (i.e., seismic, 
resistivity, magnetic, etc.)*

- number of sites occupied, and

- purpose of exploration (i.e., for oil, gravel, 
metallic ores, etc.).

We hope that you will have in your
records for Ontario an approximation to the material 
described above which you could conveniently let us have. 
We would greatly appreciate it if you could help us out 
in this way.

Yours faithfully,

T. D. Northwood, 
TDN:Z Secretary.

52-0-38



Nov,17, 1952

Mr. H.R. JpjBSting,
Chief,
Qeophyeics Branch,
Geological Survey,
Department of the Interior,
Washington 25, D.C., U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Joestingt

Your letter of November 10 addressed to 
Mr. H.C. Rickaby, Deputy Minister, in regard to 
information on exploration geophysics, has been 
referred to roe.

A brief outline of the geophysical work 
carried out under the direction of this Department 
during 1952 is given below:

In March 1952 an airborne magnetometer 
and scintillometer survey was made of a block of 
16 townships, comprising an area of approximately 
575 square miles, in the vicinity of Espanola, in 
the District of Sudbury, Ontario. The survey was 
made for the Ontario Department of Mines by 
Aeromagnetic Surveys Limited. Maps on a scale of 
l inch equals 1320 feet, showing the results of the 
survey, have been issued. The purpose of the survey 
was to provide information that would be an aid to 
prospecting and geological mapping in the area.

Yours very truly,

M,E. Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



IN REPLY REFER TO:

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

NOV l O 1952Mr. H,, C. Rickaby, Deputy Minister 
Department of Mines 
East Block, Parliament Buildings 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Dear Mr. Rickaby:

Dr c Morley of the Geological Survey of Canada suggested I 
write you. I will be grateful for any information you may have on 
exploration geophysics as requested in the enclosed letter,,

I am sorry this was not sent to you earlier, but will make 
arrangements to hold the Review until November 30 for your contribu 
tions.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure

H. R. Joesting
Chief, Geophysics Branch



IN REPLY REFER TO:

UNITED STATES
3 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

November 10, 1952 
Mr. H. C. Rickaby 
Deputy Minister 
Department of Minos 
East Block, Parliament Buildings 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Dear Mr. Rickaby:

I have been asked to prepare the 1952 Review of Geophysics 
for the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers to be 
published in the Annual Review issue of the journal "Mining Engineering". 
To be authoritative and reasonably complete, this review must be based 
on the contributions of representative geophysicists throughout the world. 
I am therefore asking for your cooperation and help in forwarding to me 
any significant information on exploration geophysics that has come to 
your attention during the past 12 months.

The material submitted should be in summary form in view of 
space limitations. It should cover important events in your region or 
in your own special field, on the use of geophysics in exploring for 
minerals, mineral fuels and ground water, and in connection with engi 
neering problems. It is suggested that the following categories be 
used as a guide in submitting information:

1. Regional or local geophysical surveys of special economic or 
geologic interest, including discoveries of mineral commodities 
in which geophysics played a part.

2. Advances in exploratory geophysical instruments, field methods, 
and interpretation.

3. Results of research in earth physics or related fields which 
may be pertinent to exploration geophysics.

4. Trends in exploration geophysics as indicated by events in 1952.

Any additional information, or any comments or suggestions you 
may wish to send me will also be greatly appreciated. Photographs of 
illustrations supporting your information and suitable for reproduction 
will likewise be most helpful.

Your contributions should reach me on or before November 15. 

Thank you for your cooperation and help.

Sincerely yours,

H. R. Joe&ing
Chief, Geophysics Branch



y

November 6th, l

Dear Sira: Attention t Mr. J. K, * Booth. 

With reference to your letter of 

November 4th I would refer you to the re 

quirements governing the submission of 

airborne magnetic surveys which may be 

found beginning on page 149 in the office 

consolidation of The Ontario Mining Act. 

For your convenience a copy of this publi 

cation is being mailed to you.

Yours very truly,

RVS/AL J. F. Mcparland jj 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch*

Algoma Ore Properties Ltd., 
SAULT STE. MARIE, 

Ontario.



ALGOMA ORE PROPERTIES, LIMITED
SAUI/T STE. MARIE 

ONTARIO
IN YOUR REPLY PLEASE QUOTE 

ATTENTION Or

........J........B.......B.O.O.L11...™ November Ut h, 1952,

Ontario Bureau of Mines, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear 3irs:-

tfe would appreciate any literature you 

may have regarding the submission of aerial 

magnetometer surveys for assessment work other 

than paragraph 5(h) section 81 of the Mining Act.

Yours truly,

ALGOMA ORE PROPERTIES, LTD.

A

x

/fj R. Booth 

433'T. SUP'T of EXPLORATION.

JRB/gp

-;



IN REPLY REFER TO FILE NO.

CANADA

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

A
OTTAWA.

April 28/52.

x

Mr. M. E.
Provincial Speologist, 
Ontario De/artment of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto/, Ontario.

Dear Ifc. Hurst s-

l I wish to acknowledge, with thanks, 
you/ communication of April 2?nd, with reference to the 
inquiry we receivecTon oehalT 6T Askania-Werke A5. The 
information you have supplied is of much assistance to us 
in the -Drenaration of material for the German firm.

Yours very truly,

BRHtJ.

\. Hay den, 
Ac t ing"T5i re c t o r, 
Industrial Development Division.

RECEIVED
APR 29 1952 

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH 
DEPARTMENT OF ffi



April 21,1952

Mr. D.R. Hayden.
Acting Director.
Industrial Development Division,
Dejaarttnent of Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa, Ontario,

Dear Sir: re; Your File No. 5-2943

This will acknowledge receipt of your 
letter of April Id addressed to Mr* H,C. Rickaby, 
Deputy Minister, in connection with an enquiry 
submitted to your Bonn office by Askania-Werke
AG, Germany.

Comments on the questions asked are as 
follows:

l* There are no provincial restrictions on German 
geophysical consulting companies doing 
business in Ontario*

2* This Department does a limited amount of ground 
geophysical work with its own personnel. It 
has placed contracts for airborne magnetometer 
work with private companies.

Some mining and oil companies have their own 
geophysical staffs; others contract with geophysical 
companies to have the work done,

3. There is no standard form of geophysical contract 
In Ontario.

Yours very truly,

M,E. Hurst 
Provincial Geologist



CANADA

IN REPLY REFER TO FILE NO.

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

OTTAWA.
April 18, 1952.

H. C. Rickaby, Esq., 
Deputy Minister, 
Department of Mines, 
East Block, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:-

I ara enclosing herewith a copy of a
letter received from our Bonn office, in connection with an 
inquiry submitted by Askania-Werke AO, Germany. This 
communication is self-explanatory. I would appreciate your 
comments on the questions asked by the German firm.

Yours very truly,

BRH:j. 
Enc.

Acting Director,
Industrial Development Division.



ASKANIA-WKKK
A K T J K N O K S K I, L S C H A F T

EFHUN - FHITDKNAU . BONDTSAl LEK 86- 88 

TELRFON.^KMN 83:371 TFJ, VOHAMM. AJiKATIIAVyRKT 15ERI.IN ABC.CODE 6th TUITION RUPOJ.T .J'OSSK, 
CODE

PRTCEISION IN8TKUMTOTS 
FOK SCIENCE AND JNDU8TRY

Canadian Ifcibassy 14 February 1952
Stb/uh 

Bonn/Khain

Attention i Mr. I.. H. Aussmn, Commercial Attache 

Rjferenoe; Geophysical Consulting Work In Canada. 

Dear Mr. Auasman:

WB are associated with a German ooupany, the PR/iKLA Qesellschaft fur praktiaohe 
Lagerstnttenforschung m.b.II., Hannover, who are considered the leading isophysical 
consultant in Germany. This company is operating about 16 geophysical parties in 
lectern Germany for geological exploration work in the search for uinoral deposits.

We understand from recent reportn in the trade press and professional journals 
that Western Canada and particularly the province of Alberta in experiencing an unusual 
boom in geophysical exploration work, and since we have decided on ^articiputing in the 
International Trade Hair at Toronto this sunmer, we want to use this opportunity of 
inveatipatinp the possibilities of geophysical contract work in Canada at the same 
tiae. We are planning to take one of our seismic reflection equipment to the fair 
and to have it available in cane our efforts to obtain a contact for the execution 
of geophysical eontr.ct work should be successful.

We would certainly bc Rrateful to you if you could asaist us in getting for us 
some preliminary Information which will be helpful in clarifying the situation for us. 
This deals particularly wit^ the following:

1. Are there any restrictions for German geophysical consulting companies 
doing business in Canada, and if so, which?

We understand of course that it might be advantageous to employ local 
talent, local capital and possibly to fora a Canadian subsidiary, o 
if the situation warrants such action; but we do not know whether only 
Canadians will be pnraiitted to explore Canadian soil or whether foreign 
organization!) such as ours can do such work likewise under federal or 
provincial law.

E. We would be interested to learn from you whether contr cts for geophysical 
exploration work will bt* placed with private oirsmiiiaticms by federal 
or provincial governments or by private indue try, such as oil or 
oonpanies etc.



f e pr*sur f that essentially tl.e latter will be the case.

3. le would like to know whether o standard form of geophysical contract 
has developed in Canada which may have the support of the federal or 
provincial povernment in Canada} most likely no standardized form for 
such contrnctn is available but some contracts on such points an safety 
regulations, social security, insurances etc, und we will be pleased 
to hfMar from you on these questions*

We are sending you this letter in duplicate since you may find it advisable to 
send onn copy to Canada for further information.

We take this .opportunity of thanking you in advance for any uosiattmce you may 
be in a position to pivr us of this interesting subject*

Bery truly yours. 

ASKAWA-WRKKK AO

(K.SCH1CK) (0.8TUBBK)
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April 3rd, 1952.

Dear Mr. Shawl

You will recall I wrote you last spring 
with reference to the aeromagnetic survey in 
Haliburton region which was to be published as 
the Minden Sheet.

Will you please advise me if this map is 
now available and if not if your compilation has 
progressed far enough to permit the same being 
examined by an engineer interested in the develop* 
ment of the old Victoria property in Snowdon 
Township?

Yours very truly,

J. F, McFarland, 
JFM/MG Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

Mr* George Shaw, 
Chief, Division of Qeophysics, 
Dept. of Mines fc Technical Surveys, 
OTTAWA. Ontario,



f February 20th, 1952.

Dear All

I have your letter of February l?th, with ref 
erence to the geophysical survey on the Northwind 
Lake group of Coniagas Mines Limited.

I contacted Kennedy of Coniagaa and he informs 
me that he had already made application to the Mining 
Court for an extension in which to file the work as 
it may be several months before McPhar has the results 
of the work completed and the plans made, l under 
stand from Kennedy that McPhar has done considerable 
feophysical work in this area on other groups and would 
ike to have the benefit of their interpretation of 

the work done on the adjoining groups before submitting 
the results on the Coniagae claims*

However, Kennedy assures me that the matter is 
in hand and that there will be no fear of the claims 
coming open.

Yours very truly,

J. F. McFarland. 
JFM/MG Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Mr. Al. Hopkins, 
The Qeraltatoh "Hotel, 
OERALDTON. Ontario.
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December 13th, 1951.

Dear Sirs:

I wich to acknowledge your letter of 
December 10th concerning the geophysical work 
which you have submitted on mining claim 
a.56661, etc.

We certainly would like to have this 
data for our records if you find that it in 
available at a later date*

I might also mention that there is 
nothing to prohibit the claim holders froa 
submitting new reports of work in respect to 
this survey if and when you are able to file 
reports and maps complying with the require 
ments but, of course, it will be necessary 
for the holders to keep the mining claims 
concerned in good standing during the interim*

Yours very truly,

HVS/AL J. P. McFarland. 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch.

Conwest Exploration Company Ltd., 
#5 Hichmond Street West, 
TQRONTQ. 1. Ontario.

c.c. J.H. McOinn.



(Eumwat Exploration (ttompatuj ffitmttefo
BS RICHMOND STREET WEST 

TORONTO 1. CANADA

December 10,1951

Department of Mines ,.,,
Parliament fluiIdings s - s "
Queen's Park -V
Toronto E ^' v\\ \\
Dear Sirs: Attention Mr.J.F.MoFarland k\x,

Chief,Mining Lands Branch. V'V-

Aoknowledging your letter of December 5th re geophysical surveys 
recorded as assessment work on mining claims S.56661-69,S.56549-66 
and S.56531-39 inclusive.

We note you have cancelled the work we recorded because reports or 
maps have not been submitted. In this connection we would like to 
advise that even if we had submitted maps or reports there would 
not have been enough work recorded to hold the claims* We had these 
claims under option and advised the owners that we were dropping the 
option and advised them the work we were recording would not be 
sufficient to hold the claims and that they could complete the 
assessment work if they desired. It was our intention to send in 
the maps to the Department but the two engineers involved have been 
in British Columbia all summer, wuich explains why you did not 
receive the maps. However, it is our intention to send these maps 
to you in the immediate future, for the information of your 
geological department, even though they cannot be applied as 
assessment work.

Yours very truly, 

.THaldwell__________________ COTiWEST EXPLORATION COMPANY LIMITED



December 5th, 1951.

Dear

It appears that on October 15th you 
recorded assessment work on mining Claicae 
0.30661-69 inclusive, S.56549-66 inclusive 
and 0.56531*39 inclusive on the strenth of 
geophysical surveys which had been conducted 
on those claims.

I must point out that subsection 5 
of section 81 of The Mining Act requires 
that reports and maps in duplicate be sub 
mitted to and approved by the Minister within 
60 days of the recording of such work. If 
such reports are not submitted and approved 
then the recorder has no alternative than to 
cancel the work. I can find no record of 
any reports or naps having been submitted in 
this case.

Yours very truly,

HV5/AL J. F. KcParland,
Chief, Mining Lands branch.

Oonwest Exploration Company,
65 Richmond street West, c.c. J.H. McUinn.
TOftONTP. Ontario.



OFFICE OF'M IN ING RECORDER SUDBURY MINING DIVISION 

SUDBURY, ONTARIO
ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

October 15, 1951.

Mr. J. F* McFarland, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Dept. of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
TORONTO, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

This will advise you that l have this day placed on 

record 23 days geophysical on each of S-56661-69 incl,, S-565A9- 

66 incl. and l? days geophysical on each of S-56531-39 incl*

The work was reported by Conwest Exploration Company, 

85 Richmond Street, Toronto, and inform me they are sending the 

plans etc. direct to the Department of Mines at Toronto.

Yours very truly,

JRM:GA
Mining rder.
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